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ABSTRACf
The Grand Banks sou th off Newfoundland provide year-round feeding habitat for tens of
milli on s of seab irds of numerous species. an abundanc e and divers ity unparal leled in the
North Atlantic. Dense ship traffic rout es traverse this productiv e environme nt as vessels
trave l the Great Circle Route between Europeand Xorth America. Oiled seabird s have
washed up on beache s in Newfoundland for many decad es, Most oi l on the ir feathers has
been ident ified as heavy fuel oil mixed with lubricants. the mixt ure found in the bilges of
large vessels . Beached bird surveys conducted betwee n 1984- 1999 indicate tha t the
incidence of ch ronic oil pollution along the southeast coast of Newfou ndland is among
the highest in world. More than 60% of all dead birds found over the l 6-year period had
oil on their feathe rs; 74% during the last five years. Auks. espec ial ly Th ick-billed Murrcs
(Uria lom~·ia). are the mos t affected,
In an effort to esti mate overall monaIit y of seabirds in winter due to chronic oil pol lution
in Atlan tic Cana da, I perfonned a series of experi ments to determi ne the fate of oiled and
unoiled birds at sea and on beaches. First, I detennined that carca..ses pers isted on
average for only 3.3 ± 0.1 days on beaches in southeas tern New foundland . after which
they were no longer detectable due to scavengi ng or buria l in the beac h subs trate, In
addi tion. no differences were found in persistence rates betwee n oiled and unciled birds. I
also determined depoxhio n rates and detect ion probab ilit ies of bird carcasses on beaches,
and developed a model to est imate the number of birds arriv ing on a beac h betwee n
period ic surve ys. This model only performs well if survey intervals are less than 10 da ys,
Secon d, I desig ned a d rift block thaI acc urately mimic s the move ments of a sea bird
carcass drift ing at sea. As dri ft bloc ks used in past slud ies showed little rese mblance 10
actua l carcass drift because they were everly influenced by wind , a more real istic dri ft
block was neededto accurate ly interpret tbe number of bird.. thal are found dead on
beac hes. Third, I meas ured murre carcass sinking rates and fou nd that bird s onl y flool 8.2
± 5.2 days before sinking. but Ihat sca venging is important Fou rth , I carri ed ou t
extensive drift block experiments using the new bloc k design 10determin e the proportion
of birds that d ie at sea and reach the shore, taking into acco unt s inking rates of floating
carcasses at sea . Recovery rates of blocks dropped at diffe rent loc ations varied , and rbc
best pred ictor for the propo rtion of blocks lost at sea was the d istance from shore where
they were dropped, combined with the cumulative wind direction vector during Ihe fU'S1
three days following drift bloc k drops. Based on wind patterns observed durin g the
expe riment. I was able to esti mate wind specific recovery rates and catc hment areas for
birds that die at sea. Fifth. I constructed a gene ral metbe mancal Oi led Sea bird Mortal ily
Model to assess seab ird mortality due 10 chro nic oil poll ution along a given coas tline .
I applied the Oiled Seab ird Mortality Model to so utheaste rn Newfoun dland, based on
period ic beached bird surveys conducted dur ing the winte rs 1998/ 1999 through
2()()()12001 and the parame te rs I dete r mined ea rlier. Sev era l assu mptio ns were made 10
ex trapola te sea bird mortalit y due to o il to a large area ut sea, and my most robust es timate
is that on average , 315,()(X) ± 65.000 seabirds were killed annually in southeastern
Newfoundland due to illegal disc harges of oil fro m ships . Thick -bill ed Murres that ove r-
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win ter on the Gran d Banks made up 67 % of this kill. I exam ined the effec ts of this
anthropogenic mortal ity. in comb ination with the estimated number of murres killed
during the traditi onal murre hunt in Newfound land, on Th ick-hilled Murre popu lations
[hal breed in the eastern Canadi an Arctic. by building a stochastic (demographic and
environmental), age- structured . dens ity independent. pre-breed ing, Letkovnch pop ulation
projection matri x. Themodel suggested that chro nic oil pollut ion bas reduced potenti al
annual population growt h by 2.5 %. In combin ation with a further 2 % reduction in
annual grow th caused by hunting, these sustained anthropoge nic causes of mortali ty have
made Thick-billed MuITC populations particular ly vulnerable 10environmental changes
(e.g . globa l warmin g, ocean reg ime shifts). A series of actio ns are outlined 10help reduce
chro nic oi l pollution in Atlantic Canada, including increased year-roun d enforcement.
impositio n of minimum fines and higher imposedfines, the esta blishme nt of conve nient
oil disposal facilit ies on land, and increased educat ion and awarene ss programs.
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CHAPTER 1- INTRODUCTION
Much of the recent public concern with marine oil po llution arose from the effects of
large catastrophic spills such as the Torrey Canyon, Exxon Valdez, Broer and Sea
Empress . Conseq uently increased levels of pub lic pressure have led governments world -
wide to develo p effective national and international legislativc protection for the marine
and coastal environments. Many countries, including Canada, have signed agreements.
such as the International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from ships
(MA RPOL), United Nations Conve ntion on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) and regional
protection agreements such as the Oslo-Par is and Helsinki Conventions, in which
dumping orwaste materials at sea is strictly contro lled or expressively forbidden.
Accord ing to MARPOL, the highest legally permitted conce ntration of oil that can be
released into the ocean is 15 ppm. This low concentration can he achieved hy running oily
bilge water through an oil-water separator before disposal at sea, thus avoiding the
formation of oil sheen on the surface of the water.
Seabirds are the most visible of marine organisms. They are defined as those birds whose
normal habitat and food source is the sea, and include albatrosses, auks, boobies, ganne ts,
cormorants. frigatebirds, gulls, loons/divers. pelicans, penguins, petrels, phalaropes,
skuas, jaegers, storm-pe trels, terns, skimmers. tropicbirds, and in some instances sea-
ducks. Generally, seabirds are semi-colonia l or colon ial, and only come to land to breed.
They arc characte rized by delayed maturity. low fecundity and high survival, and many
undergo large fall and spring migrations. Seabirds feed on fish and invertebrates by a
variety of method s, including skim feeding, plunge-diving, pursuit-diving and klepto-
paras itism. The most abundant seabirds in the Northern hemisphere are Dovekie.s (Alle
aUe) and Murre, (U ria spp.). Seab irds are also one of the most obvious victims of marine
oil pollut ion.
Despite the obvio us interest and attention direc ted tow ards large well -publ icize d oil
spills , the absence of a consistent relatio nship betwee n spill volume and the exte nt of
sea bird morta lity poin ted 10 the necessity to thorough ly investiga te smalle r spills (Burger
1993a). Concerns have been raised that many small chronic spills may kill as many
seabir ds as the more widely publicized large spills do, and as a resul t be as, or even more
detrimental to long-te rm seabird popul ation stab ility (Hunt 1987, Camp huysen 1989,
Burger and Fry 1993, Oka et a!' 1999).
Oiled birds keep washing up on shorelines worldwi de (chapter 2, Camph uysen and
Heubeck 2001), suggesting that national legislation, as well as interna tional co nven tions
and gu idelines, are not being followed. As a result, severa l areas in the North Sea and in
Atlantic Can ada, where large seab ird conce ntrations overlap with intense Ship traffic ,
have been identified as extremely high oiling risk zoncs for seabirds (Chardin e 1990,
Lock er al. 1994, Skov cl. all 995, Fig. I .I ).
~\ o~ Ris k Zon es<--- _ Extreme Risk_High Risk. • c:::::::J LOW Risk-- Cont ours0'01)
Fig. I.I . Annual oiling risk zones for seabirds in Atlantic Canada. Model ing
based on known seabird distributions and ship traffic densi ties (Environment
Canada 1998).
1.1 CHRONIC OILPOLLUTION IN ATLANTIC CANADA
The Grand Banks on the east coast of Canada arc the most important wintering ground for
seabirds in the North Atlantic. More than 40 million pelagic seabirds are estim ated to
reside or migrate annually through the waters surrounding the island of Newfoundland
(Chardine 1995, Montevecch i 2000) , which arc is generally considered one the most
productive marine areas in the world.
The degree of seabird mortality from oil pollution is largely determined by the timing and
location of the discharge in relation to the distribution of birds (Burger 1993). Seabirds
are the most conspicuous organisms of the marine ecosystem and most frequently used as
an indicato r of marine oil pollution (Furness and Camphuysen 1997, Montevecchi 2(0 1).
Although spilled oil undoubtedly affects the entire marine ecosys tem (Kennish 1997), it is
most visible in the presence of oiled birds on beaches. Tuck (1961) reported oiled birds
coming ashore in Newfoundland since the 1950s and called for the halt of this pollution
more than four decades ago. Yet one of the main problems to bring about changes in the
interpretation and implementation of regional, national and international policies,
conventions and laws, is the lack of solid scientific evidence that shows the degree of the
problem in this region, and the absence of a reliable estimate of total seabird mortali ty
caused by chronic oil pollution.
Various estimates of total seabird mortality caused by chronic oil pollut ion have been
suggested for the North Atlantic, and specifica lly for Atlantic Canada and Newfoundlan d.
Nelson-Smith (1972) proposed that between 150,000 and 450,000 seabirds die annually
in the North Atlant ic due to oil pollution, but relied on approximatio ns and guesses for
most of the important parameters, such <IS carcass persistence on beaches and proportion
of birds lost at sea. Tuck (196 1) estimated that up to 500,000 birds died annua lly off the
coast of Newfoundland alone , but arrived at his estimates in much the same way as the
previous study. A second estima te of 20,000- 100,OOO seabird deaths due to oil pollution
in Newfoundland was prod uced by Piatt et al. ( 1985). Their calculations involved
extrapolating the density of beached earcasses/km, determ ined from monthly beached
bird surveys, to the entire suitable coastline around the island of Newfoundland. They
also assumed that to -30 % of oiled birds made it to shore and were counted on the
monthly surveys. As the authors point out, several large uncertainties exis t with this
est imate, due to a lack of correction for detect ion probabilities, no estimates of beached
carcass persistence, the assumption that mortality is even around the island of
Newfoundland, and the uncertainty in the proportion of birds lost at sea . In addit ion,
other important aspects were not considered that co uld lead to a biased estimate: I) the
accuracy of dri ft blocks used to mimic seabird carcass drift, 2) the necessity to correct
drift block recoveries for carcass sinking rates, 3) the accuracy of determining the number
of birds deposited between surveys from monthly surveys, and 4) the lack of a
relationship between seabird mortality at sea and the amount of beach deposition area
available.
As a result of the remaining uncertain ties in all these estimates, much discussion and
confusion has persisted on the extent of seabird mortalit y due to chronic oil pollution in
Newfoundland and Atlantic Canada. It remained critical to accomplish changes in the
interpretation and implementation of regional , national and internati onal policies ,
conventions and laws, and to help reduce this problem on a local and global scale,
especial ly given the region' s geograp hic importance for seabirds. The aim of this thesis is
to develop a model which allows an accurate determination of mortality caused by
chronic oil pollution based on information collected from beached bird surveys , and
based on this model, determi ne estimates for all necessary parameters and produce a more
reliable estimate of the number of seabirds killed annually in Newfoundland waters.
Finally, I wanted to investigate the potential impacts on populations of the species most
affected, and to propose mechanisms through whic h chronic oil pollution in Atlantic
Canada cou ld be minimized.
1.2. C HAPTER OUTLINES
In chapter 2, I examine the extent of the problem of chronic oil pollution in southern
Newfoundland, as assessed through beached bird surveys. The most common index for
chronic oil pollution is the proportion of birds found which are oiled (Camphuyscn 1989).
Th is index docs nor provide information about the number of birds affected, but reflects
the risk to birds of dying from spilled oil. Based on the assumption mac physical
processes (weather, currents , beach types) that influence whether oiled or unoiled birds
wash up on the shore are equal over time, this index allows direct comparison of the
extent of chronic oil pollution between geographical areas and among species. The
Canadian Wildlife Service of Environment Canada in 51. John' s, Newfoundland has
conducted monthly beached bird surveys in southeastern Newfoundla nd since January
1984. Their data form the basis of this chapt er, and this analysis sets the stage to estimate
overall mortality due to this anthropo genic mortality.
In chapters 3 through 6, I empirically determin e the parameters needed to accurately
estimate seabird mortality due to spilled oil off the coast of Newfoundlan d. To use
beached bird carcasses to determine the total number of birds killed, requires the
knowledge of, l) the proportion of birds that die at sea which reach the shore, 2) the ratio
of birds whic h reach the beach alive or dead, 3) the fatc of birds cast on the beach, and 4)
the probability of detectin g beached birds during surveys (Ford et al. 1987, Piatt cr aJ.
1990, Burger and Fry 1993, Fowler and Flint 1997).
!n chapter 3, I determine the rate at which birds are deposited on local beaches, and
estimate carcass pers istence, the amount of time a carcass remains detectable on the
beach. Unless beach surveys are conducted dai ly, accurate determination of detection
probah ilities, depositi on rates and beached carcass persistence are extremely critical
(Armstrong et a!. 1978, Stowe and Underwood 19&4, Camphuysen 1989, Piatt et al. 1990,
Bodkin and Jameson 1991, Burger 1992), and great ly influence the final estimate from
any total seabird mortality model (Page and Carter 1986, Burger 1992, Burger and Fry
1993). The disappearance of birds from a beach is close ly related to environmental
condi tions such wind, sea state, tidal levels, temperature, and precipitat ion. It is also
related to scavenger presence. density and satiation, and to beach characteristic s such as
substrate, slope, and orientation (Camphuysen 1989, Bodkin and Jameson 199 1, Burger
1992, Rodrigues 1995, Van Pelt and Piatt 1995, Fowler and Flint 1997). Due to the
heterogeneity of beaches and conditions throughout the year, it is difficult to compare
data from different locutions (Burger 1992), and hence these factors have to be assessed
locally.
Even when the total number of beached carcasses is known or can be well estimated
based on deposition , detection and persistence rates, a large fraction of the total mortal ity
remains unmeasured, as mos t birds arc lost at sea and never reach the beaches (Ford et at.
1987). Several attempts have been made to assess the proportion of birds which die at
sell and reach shore using seabird carcasses (Coulson et al. 1968, Hope Jones et al. 1970,
1978, L loyd et al. 1974, Bibby and Lloyd 1977, Bibby 1981, Stowe 1982, Threlfall and
Piatt 1982, Page et al. 1982, Piatt et al. 1990) and wooden drift blocks (Threlfal1and Piatt
1982, Piatt et al. 1985, Hlady and Burger 1993, Chardine and Pelly 1994, Flint and
Fowler 1998) . The main co nclusion from these studies is that onshore recoveries arc
heavily influenced by environmental conditions (ocean currents, wind speed and
direction) and distance from shore, and that they differ among geographical regions.
Consequent ly, reported onshore recoveries can not easily be compared, and the 10 % rule
used in the past (Tanis and Morzer Bruijns 1968, Bourne 1970, National Research
Cou ncil 1985, Canadian Coast Guard 1998) is generally inaccurate (Burger 19( 3). In
addition, methodo logical deficiencies, such as not incorporating seabird sinking rates, and
whether drift blocks prev iously used mimic seabird carcass drift, make the conclusions of
the majority of these studies questionable.
To address these deficiencies, I exa mine the accuracy of drift blocks used in the past to
mimic seabird carcass drift in chapter 4 (published as Wiese and Jone s 200 1), and the rate
at which carc asses floating at sea lose the ir buoyancy and sink in chapter 5. In chapter 6,
I deter mine the proportion of birds that die at sea and reach the shore by building on data
gathered in chapters 4 and 5. Chapter 6 presents wind-specific recovery rate s for the first
time, and determines the area of ocean from which beached carcasses originate based on
prevailing wind direction. It lays the ground work to estimate seabird morta lity from
chronic spills, a different process from estimating mortality after large catastrophic spills
(Ford et at 1987).
In chapter 7, I construct a genera l mathematical oiled seabird mortality model and
describe parameters and equations needed to estimate seab ird mortal ity from chronic
spills, based on data from beac hed bird surveys. I then apply this model to southeastern
Newfoundland. using the necessary parameter esti mates determined in chapters 3-6. To
my knowl edge, this is the first report of an empirically-based seabi rd mortality estima te
due 10chronic oil poll ution for a given area .
In chapter 8, I use this oiled seab ird mortality estimate inform ation 10examine the
impacts on Thic k-billed Murre ( Uri a Jomvia) populations. Although Th ick -billed Murre
breeding populations in the easter n Canad ian Arctic are stable or increasing (Gas ton
2002 ), it is importa nt that the impacts of anthropogenic causes of mortal ity on Th ick-
billed Murre population be examined. Murrcs arc the species most affected by oil spills
in the Northern I lemisphere including Newfoundland (Pia tt et al. 1991, Ca mphuysen and
Heubeck 2001) . Much concern has been voiced over the potential impacts of chronic oil
pollu tion on seabird popul ations (Bourne 1968, Crox all 1975, Camph uysen 1989, Dunnet
1982, Albers 1995, Newton 1998), yet to date no information existed that was accurate
enough to estimate potential population impacts.
Finally, I present a list of research needs to help refine parameter estim ates for the model,
and to increase our understanding on the behaviour of oiled birds at sea. I conclude by
outlining a series of mitigative measures, that, if implemented, could effectively address
the illegal dumping of oily discharges from ships into our marine ecosystem ,
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CHA PTER 2 - THE EXTEI\T OFC HRO/,\IC M:ARIN E OIL POLLUTIO~ IN
SO UTHEAS TER....... NEWFO UNDLAl'\D WATERS ASSESSED THROl:GH
BEACHED-BIRD SURVEYS 1984-1999
2.1 LVTRODUcnOS
Oil enters the mar ine environmen t from land runoff . natu ra l see ps. vessels . pipe lines and
offshore exp loration and produc tion platfo rms (Clark 1992. Schmid t Etkin 1999 . W iese
ct al. 200 1). Not including spi lls underO. 17 tonne s. vessel s have contrib uted 64% of a ll
accide ntal spills betwee n 1978 lind 1997 (t he rest stems from ons hore or of fshore
facil ities ). e ither through routin e opera tions or large catastrophic spills, spi lling an
es tima ted total of 701 ,040 tonnes of oil into the marine en vironment (Sc hmidt Etkin
1999 ). Much of the publ ic conce rn abou t oil affect ing the marine environ ment arose
follow ing large cata....trophic spills such as the To rrey CWl")"QIl , Exxon Vald a . Broe r and
the &a Empress where 3O.(xx)"370.()(X)seabirds were killed . Total spillage fro m such
inciden ts in terms of metric ton s of oil. howe ve r. is less than that re leased as illegal
discharges due to tank washings. dirt y ballast and bilge pumping (Brande r-Sm ith et 31.
1990 ).
Sea birds arc the most conspicuous marine organisms and ha ve been used as monitors of
the marine environment (Mor nevecchi 199 3. 2(01) and of the incidence of oil pollut ion
fo r decades (Furness and Camphuysen 1997). Oil at sea is a threat to seab ird.. beca use it
forrns a thin layer on the ocea n surface where many turds spend thei r time. The
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hydrophobic nature of oil causes plumage to readil y abso rb the oil, which dec reases the
birds ' insulation, wa terproofing and buoyancy, lead ing to deathdue to hypoth ermia or
starvat ion . The many toxic compounds in the oil, whe n ingested or inhaled, can also lead
to debili tating or fatal effe'cb..due to their impac t on interna l organ~ (Fry and Lowe nstinc
1985, Leighton 1993, Briggs er at. 1997). The amount of oil that is lethal to birds is very
smal l (levy 1980. f ry and Lowcnsune 1985, Khan and Ryan 199 1, Leighton 1995).
The extent of chronic oil poll ution along a given shore line is usually assessed by
conducting systematic beac hed bird surveys, and determining the number and percentage
of hirds found tha t are oi led. Oiling rules (percentage of birds found that are oi led) are
cons ide red to indicat e the risk 10 birds of beco ming oiled at sea.and thus to mirror
fluctua tions in the amou nt of oi l spilled ove r time and in d ifferent regio ns (Furnes s and
Ca mphuyse n 1997, Camphuysen and Heubeck 2001 ). Che mical analyse s of oi l sa mples
take n from beaches and from stranded oi led birds in Newfound land and Germany have
sbown that 9(Yl, are heavy fue l oils mixed wi th luhricant oils, the type of mixture found
in bilges of large ocean-goi ng vesse ls (A.R. Loc k pees. cc rnm., Averbec k et at. 1992 ).
Based on the freq uent overl ap of shipping activities and seab ird d istribution, il is not
surp rising tha t beached hird surveys around the world have reported dead and live oiled
seabirds resulting from chronic spills for decades (Canada East coa st: Tuck 196 1, Levy
19HU, Piatt et al. 1985, Momev ccctn and Tuck 1987, Elliot and Ryan 1988, Lock 1992,
Chardine 1992, 1995, Cha rdine and Pelly 1994 , Wiese ,LOd Ryan 1999; Ca nada West
coas t: Burger 1993a, Burger and Fry 1993; USA West coas t: Spe ich and Wah l 1986,
Bod kin and Jameso n 1991 , Nur er al. 1997; USA East COO!>I: Simons 1985; Argen tina:
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Perkins 1983. Boersma 1995; Jap an: Ohara et al. 1993; New Zealand : Veitch 1982;
Austral ia: Raaymakers 1995; South Africa: Avery 1989. Nonn Sea : Dahlrnann er al.
199-'; UK: Cadbury 1978. Stowe and Underw ood 1984 . Heubec k 1995; Denmark:
Jocn sen and Hansen 1977; Belgium' Kuyken. 1978: Netherl and..: Camp huysen 1989.
1998; Ge rman y: Averbeck et aL 1992; France: Debout 1984. Reeve! 1990 ; Lithuania:
v ai rakus et aI. 1994 . Zydelis and Dagys 1997).
It has been sugges ted that these chronic effects may be as important or more important to
long-te rm seabird population stab ility than occasionallarge spills (Hunt 1987, Burger
1992). This conclu sion is supported by the abse nce of a strong correlation bet ween the
volume of oil spilled and consequent se abi rd morta lity. It is rather the timin g and location
of the spill thai dcte nni nes the degree of seab ird mortality (Burger 199 3b).
The Grand Banks off the east coast of Canada are the most important wintering ground
for seabirds in the North Atlantic. Over 40 mi llion pelagic seabirds are estima ted to res ide
or migrate annual ly through tbe waters surrounding the island of New foundland
(Chard ine 1995 . Montevecc hi 2000 ). and they are generally co nsidered one the most
prod uctive marine areas in tbe world. Illegal discharges of oil have occurred in this
region for decade s (Tuck 196 1. Montcvecchi and Tuck 1987). Although spilled oil
undoubtedly affect s the ent ire mari ne ecosys tem (Kcmus h 1997). it is most visible in the
ongoing presence of oiled birds on beaches.
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This paper presents the results of beached bird surveys cond ucted in Newfoundland
during October to April of 1984-2000. Species -specific mortalities and vulnerabilities,
trends and patterns in oiling rates, and the impacts of weather, ship traffic, and the local
murre hunt on these trends are discussed. f inally, the value of beached bird surveys and
oiling rates as indicators of chronic oil pollution in the region. as well as its wider
implications and applicat ions are assessed.
2.2 METHOD S
2.2.1 Study area
The island of Newfoundland is located atthe easlernmost extre mity of North America
and lies near major shippi ng routes with Europe, many of which converg e off Cape Race,
the southeastern lip of Ihe island (Fig. 2. 1). Because most oil found on birds comes from
large trans-Atlantic vessels travelling through this area (A. R. Lock pers. comm.), and
because their routes overlap with large concentrations of seabirds vulnerable to oil
pollution (Chardine 1990), the south coast of Newfoundland and other regions in Atlantic
Canada , similar to areas in the North Sea (Skov et aI. 1995), were identified as an
extre mely high oiling risk zone for seabirds by Enviro nment Canada in 1994 (Fig. 2.2,
Lock er al. 1994).
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Fig. 2.1 Location o r beached bird surveys in sou theas tern Newfoundland, Beac hed
bird survey section s are shown as hatched areas, weathe r stations and place names
are show n as stars and major ..h.ipping rou te.. are greyed bars . FR= France .
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Fig. 2.2 Seab ird Oi ling Risk Zones in Atlantic Canada. Adapted from Enviro nment
Canada (1998) .
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2.2.2 Oiling rates
Beached bird surveys in Newfoundland have been coordinated and systematically carried
out since 19R4by the Canadian WildJife Service of Environment Canada in SI. John' s,
Newfoundland . Monthly surveys are conducted during the winter month s (October
through April) by one to three obse rvers covering different beaches, but restricted to a
small section of the southeast coast of the island (Fig. I). Beached bird surveys were
condu cted on foot, walking the upper and lower high tide line, recording and describing
all corpses and pans of corpses encountered. Details on the age. sex. species. rate of
decomposi tion. presence and amount of oil. survey effort and environmental and beach
conditions at the time of the survey were recorded whenever possible. using international
beached bird surveys protocol (Cemphu ysen and Heubeck 200 1). Counted corpses were
either collected or marked 10avoid recounting later.
Species-specific and overall proporti ons of birds found that were oiled (oiling rate) and
trends in these proportio ns over time were calculated, using only corpses comp lete
enough to assure the presence or absence of oil (i.e . >75 % of body present). and using
information only from those 13 beaches in southeastern Newfoundland that were
consistently surveyed each month during the winters of 1984/85 through 1999nOOO. In
addition, all records related to known oil spill incidents or wrecks were elim inated from
the database before the trend analysis was performed (Cam phuysen and Franckcr 1992).
Winters were treated as six months periods designated by the year in which they began,
e.g. 1984 refers to the period of mid-October 1984 until mid-April 1985 inclusive. Since
beached bird surveys were conducted during the last or firs t days of the month, months
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were coded to start and end on the 15'hday in order to avoid bias to one specific month.
For example, for the purpo\C of this analysis, the month of October refers to the period of
15 October - 15 November.
2.2.3 Analysis
Trend analyses were performed using logist ic regression models (SAS 1990), where the
proport ion of birds that are oiled p(oiled' was analyzed with a General Linear Model
where the response was treated as binary and using a logit link function. Firstly, a general
model was bui lt to invest igate annual trends. Subsequently the influence of explanatory
variables onp(oiled) were constructed , and finally a full model where:
p(o iled) :::P. + p,weather + P, hunt + P; ships
was assessed , where weather is a composite index based on wind speed and direct ion and
air temperature, hunt is the number of murres killed in the winter murre hunt in
Newfoundlan d, and ships is the number of container, cargo and tanker vesse ls in coastal
Newfoundla nd waters (see relevant sections below ). Where trends in oiling rates over
time were found to be significant (P<O.05), analyses were performed using
ANDY N ANCDVA designs to determine whether changes in the number of clea n or
oiled birds were driving the change in the propor tion of oiled birds. Furthermore, the
influence of weather, hunting and ship traffic on these two components (oil and unoiled),
as well as changes of each covariate over time, were investigated using standard
correlat ion analys is. Finally, where the model did not co nverge due to insufficient data.
some covartates were drop ped from the analysis and investigated separately if possible .
Chi-square values arc presented instead of the usual F for ANDVAlA."lCOVA designs, as
a General Linear Model framework was used for all analysis. Correlation coefficients (r),
obtained from Pearson 's corre lations arc also presented for ANOVAJANCOVA type
analysis . All means are presented as ± l SE, and all tests arc 2-tailed.
2.2.4 Weather
Environmental conditions such as wind speed and direction, surface current variability,
ambient air tempera ture and sea surface tempera ture can influence the number of oiled
and clean birds found dur ing beached bird surveys. If oiled and clean birds do not
respo nd equally, fluctuations in these environmental parameters will affect the proportion
of oiled birds and its trends over time. Therefore, hourly weather information (wind speed
and direction, ambient air temperature) from weather stations at Argentia and Cape Race
(Fig. 2.1) were obtained from the Environment Canada Atlantic Cl imate Center in
Fredericton, New Brunswick, Canada for the period between 1984 - 2000. Daily means,
minima and max ima were calculated for each weather parameter for each month, and the
following summary and ratio parameters were derived from these means in order to give
more weight to colder and windier days (adapted from Camphuysen 1989).
1. Temperature code, where the higher the code the colder the tempera ture. Days
with tempera tures greater than if' Celsius get one point, days with
temperatures less or equalthan 0" but greater or equal to _5" get two points,
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days with temperatures less than _5" but greater or equa l to _10° get three
poin ts, days with temperatures less than - 10" get four points , and then all
points are sum med.
2. Onshore wind ratio, define d as the number of days with onshore days
(dependent on individual beach orientat ions and defined as any wind paral lel
or at a direct angle towards the beach) relative to all days.
3. Extreme wind velocity code was calculated by assigning the numbe r of days
with gales (28 kts ~ wind speed < 47 kts) one point, and the number of days
with storms (wind spccd z 47 kts) two points, and adding the m over the
month .
Temperature cedes. onshore wind ratios and extreme wind velocity codes were chose n
because they appeared to represent the data well, reflec ted most relevant weat her patterns
for seabird s, and accounted for missing data in a reaso nable way. In order to avoid the
use of correlated variables, a correla tion and subsequent principa l component analysis of
these weather parameters was carried out. All these weat her indices were significantly
correl ated ami were thus combined into one 'weather' index. The first principa l
compo nent described 63% of varia tion in the weather, where high values indicated cold
ambien t air tempera tures (eigenvector loading=O.616), strong winds (eigenvecto r
loading"'O.638) , and high proportion of onshore winds (eigenvector loadi ng=O.463).
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In addition, representative daily sea surface temperatures (SST) were obtained torStation
27 (Fig. 2.1) from htlp://oceanography.nwafc.nf.cll:81/testpointJenglishlstn27/index.htm!.
SST had a significant negative correla tion with the ambient air temperature code (n=88,
(Xi=61.8,P<.1).(X)()I, r=O.71) and W<lS therefore not included in the analysis, as more
detailed amhient temperatures could be obtained .
2.2.5 Murrc hunt
Thick-billed Murres (Uria lomvia) and Common Murrcs (U. aalge) are hunted in a
traditional fall and winter murre hunt along the coasts of Newfoun dland and Labrador
(Montevccc hi and Tuck 1987, Elliot 1991, Chardine et al. 1999). A standardized murre
hunt survey was introduced in 1977-78 by the Canadian Wildlife Service to assess timing,
extent and character istics of the harvest by permit holders and to monitor annua l trends
(Wend t and Cooch 1984). The hunt was regulated with bag limits and seasons in 1993,
that reduced the hunt to about half of former levels (Chardine er 'II. 1(9 9). As hunting
effort co uld influence the number of crippled or non-retrieved rnurres. which would be
found a" clean dead birds, and hence influence the oiling rate, it needs to be accounted
for. As a result, all available hunt estimates between 1984 and 2()()() were obtained from
the Canadian Wildlife Service . Data were available for only seven of the 16 years (1985-
1987, 1990, 1995-1997). f or the oiling rate analysis, the data were split into the period
before and after the hunting restriction in \993, and the influence of the murre hunt on
oiling rates was analyzed together and separately for each period.
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2.2.6 Ship trnffic
Oil found on seabirds in Atlantic Can ada orig merev from the illegal pumping of waste oil
and o il-water mixt ures of bilges from large trans- Atlantic tankers and eargofeo nta ine r
\·c....eb. In order to inc lude ship traffic volurrc of these type s of ve....se t.. in the o iling rare
anal ysis. we ob lained al l available con tainer, carg o and tanker traffic informa tion fo r
Atlan tic Canada from the Departmen t of Fisheries and Oceans Atlant ic Mapping Project
in Dartmou th, Nova Scotia. Data were avai lable be tween 1990-2000. Thi s data base
includes all vcs..cls repo rted to the Eastern Ca nada Vesse l Traffic Serv ices Zone
Regula tions (ECARED), i.e. those destine d or originating from Canad ian ports . It docs
no t include ships travelli ng through the area under 'i nnocent passage ' , i.e . those desti ned
to fore ign ports whi le keeping outs ide the 12 nrn territo rial water limi t. Ship traffi c
vo lume was de termined along the south coas t of Newfoundland out to and including the
major shi pping lanes (Fig. 2.1). and its relations hip to o iling rates was investig ated .
2.2.7 Oil Vulne rab ility Index
Winter Oil Vulnerab ility Indices (WO V£)were calc ula ted for spec ies commonly found on
beac hed bird su rveys in this area throughout the winter months (Oc tober-April). The se
ind ices are based on the c riter ia ou tlined by King and Sange r ( 1979) and ada pted by
Cam phuyse n (I 99R), and take into acco unt the birds' d istribut ion , behaviou r and
expos ure to oi l. In gene ral. the 11I0 s1 vulnerable birds to o il pollution are those that roost
on the sea, forage by swimming, escape by diving, have small wintering area s and overlap
with areas of ship traffic throughou t most of the year. WQ VI were compared to obse rved
oiling rates using Pearson correlation coef ficients.
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2.3 RESULTS
2.3. 1 Paucm s of covariares
2.3.1.1 Weather
Analysis of wea ther parameters during winter sho wed a sign ifican t warm ing tre nd of
am bie nt air temperat ure between 19&4-2000, 11lOSt strong ly expressed by an inc rease in
minimum ambient air tempera ture (.d: 10.35, P<O.OO5, Fig.2.3a). Th is trend was
mirrored by increases of winter sea surface temperatures at Station 27 over the same time
per iod (X II=7.5 1, P<o,Ol Fig . 2.3 b), and a dec rease in the proport ion of onshore winds
from 1990 to present (xf =4.98 , P<O.05, Fig. 2.3c) .
2.3.1.2 Murre hunt
Due primarily to a bag limit and geographic and seaso nal hunting res trict ion first
implemen ted by the Canad ian Wild life Service in the winter of 1993·~ (Chard ine er aJ.
1999). the number of murres hunted s howed a sign ifican t overall decrease ove r lime
(n=-l2. XI I =9.3 . P<O.OO5, r=O.45). So trends were appare nt within the periods before and
after the restrict ion, largely due to limited data .
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f ig. 2.3. Changes in (a) minimum ambient air temperatures, (b) sea surface temperatures
(SST), and (c) proportion of onshore winds, during winters (October- April) 1984/85-
199912000 in southe rn Newfoundland. linear corre lation are shown, correlation of
onshore winds with time was only performed from 1990 onwards (see results for details).
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2.3 .1.3 Sh ip traffi c
Con tainer and tanker traffic information for Atlantic Ca nada was available between 1990-
2000 from ECA REG, Otta wa. Ship traffi c volume in winte r along the south coast of
New foundland increa sed significa ntly over time <:d=9.3, P<O.05, r=O.32). In addition,
ship traffic records uf individual vessels tracks com ing in and out of Atlantic Canada
showed that co ntainers and tankers do not adhere strictly to define d sh ipping lanes and
can be found throu ghout the area (Fig. 2.4 compared to f ig . 2.1).
2.3.2 Wint er Oil Vulnerabil ity Index
The species co nsidered to he most vulnerab le to oil pollution are those tha t roos t on the
sea , forage by swimming, escape by divi ng, have small winte ring areas and overl ap with
areas of ship traffic th roughou t most of the year (Camphuysen 1998) . Based on King and
Sanger (1979) and Camp huysen (I 99R) WO V! were determined for the I I species of
bird s most comm onl y found on Newfoundland beaches (Appendix: I). MU ITCS (Uria
spp.), Dovekies (AIle aUe) and Comm on Eiders tSomateria molfissima) al l score d high
(above 30 out ora maximum sco re of 40), Herring and Grea t Black-backed G ulls (Lams
argentafus and L. marinusy scored low (below 20), the others being inte rmediate
(betwe en 20 and 30). The predicted wav i were sig nifica ntly co rrela ted with obse rved
oiling rates (n= I I'% 12=9.9, P<1>.OO5, Fig. 2.5 r=O.77).
2.3.3 OiJingrates
1676 bird s were found on systematica lly surveyed beached during the win ters 19&4-1999
(fable 2.1), after those apparently resulting from known oil-spill incident s were removed
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Figure 2.4 Typical annua l ship track pattern of container, cargo and tanker vessels
travelling to or through Atlanti c Cana da destined to Canadian ports in 1995.
Pattern s were similar in 1990-2000 (adapted from ECAR EG).
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Table 2.1. Corrected total number of birds, numberof birds
coded for oil (>75 % ofhody present ) and ave rage oiling ra te
detected during mon thly winte r (Oc t. - MaL) beache d bi rd
surveys along the Ava lon Peninsula, New fou ndland 19114· 1999.
Wimer Total #of # birds coded Oilingrate (%)
birds found for oil
1984 160 55 63.6
1985 106 54 42 .6
1986 122 5 1 47 .1
1987 179 68 70.6
1988 102 35 31.4
1990 106 68 48.4
199 1 140 116 79.3
1993 73 58 4 1.4
1994 148 36 72.2
1995 33 20 1\5.0
1996 308 17 76.5
1997 49 35 80.0
1998 46 40 77.5
1999 104 55 6 1.8
TOTAL 1676 70R 62.0
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Fig. 2.5 Winter Oil Vulnerability Index (Appendix 1) in relation to observed oiling rates
dur ing winter (Oct-Mar) 1984 -1999, r '" 0.77). HERG=Hcrring Gull, GBBG=Grcal
Black-backed Gull, NOGA=No rthcm Gannet, NOFU= Northem Pulmar, LTDU= Long-
tailed Duck, ATPU=Atlantic Puffin, BLGU=Black Guillemot, COEl=Common Eider,
TBMV =Thick-billed Murre, DOVE=Do vckie, COMU"Common Murre. wovladapted
and derived from King and Sanger (1979) and Camphuyscn (1998).
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from the sample. In 708 (42.2 %) cases , more than 75 % of the carcass remained
allowing an accurate coding for oil (Table 2.1). The overall oiling rate of those birds was
62.0 %, the mean number of oiled birds per km was 0.77, and the total number of corpses
per Ian was 2.25. 75.6 % of all oiled birds had oil on less than 25 % of their bodies and
most oiled birds were highly emaciated (absence of body and muscle fat, reduced pectoral
muscles).
2.3.3.1. Annual trends
Oiling rates increased significantly at an average of 1.4 % per annu m (:d =12 .38,
P<O.OO5, Fig. 2.6) while survey effort (num ber of beach surveys per month) showed no
significant change over time ( Zlz= I.74. P>O.l). The overall increasing trend in the
proportion of oiled birds was only apparent in November and December, and was due to
decreasi ng trends in the number of clean birds found per km in those months (X11 =4. 15,
P<0.05). The number of clean birds were positively related to increasing ambient
temperatures ( Z12=5.08, P<.O.05) and for murrcs, which made up 65 .1 % of all birds
reported (Table 2), with increases iuth e murre hunt ( X,l = 16.9 1, P<O.OOO I , f ig. 2.7).
Overall the number of oiled birds per km was positively correlated to the weather index
( X;I =4.89, P<O.05), but no association with ship traffic volume was found (XI1=O.18,
P>O.5) . A full model where the relative importance of all covariate, could be examin ed
was not possible due to insufficient over lap in time.
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Fig. 2.6 Change in the proportion of oiled birds, and the density of clean and oiled birds
per km found on southeaster n Newfound land beaches during winter (Oct - Apr) 1984-
1999.
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Fig. 2.7 Relationship between the number ofmurres harvested on the south coast of
Newfoundland and the proportion of birds found oiled during winter (Oct-Apr), r = 0.83.
Years arc shown, while circles represent years before hunting restrictions, diamonds after
restrictions.
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Fig. 2.8 Relationship between the total number of oiled birds/km found during winter
(Oct-Apr) on beaches on southeast coast of Newfoundlan d, and the sum of the weather
index for each winter month (1984- 1999 pooled), r ""0.8 1.
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2.3.3. 2 Monthly trends
Mon thly oiling rates differed from each other (X~=75.83 , P<O.OOO I). The proportion of
oiled birds peaked in December (Fig. 2.9), a pattern likely related to s ignifica nt
fluctuations in the monthly number of oiled birds per km ( X11",18. 15, P<O.OO5j, as the
month ly number of clean birds per km did not change significantl y (:d =9.6 1, P>O.05).
As abo ve, monthly occurrence of oiled birds was found to be significantly influenced
only by weather, with high incidence of oiled birds correspo nding directly to periods of
cold ambient air temperatures , high winds and periods of Increased onshore winds
(X~=18. 15, P<O.OOO5, Fig. 2.8, r=O.8 1)
2.3.3.3 Species
The two species most affected in numbers and proportion oiled were murres (Com mon
and Thi ck-billed Murrcs), for which a combi ned oiling rate of over 70 % was recorded
(fable 2.2). Overal l, the oiling rate for murres increased between 1984 and 1999 by an
average of 0.9 % annually ( X,z=4.1 6, P<O.05), and showed less variabi lity amo ng years
than all spec ies com bined. When the two species ofmu rres were considered separately,
this increase was only evide nt for Thick-billed Mu rres. Inclement weather was a
significant predictor of the num ber of oiled murres found on beaches (X,1=5.2 1, P<O.05).
Murre harvest explained a significant amount of variation in the proportion of oiled
murres ( XI2=15.02 , P<O.OOO I) because the decrease in harvest over the years was
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Fig. 2.9 Changes in the proportio n of oiled birds, and the total number of clean and oiled
birds found per km on beaches in southeast ern Newfoundlan d between mid-October and
mid-April,1984-1999.
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Table 2.2. Percent occ urrence of the corrected total number of birds code d for oil, and
oiling rates (proportion of birds found oiled) of species found on beac hed bird surveys
1984-1999.
Species Num ber Frequency Outna rate
( % ) ( % )
Murres (Uria spp.) 46 1 65.1 705
Thick-billed Murre , (Ur ia lomv iai 164 23.2 67.1
Common Murres (Uria llaJge) II I 15.7 64.9
Unident ified Murres (Uria spp.) 186 26.3 76.9
Dovekies (Alle alle) us 16.3 53.9
Herring Gulls (Lams argentatus s 20 2.8 35.0
Black Guillemot (Cepphus gryll e) 18 2.5 27.8
Common Eider (Somateria moJlissima ) 16 2.3 75.0
Great Black-backed Gull (Lams ma rinusy 10 1.4 30.0
Atlantic Puffin (Fnnercula arcticuv 10 1.4 20.0
Northern Gannet (Su/a bassana) 9 1.3 11.1
Northern Fulmar (Fulma rus r:lacialis) l.l 0 0
Long-tailed Duck (C{angula hyemaJis) 1.0 42.9
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sig nifica ntly corre lated to a decrease in the number of clean murrcs found on beaches
(,{' 12"' 17.29 , P<O.OOO I). When ann ual changes in the murre harvest were acco unte d for,
the oili ng rail.'for all murrescomb ined, as well as fo r Thick-billed Murres alone,
remained unchanged ove r time (,{' 11= L.29 , P>O.05).
2.4. DISCUSSION
2.4. I Oilingrales
Birds found in more northern latitudes or colde r oceans are expected to have higher oiling
rates (proport ions of birds found oiled), because o il on the water persists longe r in co ld
temperatu res, and because the thermal stress of birds is increased after oil ing (Hartung
1967, Jensse n et al. 1985, Culik ct al. 1991 , Doe rffer 1992). Yet, Newfoundland 's
overa ll oili ng rate of 62% is amo ng the highes t documented in the wor ld (Burge r 1993a,
Vaitakus et at. [994 , Heubec k 1995, Nur et aJ. 1997, Zyde1is and Dagys 199 7,
Camphuysen1998 , Cam phuyse n and Hcubcck 2(01). As in studies elsewhere, auks and
div ing ducks a re the avia n groups most affecte d by oiling in Newfo undland, likely
because they spend most of their time on , o r under , wate r. Auks and sea ducks are known
to dive as an esca pe response, a behaviou r that makes them more vulnerab le to oil at sea
than species more likely to evade a slick by taki ng flight. The much highe r number of
mUITeS compared to all other spec ies ce rtainly rellects thei r high abund ance during the
winter months, but the overall oiling rate for murrc s of 70.5 %, and of 80.4 % durin g the
last 5 years su rveyed , also ranks among the highest in the world (3-82 %, Cam phuyse n
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1998). High oiling rates arc of special conce rn for the conservation of murres and other
auks. Owing to their low-fecundity and high-survival life histories, even sligh tly
increase d sustaine d adult mortal ity can have appreciable population impacts and could
threaten long-term population stability (Nur ct al. 1(97 ).
As would he expected, coas tal spec ies such as gulls and Black Guille mots, and highly
aeri al spec ies such fulmars and gannets, were less affected hy oil , and thus W inter Oil
Vulnerability Indices were a good predictor of observe d oiling rates. Larger gulls and
birds of prey may he contaminated when they prey on or scaveng e, injured and oiled
birds. However, gulls and auks have been observed to successfully preen thems elves
clean of oil and survive, although perhaps with lower reprod uctive success (Cor khill
1973, Esler er al. 2000 ). Oili ng mortalit y is underestimated by exclud ing birds whose
carcasses lacked externa l oil hut that died due to internal contaminati on (Leighton 1995,
Briggs et al 1997). Vauk (1984 ) sugges ted that this could be the eause of death for as
many as 20 % of clean birds found, but as few corps es were autopsied, this percentage
co uld not be dete rmined for OUf study. Alternatively, oiling rates may be overest imated
by including birds oiled post- morte m (Kuyken 1978, Camp huyscn and Franeker 1992).
However, recent drift block exper ime nts arou nd the Newfoundland coa st sugges t that
post-mortem oiling in this region is negligible, because only very few block s recove red
show signs uf oiling (Wiese unpublished data) . Additionally, as there is no diffe rence in
the persis tence time of oil un d unoi led birds on beaches (chapter 3), observe d oiling rates
appear to be a reasonable represen tation of a bfrd's risk of dying from spilled oil.
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In addition to the high proportion of oiled birds found in our study area , the linear den sity
of oiled birds on studied beaches (O.77/km) is also markedly higher than in oth er regions
of the world during a comparab le time period (0.02- 0.33 , Burger 1993a, Vaitakus et al.
1994, Heubeck (995), and has remained at these high levels for the last 16 years .
2.4 .2 Annual trends
Rates of oiling of seabirds in parts of the North Sea have decline d significa ntly over the
last 20 years (Camp huysen 1998, Cam phuyscn and Hcubcc k 2001). This was interpreted
as an indication of a decline in overa ll chronic oil pollution, and attribu ted to more
extens ive aerial surveillance and decisions to clean-up oil slicks rather than wait for
natural dissipation. Wh ile cha nges in North Sea oiling rates appear to reflec t changes in
the risk to birds of being oiled, this may not apply in the Newfou ndland regio n. Observed
oiling rates in our study indicate an increase in the proport ion of oiled birds during the
l6-year period of 1.4 % per annum. Mor e deta iled investig ation, however, showed that
this was mainly due to a reduction in the numbers of clean birds found on beaches , and
this was related to increasingly warmer winter ambient air temperatures. The number of
oiled birds found per kilome ter showed no significant cha nges over time. Hence. the
incre asing oiling rates of murrcs appea r to reflect a combina tion of a decrease in winter
murre harvest leading to fewer deaths due to crippli ng, and improving weather during
winter (incl uding higher proportions of onshore winds) causing a like ly reduction in
natura l mortality . Such a relationship suppo rts the observa tion that processes on the
winter grou nds seem to determin e Thick -hilled Murre population dynamics (Gaston in
review).
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2.4.3 Ship traffic
Although ship densities arc higher in certain regions and vessels generally tend adhere to
defin ed shipping lanes (Lock et al. 1994), the data suggest that container and tanker
vessels can be found throughout the area. Seabird uiling risks may occur in more arcus in
Atlantic Canada than previously defined (Enviro nment Canada 199 8). However, ship
traffic volume was not related to overall oi ling rates when changes in weather and the
murre harvest were taken into account. Th is is somewhat surprising given the known
origin of the oil found on birds, and may be an artifact of the limited dataset that does not
include ships traveling under innoce nt passage. A more detailed analysis of ship traffic
volume in Atlantic Canada is needed. But, if true. the lack of a relationsh ip between
oiling rates and shipping volume, given the increase in ship traffic and the constant
number of oiled birds found, would suggest that it is a relatively constant number of ship
operator s illega lly discharging their oily bilge into the ocean, rather than a consistent
proportion of ships passing throug h the area . This result sends an encourag ing message to
local enforcement agencies and implies that st ricter control of chronic polluters, increased
fines for multiple offenders, and increased aerial surveilla nce, have a high probabil ity of
reduc ing the number of birds killed (Camp huyscn 1998, chapte r 6). Alternatively, a
major reductions in spilled oil is needed before a relationship is apparent.
2.4.4 Monthly patterns
Whi le decreases in the numb er of clean birds recorded seemed to explai n annual trends of
oiling rates since 1984, fluctuations in the number of oiled birds most close ly expla in
mont hly oiling rare patterns . The occurre nce of oiled birds throug hout the winter was
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highest during periods of cold ambient air tempera tures. high wind speeds and frequent
onsho re winds. This is consis tent with earlier findings (Kuyken 197K). High winds and
co ld ambie nt air temperatures may increase seabird mortality due to oil indirectly because
it influences tbe amount of time oil remains on tbe surface of the water. and directly
because of increased thermal and metabolic stre ss due to the lack of Insulation and
buoyancy. In add ition. observations indicate thai most birds have depleted fat reserv es
after bad wea ther period s. suggesting that it is hard to feed during such environ men tal
conditions (R. D. Elliot pers. co mm.). Alternative ly. ships may accumulate more oily
bilge water during bad weather conditions, a s ituat ion which may at the same time
provide more opportunitie s to discharge these waste s without being detec ted. In this case,
as for annual trends elsewhere in the world. oiling rates durin g the winter mont hs may
acc urate ly represent the risk for birds to die due to oil. The relatively high num bers of
oiled birds during months with frequent ons hore wind.. indicates that oi led birds float
asbore with wind -driven curre nts or fly ashore aided by the wind (Camphuysen 1989).
As in the North Sea (Cam phuysen and Heubec k 200 1), oi ling rates are signi fican tly
higher in winter than summer (Wiese and Ryan 1999 ). Certainly, shipshave more need
to discharge bilges in winter beca use they accu mulate more durin g storms and high seas,
and ship operators have more opportunity to illegally discharge oil at sea in winter
because they are less likely to be detected during the long per iods of darkness or bad
wea ther. However, it is doubtful that chronic oil pollution on ly occurs in the winter.
Rather, lower oiling rates in the summer may reflect I ) reduced abundance of high ly
vulne rable birds such as murrcs. dovekie s and eiders . 2) reduced overlap of nesting
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comm on murres with shipp ing lanes (Lock et al. 1994),3) reduced susceptibility of
seabi rds to oil in warmer ambient and sea surfa ce temperatures , 4) faster d ispers ion of
refined oil s at h igher sea surface temperatures , and 5) faster loss of vo latile and so luble
toxic co mponents of crude oils com ponents and faster reduction of these oils to
biologically ine rt solids such as tar balls at higher sea surface temperatures (Bourne and
Bibby 1975 , Kennish 1997). Obse rvations of body condition and the degree of oi ling of
beached birds furthers stre ngthens this interpretation. Small quant ities of oil on a carcas s,
combined with high emaci ation , indicates that the bird lived for a period of time after
contac ting the o il before it pe rished, likely from hypothermia and starvatio n du ring harsh
weather conditions (Camphuysen and Francke r 1992).
2.5 CONC LUSIONS
Data co llected du ring beac hed bird sur veys in so utheastern Newfou ndland were usefu l to
dete rmine trends in chronic oil pollution. However, the underl ying patterns influencing
oiling rates such as weather, ship traffic vo lume and , in New foundland, the murre harvest,
must be investigated thoroughly to fully under sta nd observed trends . Although wea the r
parameters can explain variati on in oiling rates, hun ting plays a sig nifica nt ro le for some
species, and the influence of sh ipping needs to be further invest igated. All these tactors
need to be comp iled and considered for future analysis. To discern whether the da ta
presen ted here are typical fo r the en tire coastline or for all of Atlan tic Canada , it is
necessary that beached bird surveys be expanded geographically .
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The Grand Banks provide suitable year-rou nd feeding habitat for tens of millions of
seabirds of many spec ies, an abundance and diversity unpara lleled in the North Atla ntic
(Ncttleship and Birkhead 1985, Montev ecchi and Tuck 1987). It is disturb ing that oil
continues to be a big thre at to many seab ird specie s in this region . Our results indicate
that chro nic oil pollution off the coas t of Newfoundland is among the hig hest recorded in
the world, and has remaine d high for the last 16 ycars . The dam age caused to seab irds
and the entire marine ecosys tem through the continuing illega l flush ing of oily bilge water
from large conta iner and tanker vessels along this coast is a signi ficant and continuing
prob lem.
To help reduce and hopefully el imi nate this worldwide ehron ic problem, ship operato rs
mu st be aware of a strong year-round enforce ment presence in Atlantic Canada and
elsewhere. The adopted polluter-pay principle must be fully applied and not succumb to
po litical and econo mic pressure from large shipping companies . Clear ly, as proven
effective elsewhere, enforcement needs to increase , aware ness and imposed fines
(ind uding minimum fines) need to be raised substantially, and access ible and convenient
oil disposal faci lities need to be estab lished in Atlantic Canada to help reduce the illegal
dumpin g of oil at sea (Averbec k et al. 1992, Camphuysen 1998, Wells 200 1, Wiese
2(02).
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CIIAPTER 3 _ ASSESSING SEA BIRD MORTALITY FROM BEACHED BIRD
SU RVEYS: DEPOSITION, PERSISTENCE AND DETECT ION RATES OF BIRDS
BEACHED ON THE COAS T OF NEWF OUNDLAN D
3.1. INTROD UCTION
The assessme nt of total seabird mortality due to a catast rophic oil spill eve nt, or due to
chronic oil pollution over a long period, is a complicated process that requires knowledge
of a variety of parameters. A start ing po int for many such analyses is the number of birds
that wash up on shore, generally assessed thro ugh beached bird surveys (Camphuysen and
Heubcck 2(01). However, only a proportion of birds that die at sea make it to shore
(Wiese and Jones 2(01), and those that do can be cove red by the sand , rocks or jetsa m,
get washed back to sea, or remove d by scavenge rs before they can be tallied (Burger and
Fry 1993). Thus, the use of beached bird carcasses to determine the total number of birds
killed requires knowledge of I) the proportion of the birds that die at sea which reach the
shore , 2) the numbers and ratio of live to dead birds on beaches, 3) the fate of birds cas t
on the beach and 4) the detection proba bility of dead birds on beaches (Ford et al. 1987,
Piatt et al. 1990, Burger and Fry 1993, Fowler and Flint 1997) .
Diffic ulties in de termini ng the pro portion of those birds that die at sea which reach the
shore result in large uncertaint ies in mortali ty estimates (Piatt et al. 1985). A rule of
thum b of 10 % often gives erroneous estimates , due to pronou nced regional differences
and methodological deficiencies (Burger 1993a, Wiese and Jones 200 I). Other
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researchers have cal led for better estimates of persistence. the amoom of lime a carcas s
remain s de tectab le on the beach [Bodk in and Jame so n 1991. Burger 1992). Unless beach
surveys are co nduc ted dail y, the accurate determination of de position rates, detection
probab ilitie s. and beached carcass persis tence. is extremely important (Arms tron g et a1.
1978. Stow e and Underwood 1984, Camphuyscn 1989, Piau er al. 1990) and great ly
mnuences the final estima te of any seab ird mortal ity model (Page and Carte r 1986.
Burger 1992, Burger and fry 1993).
Several researche rs have u.sed models thaI incorporate carcass persistence rates on
beac hes, to es timate the total number of seabirds killed following an oil sp ill (Ford er al.
1987. Pageet al. 1990 , Piauet al . 1990, Burger 1993b. van Pelt and Piau 1995, Fowler
and Flin t 1997). or after large wreck s of beached seab irds (va n Pelt and Pian 1995) . The
same approach. howev e r. hits nOlbeen app lied to the worldwide ongo ing problem of
chronic oil pollution. a probl em often assumed to be much larger and more detrimentalrc
seehirds than occ as ional large spills (Hunt 1987. Burger 1992, Wells 2001, chapter 2).
Levels of chronic o il pollut ion are u...ually assessed by conducting regular beached bird
surveys (chapter 2). In sou theastern Newfou ndland, Canada, such surveys have been
conducted since 1984. Rec ent analysis of these data ind icated thai oil po llution levels in
coast al Newfound land waters are among the highest in the world, and that this problem
has been ongoing for more than four decades (chapter 2, Monrevecchi and Tuck 1987).
Thick-billed (Uria JOn/via) and Common Murres (U . uulge) made up 65% of all birds
found on beaches between 198-J-1999. with o iling rate s of 80% du ring the la...t5 years .
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These spec ies warran t special atten tion, given that murres are already subject to othe r
an thropogenic impects such as the Newfou ndland turr hunt {Elliot 1991 ). In add ition to
knowing what proponion of birds fou nd are oiled. it is also important to accurately
determine how many are being affected by this illegal dumping of o il at sea,
It is the purpo>;e of this study to addresses possib le biases in observed oi ling rates,
determ ines deposition and detec tion rates on survey beaches in New fou ndland for the
firs t time. and presen ts a new too l to analyze depo sition. persistence . and detec tion data to
contribute to total seabird mortality mod els that use counts from sys tematic beached bird
surveys. Th is paper presents the resu lts from six lO-day pers istence trial s ca rried out
during winte rs of 1999 /2000 and 2000/01 on beaches in sou theas tern Newfoundland. Ou r
results presen t an important initial step in developing a model to dete nni ne total yearly
seab ird monality due to chronic oi l pollution in Atlan tic Canada.
3.2 MI:.'TIIODS
3.2.1Study Area
The island of Newfoundland h located at the eastern mos t extre mity of North Americ a
and adjacent to the Grand Banks, the most impo rtant wintering ground for seab irds in the
North Atlant ic (Fig. 3.1). More than 40 million pelagic seabi rds are es timated to res ide o r
migra te annually through the wate rs surrounding insular Newfo undland, and the region is
one the mos t produc tive marine areas in the wor ld (C hard ine 1995, Montevecchi 2000 ).
New fo undland also lies ncar major shippi ng routes between Nort h America and Europe,
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Fig.J .1 Study area in M>U1hea....lcm Newfoundland shown as cross-hatcbed coas tline .
Major shipping routes are shew n as grey bars (ada pted from lock er al. 1994).
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man y of which con verge off Cape Race , the soutbe astem tip of the icland, The mu les
overlap with areas where large co ncentrations of seabirds occur. which are vulnerable to
oil pollution (Chardi nc 1990 ). similar to area" in the North Sea (Skev et al. 1995). As a
result, the south coast of Newfound land along with ceber regions in Atlan tic Can ada.
were iden tified as extremely high oiling risk zones for seabirds by Env ironment Canad a
in 1994 (Lock er al. 1994 ). Illegal discharges of oil from bilges of large trans -Atlantic
vessels have occ urred in this regio n for decades (Tuck 196 1). and alth ough spilled oil
undoubted ly affects the entire marine ecosyste m [Kennish 1997), it is most visible in the
ongoi ng prese nce of oiled birth on beaches.
3.2.2 Study design
Six beac hes that are systematicall y surveyed duri ng regular beached bird surveys by the
Canadian Wildlife Service were chosen for this study. They were selected to provide a
represent ative range of substrate type and expos ure to the sea (Ford er al. 1987). and are
referenced to here by the ir z-lener beac h code (Table 3.1). During the trials. large signs
were posted at strategic access points 10 the beache s. informin g peop le of the experiment
and askin g them to nOIremove any beac hed birds. In add ition , seve ral key people in eac h
community were made aware of the expe riments to further avoid human interference.
During March 1999, a pilot study was conducted on Big Barasway to determine
approp riate sample sizes and method. Murre s (Uria spp.) which had been con fiscated
were obtain ed from Canadian Coast Gu ard and Environment Canada enforceme nt
7 1
Table 3. 1. Study beaches , descnpeion of beac h substrates , general beach characterist ics.
and mean persistence time of bird carcasses on beaches in sooueesrem Newfoundland (I,
in days, includes adjusted persistence times for chicken s, see results for detai ls). All other
2
parameters pooled. Persi stence differed significantly among beaches X
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officers. Murre , are the spec ies mos t frequen tly fou nd durin g beac hed bird surveys and
have the highes t oiling rates in the area (chap ter 2). Persistence was investigated for 12
or 24 carc asses, parti tioned evenl y between oiled and unoilcd birds, and betwee n those on
the high and low tide linc. It was determined that using 24 carc asses per beach was
prefe rred . Scavengers did not see m to be satiated at e ither sam ple size, as birds
d isappeared in the same numbe r of days whether 24 or 12 were initially deposi ted . Using
24 birds per beach also inc reased the sample size to allow the detec tion of statistic al
d ifferences between oile d and unoiled birds, and those placed high and low on the beac h,
with 6 birds in each trea tment.
The main expe rimen ts were conduc ted 6 times on all six beac hes, in Octobe r and
Decem ber 1999 , February, Octo ber and December 2000, and March 200 1. 840 carcasses
were needed to carry out the experiments six times on all beaches simu ltaneously,
deposi ting 24 birds per beach (except 20 birds on Patrick ' s Cove due to its sma ller size).
As insufficient murres were avai lable, their numb ers were supplemen ted with domestic
fully-feat hered chicken carcasses weighing between 700g and I kg, the range of
emac iated and hea lthy murrcs (Wiese unpubl. da ta). In additio n, carcasses of Dove kies
(Alle aIle) killed in a wrec k in October 1999 (Wiese unpubl. da ta) were used in the st udy.
In total, 58 muITCS,173 dovekics, and 666 chickens were ava ilab le. Altoge ther, most
experiments were conducted using only chickens, on 6 occasions (BB in December 1999,
2000. and Marc h 200 I, and BR and PC in March 2(X)I) chicke ns and muITCS were
deposited in pairs to allow direc t comparison and eventual correction for data obtained
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from chicke ns. On 7 occas ions (HH, GC. PC, PL, SB in October 1999, and PL, SB in
March 2001) chickens and dovekies were deposited in pairs.
All birds were intact, and thawed two nights before the experime nts. Birds were
individually marked with concealed I x 2 x 0.2 em aluminum tags attached by transparent
plastic tic wraps on the base of the right wing. Bunker C oil, commonly found on beached
seabird carcasses in Newfoundland (A. R. Lock pers . comm.) was applied to 25% or
more of the body of birds used as oiled carcasses. Birds were oiled when fully thawed,
and allowed to dry and oxidize for 2 days under ambient conditions prior to deposition .
This eliminated contamination of the beach with oil from the birds and simulated the
natural weathering of oil that occurs on floating carcasses (Doerffer 1992).
3.2.3 Persistence and detection
Oiled and clean carcasses were deposited in 12 pairs along the low and high tideline
dur ing low tide at irregular intervals (10 - 30 ill apart). Wings were folded to the body to
mimic the position of most naturally beached birds, and to conceal the tag to minimize
attraction of scavengers. Numbers and location of scave ngers present at the time of
depos ition was noted. The beach was subsequently surveyed at low tide once a day for 10
days. The following data were recorded during each survey: presence or evidence of
scavengers; sea state (Beaufort scaJe); wind velocity and direction; air temperature;
precipit ation; presence of oil. snow/icc or algae on the beach; and for each carcass
present, scavenging code , location , body posit ion and general description. Scavengi ng
codes were defined as 0 (body intact ), I (some flesh exposed, all organs present), 2 (body
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cavity open. some orga ns removed), 3 (so me flesh prese nt. all organs removed), and 4
(o nly feathers and hones rema ining) .
3.2A Natural deposition
The presence and condition of bird.. deposi ted natural ly on beaches was ooeed daily
du ring the experiments.
3.2.5 Data ana lysis
3 .2.5.1 Persistence
Persistence time 'p.was defi ned as the number of days e lapsed fro m the mome nt of
de pos ition 10 tbe day it was reco rded miss ing. Thu s, birds that disappeared during the
first day afte r de pos ition had a persistence time of I . In cases where birds were no t see n
on one or moreconsecutive surveys but seen agai n the reafter , b irds were assumed to have
been prese nt but not detec ted. and persistence time was adj usted accord ingly (see
detect ion below) .
Differe nces in persistence time (tpJamoog location, degree of o iling, date (mon th and
year ), and beach were analyzed using the S AS LIFEREG procedure (SAS/STAT 1990 ),
which fits moods to fa ilure time data . The models for the response variable consist o f a
linear effec t composed of the covariables together with a rando m disturbance term
(S A S/ST AT 1990). Mean persi stence times (tp) . with associat ed erro rs, were ca lculated
using the SAS UFETEST procedure, as a normaJ Ar-;'OVA design wou ld unde restima te
persistence times as our data were right -censored at 10 days. Nonparametn c estimates of
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the surviv al (persistence) distribution. and rank tests for assoc iations of the response
variable with other variables within defined strata were obtained .
The daily persistence rate p. the probability that a carcass will remain on the beech
between searches , Ilia" calculated by dividing the number o f birds found on a given day
(N d) by the number of birds present during the previous survey (NJ_~ ):
n» ~~. [I I
where d is the day of survey and n is the number of days since the previous survey.
Wc also calcu lated the persistence coefficien t (s) , lTaditionally used to estima te the
number of carcasse s deposited on the beach at day 0 (N,,), using the number of carcasses
found (Nil) on the beach ddays afte r initial depos ition (Ford et al. 1981), where:
_( NO);'
.- -Nd
(2)
We tcu nds andp to vary everti me as did van Pelt and Piatt ( 199.5).A result, we used a
regression equation to carcutarcs , a time depe ndent persistence coefficient, by solving
equat ion 121 for Noand subsunnin g s with .~, . To test tile accuracy of this calculation, we
compared s to s/ by using the observed data for each day to calculate back to Nofollowing
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the met hod desc ribed by van Pelt and Piatt (1995). Again using the regress ion equ atio n,
we also calcu lated PI' the time dependent persistence rate .
3.2.5.2 Natura l dep osition and detec tion
The mea n number of birds found per day that were naturally depos ited on beaches was
calculated and used as a measurement of average daily deposition rates. Because in
sever al instances bird" were not found on one or more days, but were found aga in
thereafter, we assumed these birds had been present throughout, but not detected. Birds
did not usua lly rem ain unde tected for more than 4 days. One bird, however, rema ined
undetected for nine days. This was conside red an outlier and not included in the analys is
in order to not skew the results based on one bird. Detection probab ilities (dp) , the daily
probab ility of seeing a bird on the beac h that is actually there, for different species,
substrates, degree of oiling and days after initial deposi tion were calcula ted using the
program MARK (White and Burnh am 1999). Days after initial deposi tion was also used
to determ ine whether the degree of scavenging affected detec tability, as scavengi ng rates
of birds present increased over time (sec results). Our model set included time
depend ence, oi ling, species and substrate as potent ial factors intlueneing detection rate
(i.e . capture rates in MAR K). Point estimates were extracted from the most parsimon ious
models achieved, by selecting models with low AIC (Akaike Information Cri terio n)
va lues (Burn ham and Anderson I99R).
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w~ did not ex trac t pers istence rates p Ii.e . su rviva l) from MARK as our da ta were right-
censored (sec section on persis tence above). .Means are presen ted as ±I SE. unless
otherwise indica ted. and all tCM!> are 2-tailed.
3.2.6 Pers istence mode l
Deposi tion, de tection. and persistence rates have to he integra ted to acc urately calc ulate
the:number of carca sses prese nt on the beach between systematic beac hed bird sur veys
(Fow ler and Flint 1997). We therefo re construc ted a simu lation model in MAT LAB. In
this model , the deposition process was simulated by randomly drawing a Poisson-
distributed varia te based on a measu red mean depo sit ion rare. To determi ne whether a
depos ited bird wou ld pers ist to the next day. a va lue" was drawn fro m a random uniform
distributi on between 0 and 1 and compared to the time depen den t dai ly persi stence rate P,
(eq ua tion from Fig. 2b). If p, was greate r than Ieon any given day. the bird persisted to
the nex t day ; otherwise it d isappeared from lhe beach. If it pe rsisted . the bird wa...added
to any birds deposited the nex t day and the process repeated for the spec ified time
interval. always using p, for each bird based on usinitial date of depos ition. This process
wa...repeated for 300 beaches. as approximately JOObeac h surveys are carried ou t in a
winter seaso n in Newfound land , Th is entire process was repeated 10,000 times. Based on
the d istribution of pseudovulues, a mean with 95% confidence intervals fo r the numbcr of
birds de posite d du ring eac h trial (actual num ber deposi ted) was calculated for each
poss ible numbe r of birds left on the last day of the inte rval (number of birds found on a
survey). Finally. the se means were co rrected based on the probability of detecti on (dp ).
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3.3 RESULTS
3.3.1 Natural deposition
A total of 29 new birds was found during 166 beach surveys carried 001 on six beaches
during IwOwinters. All birds were dead whe n found. The mean nalural depos ition rate of
was 0.44 ± 1.43 birds I km. Deposition rates per Ian were not significantly differe nt
among beac hes (X ~ =6.98, P>O.I ) nor among substrates (x. :=5.89, P>O.05). The overa ll
mean daily depo sition rate was 0.175 ± 0.5 16 birdvbeacb and this distribution fit a
Poisson distribution well (Kolmogorov -Smimov D=O.022, P= I.O).
3.3.2 Persistence
Birds disa ppeared from beaches through removal of whole carcasse s by scave ngers.
sequent ial scavenging , burial in the substrate. and possibly due 10 backwas h into the sea.
MOMcarcasses (75 .6 If) disappeared from !he beach wuboct prior s igns of scavenging
(Table 3.2) and were tbcughr to have been carried off by sca vengers. buried in the
substrate by wave act ion. or washed back to sea. Carcasses that did nne disappear intact
were sca venged at various rates. Scavengers seemed to prefer fresh carcasses over older
ones. as there were significant differences in persistence times (t p) depe nding on the
degree of scavenging (X~ = 393.00 . P<O.OOO I. Tahle 3.2). Scav enging took place mostly
on the ventral surface oft he bird, ei ther at the height of the intestines or through the
throat, resulting in a quick removal of the head . Th is pattern seemed consistent
regardlc vs of the location of oi l on the body.
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Tab le 3.2. Mean persistence lime (t p ) in days for ca rcasses on
beaches in southeast ern Newfoundland subject to di fferent degrees
of scavenging at the time of d isappeara nce. Mean values of tp
differed sign ificantly fro m each othe r 12=392.00, P < a.OOD I.
Data used include adj usted tp fo r chickens, all other paramete rs
poo led.
Degree of scavenging #bird~ mean r, %
at tim e or (days) ± SE
disappearance
643 2.1 ±O.I 75.7
27 53 ± O.7 3.2
58 4.7 ±O.4 6.8
32 6.5 ± O.7 3.8
90 8.2 ±D.4 10.6
'O: lxxIy intacl. l_ somefl e,h exp<"'<ld, atl organs present, 2_ lxxIy cavityopcn ,
some organs rcmoved. J""ome flesh presenl. aUorgans rerrovcd.ae only
fcatbcrs and bones remaining
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Sca vengers seen on beac hes included Herring and Grear Black-backed Gulls IU1fuS
argentatus and L: marinus ). Ame rican Crows (COf\ 'w brachJrhJnchlls), dogs (Callus
fam iliaris) and Red Foxes ( Vul~.J vu/pes). The presenceof foxes was confirmed by
prints in the snow, while the others were seen on more than 10occasions leav ing
carcasses upo n approaching the beach to co mmence the survey. Given the patte rn of
scav enging, it appeare d that carcasses were predom inantly eaten by gulls and crows,
while dogs and foxes appeared to remove carcass from the beach in one piece . No
movement of carcasses between beachcs we..observed. and moveme nt of carcasses on
the same beech wa.. minimal and restricted mostly to relocation by wave action betwee n
the high and low ndehnc .
Ninety five percent of all experi mental birds disappeared during the lo- day experiments.
There were no significant differen ces in persistence times (tpl betwee n oiled and unoiled
birds for al l species combined, nor for each spec ies separa tely, but birds of each spec ies
persisted longer if located on the higher rather than on the lo .....cr tide line (Table 3.3).
Overall , persistence times (Ip ) of chickens were s ignificantly shorte r than those of murres
and dove kies, while murre'sand dovekie s were fIOI significantly different from each othe r
(fable 3.3) . Chickens persisted 45 .2 % less time than seabirds 0 0 the higher tideline and
39.3 % less on the lower. There fore pers istence days for chickens were adj usted upward
depending on locatio n in order to include chicken carcasses in the overall analysis. Once
corrected, oi led and unoiled bird were poo led. and all birds combined per sisted on
average for 3.3 ± 0.1 days.
8 1
Table 3.3. Summary of mean persistence time (f/') in days and statistica l test results
among species , loc ation of carcasses on beaches , date s and years for birds deposited o n
beaches in sou theaste rn Newfoundland. Results presented for locatio n on beach, dates,
years and ove rall incl ude adjusted persistence time (I,,) for chickens (see results). Tide
lines were pooled unless otherwise indicated.
Parameter mean lg se
Oiled
'"
2.5 01
Clean 335 2.7 0.1
Ch ickens low tide 328 1.8 01
Ch ickens high tide 3 14 2.9 0.2
MUTTeS low tide 26 2.5 0.5
MUTTeS high tide 29 4 .2 0.5
Dovckicslowndc 19 2.5 0.5
Do vekies high tide 134 3.2 0.2
Chickens 642 2.3 0.1
Dovekies IS3 3.2 0.3
Murres 55 3.4 0.4
Chickens 642 2.3 0 .1
Murres
"
3.4 0 .4
Do vekies 153 3.2 0.3
Lo w tide 373 1.9 0.1
High tide 471 3.1 0 .1
Oct 1999 28 1 2.3 0.1
Dec 1999 111 6.9 0.4
Feb 2000 1~) 4.9 0 .4
Oct 2000 120 1.6 0 .0
Dec 2000 113 2 8 0.2
Mar 200 1 116 2.7 0.2
W inte r 1999-2000 50 1 3.9 0 .2
Winter 2000-200 1 349 2.3 0.1
(Iver all 3.3 0.1
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2.5 0.112
57.0 < 0.00 1
6 7 0 ,010
0.8 0.373
II.I 0.00 1
9.0 0.003
0.7 0.4 17
59.4 < 0.00 1
465.1 <0.001
86.9 < 0.00 1
Co rrected persi stence time still d iffe red significantly betwee n bi rds from the higher and
lower tidellne, and among beaches, da res and yean;(Table 3. 1. 3.3). On average. birds at
the lower tide line pers isted 1.-1days less than birds at the higher tidelme. but there were
no patterns among beaches (fable 3. 1) or dates (Table 3.3). Overal l. birds pers isted
significantly less du ring the winter of 2()()()-01 than during the winte r of 1999-2000
(Ta ble 3.3). a di fference possibly ex plained by heav ier snow cove r and colder a ir
tem peratu res duri ng the 2()()().()1 season.
We combined data for al l birds (inc luding adju sted values for-chic kens] to determine
persis tence rates (p) and persis tence coe ffic ients (s ) tha t were representat ive for the area
of Ne wfoundland where systematic beached bird surveys are carried out. We thus
in tegrated existing natural variation among beache s. locati on of carc asses on beaches,
seasons and years. Due to the upward co rrec tion of pers istence for chickens (see
Method s) no acc ura te values rema ined to for day I . As a result. no da ta is shown for this
day in Fig. 3.2.
Over 60 % of carcasses disappe ared from beaches within 2 days of initial deposi tion. and
d isappe arance followed an exponential dec line (Fig. 3 .13). The median daily pers istence
rate (p ) for a ll birds com bined was 0.689 ± 0.057. but was better described by a time-
depen dent function (Fig. 2b). S imilarly . the median persistent coeffic ient (.f ) was 1.451 ±
0.1 5 1. again best described by a time-depen dent function (F ig. 2c) . Using the time
de pendent persis ten t coeffi cie nt (s,) clear ly provided a bette r pred ict ion of the num ber of
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Fig. 3.2 The overall pattern of disappea rance of carcasses from expe rimental beaches (A.
fitted with a single expon ential decl ine), the change in persistence rate (B) and
persi stence coefficie nt (C) over time, fined with an expone ntial rise (0) and a double
expone ntial deca y (C) .
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bird s in itia lly de posited (N n ) than using the medi an (.1'). deviat ing from the actual value by
onl y 1.5 ± 29.3 '.t . while predictions using s dev iated by 34.8 ±65 .0 % ove r a 14 da y
period (Fig. 3.3). Higher accu racy and errors belo w 10 % were achie ved once SUfWY
interv als remained at 7 days, a.. using s, unde res timated No by on ly 0.3 ± 7.4 %.
3.3.3 Detect ion
The best fitting model {lowest AIC. i.e . lowest M ICe) for detectio n probabi lities (dp)
was one dependen t on beach type and species, and was strongly supported with an AlC
weight (wAICc) of 0.92 (Table 3.4). On seve ra l occasio ns carcasse s were found with only
parts of one wing abov e the substra te, and on sandy beach es a mound in the sand was
sometimes the on ly indication c t the presence o r a bird . The re was no evidence for
differences in de tec tion peobabllitie .. (d, ) between differe nt days (i.e. deg rees of
scavenging) or degree of o iling. Beca use scave nging of birds increased with time (Tab le
3.2). the lac k.of differe nce in d, bet ween different dar- was also cons idered as good
evidence for a lack of difference in d, between degrees of scavenging. The d ifference in
detection due to species was largely due to one ce ll (oi led murres on cobbl c beaches) with
an extremely low sa mple size of 2. Based on the ranking of the mode ls wi th only
substra te and onl y species , we consider the evidence for spec ies spec ific de tection rates to
be wea k. Combi ning species . birds were best de tected on bou lder beache s, followed by
cobble and sand (Tahle 3.5). Overa ll detect ion proba bility (Jp ) , taking lnto acco unt
substra te variation. was 84 .8 ± 1.3% (SE).
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Fig. 3.3 Ca lculation ofrhe init ial number of birds deposited using the median persistence
coef ficient (s) and the time depe ndent persistence coeffic ient (s,). Init ial number of birds
deposit ed is shown as the straig ht line .
Tab le 3.4. Mode l fit ting resu lts based on Akaike Information Criterion for persist ence
and detection rates of hird carcasses on beac hes in so utheaste rn Newfo undland.
Model AAICc wAICc # parameters
p w,ys d p(. pocie.· , ubslraIC) 0 .00 0.91837 16
P w,ys d P<' l""'io" , uh" ra<e' oill 4.84 0.08 158 22
P d. ys d p<w,Y') 20.18 0.00004 19
pduy , d p<,u bst",," ) 24. 14 0.00001 13
Pdu ysdp<. pt:<i<:. ) 26.6 2 0.00000 12
P daysdp 26.86 0.00000 11
P duysdp<oill 28.87 0.00000 12
p w,ys d p(oil*.u b>lr. le) 29.4 4 0.00000 16
p w,ysdp<uil*. pocia) 30.16 0.00000 14
P f' l"'<i", ·"" b.lta <e'oil)'d . ya . 82.64 0.00000 132
d p(. p<ciM*. Ut>stratc· oil)
P1>f'I'<i<:.·.. b'lralc ·oil )·w,~~ . 114.74 0.00000 188
d p(.pocies*, ub.l nllc*oil)*w,y,
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Table 3.5. Detection probabilities (dp ) for carcasses on differen t substrate
types . All other categor ies pooled.
Substrate d, SE lower 95% C.l. upper 95% C.I .
sand 0.7924 0.0288 0.7302 O.M 33
cobb le 0.8552 0.02 18 0.0807 0.893 0
bou lder 0.8786 0.0 189 0.8365 0.9 110
ALL 0.8480 0.0131 O.K204 0.8719
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3.3 .4 Persistence model
The persistence model was meant to be representative for the entire study area and was
built on overa ll averages to include variation due to subst rate, date, and location of
carcasses on the beac h. Based on the daily ave rage deposi tion rate per beach, the ove ra ll
time dependent probability of birds persisting on the beach from one day to the next (PI),
the overa ll mean detection probability (dp) , and ass uming a survey interva l of seven days.
we were able 10 estimate average correc tion factors for the number of birds found on
weekly beac hed hird surveys in the study area (Table 3.6 ).
3.4 DISCUSSIO N
The pers istence of birds can vary among mont h and years eve n on the same beach. Due to
the he terogeneity of beaches and condit ions through the year, it is d iffic ult to compare
da ta fro m differe nt locations (Hurger 1992). Var iation within eastern Newfoundland and
comparable variation wor ld-wide (Table 3.7) points to the necessity to dete rmine
sim ultaneous da ily pers istence rates for a series of representative beaches with in an area.
When dead or dying birds reach the shore, they are only detec table for limited time before
they d isappear from the beach due to scavengi ng, remova l by predators and scave ngers ,
through bu rial in the beac h substrate, or backwash into the sea (Pord 1987, Burger and
Fry 1993, van Pel t and Piatt 1995) . The disa ppearance of beac hed bird carc asses from a
beac h is related to environmental conditions suc h as wind, sea state, tida l levels,
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Table 3.6. Comparison betwee n the number of birds found on the beach on a
weekl y beached bird survey. and the esti mated total number depos ited during
thesurvey interva l, correc ted for time depende nt persistence (PJ. and mean
depos nion rates and de tection probab ilities (d).
# birds fou nd To tal # SE lower 95% C.I . upper 95% C.I .
deeeeited
1.00 0.08 0.85 1.15
2.17 0.13 1.93 2.42
3.34 0.29 2.8 1 3.96
4.53 0.83 3.54 6.49
5.68 1.04 4.72 8.25
6.92 1.12 5.90 9.43
8.02 0.76 7.08 9.43
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Table 3.7. Se abi rd carcass pers is tence rat es fro m vario us s tudies (Burge r and Fry 1993 ,
van Pcll and Pi at t 199 5)
Loca tio n Spt'd es S tud)" So. Dail)" Refere nce
Duration pt'nisll'ntt
ra tl'P
Ala.~ka Oiled King 5 days 177 0.52 -0.99 Fow ler and A inl
EiJ.:rs ( 1997)
Al a.~ka Mum:s 100 da ys 39. 0 .93 Van Pelt and Piall
(0.8 9-0.98) (I(95)
Alaska Oited seahirds, 2 days
'"
0 .84 Jones (1989)
mo~tl y mum: s
Ala.~ ka Rad io-tagged 8 days 0.80 ECI ( I99 l)
seabirds
Alaska Radio-t agged 7 days 23 0.4 7 ECI ( I99 1)
au klets
Alaska Oiled alcid s no dara no data 0 .110-0.84 Piatt Cl al. ( 1990 )
Brilish Seabirds a da ys 12 0.54 Burgerin ECI
Columbia (1991)
Brit ish lntectchickens no dat a 0. 84 Hum phries (1989)
Columbia
Brit ish Chic kcn ponions 2-3 no dala 0.3 1-0.44 Da1e( 1989)
Columbia
Briti sh Sbearw aters and 4 days 10 and 2 0.45 Rurger (l 99 I )
Col umbia k i ngfi~ben
Wa.,h inglon Common ~urres 5 days 81 0.74 Ford et al. ( I991)
Wa.-.hington Gui lllernol~ de- 4- 5 days 81 0.4 7 - 0.84 ECI ( I99I )
"!<d
Cali fornia Oiled alcids 3 days 235 0.59 Page et al. (1990 )
(0 .38 -0.72)
California Seabi rds I I mon th 71 0.96 Bodkin and
(0.89 -0.99) Jame son ( 199 1)
:'lie" rotmd land Oi led and l"ka n IS days sse 0.69 Th is s tudy
mur res a nd (0.57 · 0.75)
chickens
Newfoundland Dovekies and week ly e Unknown wee kly: CWS (unpu bl.
gulls 0.05-0 .26 data)
Newfound land Murres and 30 days 40 0 .26 -0.58 Rodrigues ( 1995 )
eiders
Belgium Seab irds no data no data 0 .9] Kuyken(1 978)
Netherlands Alcid s 5 months 44 0.98 Camphuysen
(1989)
• Carc asses were marked duri ng weekly surveys that were conducted during 2 winter seaso ns
(Ncve mber- M ercb)
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temperature and precipitation: aod to factors related 10sca vengerc, such as carcass
availabihry , and scave nger presence. dens ity and satiat ion ; and to beac h charac teris tics
such as substrate. slope. and orie ntatio n (Camp huysen 1989. Bodkin and Jameson 1991,
Burger 1993b, Rodri gues 1995, van Pelt and Piau 1995, Fowler and Flin t 199 7). To
determ ine the number of birds deposi ted on a beach between surveys requi res lhe
knowledge and integration of region -specific deposition and persistence rates, as well as
detectio n probabilities.
3.4. 1 Deposition rates
Th e rate of deposition of carcasses on a beach has often been determined after large oil
"pills, when it shows a strong declin e after some peak period (Page er at 1990 , van Pelt
and Piatt 1995). During norma l conditions, however, deposition rates are most likely
related 10 seasonal abundance of hirds, wind regimes and cold weather period s. Our
estimated annual deposi tion rate of 5.0 bird.<Jkmof surveyed beac h co mpares well with
s imilar estimates detennined elsewhere (fable 3.8). However, because this rate was
determined in winter, it is likely a slight overestimate, a.. abou t 15 % more birds are
found during winter than summer (Wiese and Ryan 1999 ).
Estimation of deposition rates are a concern when establishing persistence of birds on
beaches (Ford er al. 1987. Bodkin and Jameson 1991 ). Contr ary to Bodkin and Jameson
( 199 1), we found no sigmfican r differences in deposition rates among beac hes or
substrates, although some varia tion occu rred. The south coast of Newfoundland is made
up of sleep rock y shorel ines, infrequently interrupted by small pocket beache s Ihal arc
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Table 3.8 . Annual de pos ition rates dete rmined during systematic beached
bird surveys in diff erent areas . Our est imate was based on a natura l
deposi tion during winter of 0.014 birdslk mlday.
Location II binlV'k nJl)'ea r Referen ce
Puget Sou nd (WA) 2.' Speich and Wahl 1986
Californi a 5.4 Bodk in and Jame son 199 1
Gulf of Mexico 3.5 Sim ons 1985
Newfoundland 5.0 'Ib is study
Weste rn Atlantic 5.2 Simons 19H5
Shetland 4.5 Heubcck 199 5
Belgium 3.7 Kuyk en 1978
co llect je tsam and bird ca rcasses . Ford et a1. (19 87) pointed out that it is imponant to
include every comb inatio n of coas t and beac h type in a study of caress s deposition. and
that dai ly cou nts on represent ative beaches is the best way to estimate the local numbe r of
carcasse s that arrive on shore in a given area. Given our range of substrates and
expos ures, and the levels of variation we detected. we feel that the overall deposition rate
per km is representative for the region and can be used in future studies.
3.4.2 Persistence
Daily carcas s pers istence rates (p) mca..ured were within the range of est imates mea..ured
elsew here (Table 3.7). The variation in result s from studies arou nd the wor ld may be
attributed to a variety of factors, including geogra phic loca tion, weather, seaso n, beac h
substrate , expos ure, tidal ranges, density and acti vity of scavengers, carcass detectio n
probabilit ies, sample sizes, species , and study duratio n (Camphuysen 1989, Bodkin and
Jameson 199 1, Burger 1993b, Rodrigues 1995, van Pelt and Piatt 1995 , Fowler and Flint
1997). It is esse ntial to determi ne persistence rates for a speci fic area to correc tly
interpret the number of birds fou nd on local beaches, and to address potential differences
in persistence and detection rates between oiled and unoiled birds. FQrthe first time, we
presen t conclusive ev idence that persistence and detec tion rates do not differ for oi led and
unoiled birds. Thu s, with the exception of proble ms assoc iated with post-mor tem oiling
and birds with internal oiling that appear clean (Ca mphuyscn and Prunekcr 1992, Burger
19930., chapter 2), two factors that seem to offset eac h other (chapter 2), oi ling rate s
detected during regular beached hird surveys appear to be accurate.
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We did, howeve r, detec t a majo r di ffere nce in rates of pers istence for birds located at the
low versus high tide line. All binh fro m tile lower tidel ine disappeared in less lhan 2 days,
while 5 % of carcasses st ilt remained on the high tide line after 10 days. Thi s d ifference is
most likely due to more wave action at the low tideli ne ove r a longe r period causing a
highe r probabili ty for burial in Ihc subs trate and potential backwash of deposi ted birds 001
to sea. Back wash and subsequent sinking may be a factor influe ncing pe rsistence if bird s
depos ited on beaches sink after being re- floa ted. We are , howeve r, not aware of any
empirical evidence to support this . On the other hand. backwash and subseq uent
depo sition did not seem to be a frequent occurrence, as almost no movemen t of birds
along the beac h was obser ved and no birds tha t had disap peared from one beach were
ever found on anothe r beach. Relocat ion of birds on the same beach was almos t
exclusively restrict ed to birds fro m the low tide line moving straight up to the high tidel ine
subseque nt to the first high tide afte r initial deposition. Tbe location o f a bird on the
beac h may indicate how long il has been there.
In addit ion to di fferences in pers istence due to location on the beach. we fou nd varia tion
between days. amo ng beac hes and seasons. We concur with Fowler and Flin t (1997) Ihat
it is the combined effec t of weather and scavenging that causes these vari ations betwee n
beaches and seasons. During s imilar environme ntal cond itions, howeve r, day to day
variat ion in persistence most like ly reflect s scaven ger density , preference for fresh
carcasses and pos sib ly satiatio n.
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3.4.3 Detect ion rates
b timation of detection rates of carcasses is another major concern when establishing
persistence rates (Fowler and "l int 1997). Comparable to other studies. we found
different detection probabilit ies (d) among substrates , finding at best 87.9 % of birds on
boulder , and at WON 79.2% on sand beaches. A'i detection probabilities (d) did not vary
over time as scavenging of birds increased, we did not encou nter a bias towards lower
number of birds found as scavenging progressed durin g the trial, as reported by Fowler
and Flin t (1997). However, weather parameters, such as snow fall, could also influence
detection probabilities (dp ) on beaches of different substrates in different ways, and
perhaps explain the di fferences we detected. In our study, about 15 % of birds were
missed during any given survey, although detect ion probabilitie s (d, ) are likely observer
depe ndent and should ideally be established for each person conducting surveys. to allow
accurate correction of the data.
3.4.4 Persistence model
The use of time depende nt persistence coefficients (.1,) proved to be the most accurate
method to estimate the total number of carcasses that washed ashore between surveys
(NJ. Due to the low avemge persistence of 3.3 days, estimates of N. are most reliable if
surveys are conducted within 7 days. However, using the persistence rate alone is clearly
insuffic ient. Deposition and surveyor dependent detection rates must be est imated when
assessing the total number of carcasses deposited based on co unts from systematic
beached bird surveys. As van Pelt and PiaU(1995 ) pointed ou t. the major flaw in
extrepolanon modcls is the assumption that all carcasses found on a given day are those
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pe~i !>ti ng from a single cohort deposite d the day afierthe lasl survey. when tbey are
actua lly co mprised of carcasses from many differen t coho rts deposit ed eve r the survey
interval .
To overcome this resulting bia.., Bodkin and Jameson (199 1) a.....umcd that deposit ion
occu rred midway between surveys. but on ly changed the direction of the bias by doing so.
We believe that we can avoid any such bias by simulating deposi tion based on the
distribution of observed deposition rates from a variety of beach types, and having them
persist in a time depen dent man ner based on their initial day of deposition. The model we
app lied to week ly surveys indicates that. in some cases, the actual number of birds
occ urring on the beach betwee n surveys can be more than douhle the numbe r of birds
found .
To our kno wledge . esti mates of persis tence . depos ition and detect ion rates have never
been app lied together to interpret results from systemat ic beac hed bird sun 'eys .
E..timanng those rates for a given area allows such an approach. when tak ing into
consideralion variat ion among location of carcasses on the beach, beach substrate, times
of year, and different years, differences in detection rates betwee n surveyors. It is
esscmiulto apply these correction factors to survey data, as it will have large implications
for any estimates of total oiled seabird morta lity.
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3.5 CO~CLUSIONS AND RECOMMF-''IIDATlOXS
An accu rate method to inlcrpretthe number of birds found during beached bird surveys is
by Iruegrating a simulation approac h based on area rcprese manvc data. with esti mates of
region-wide time-dependent persisicnce rates. and detection probabilities calculated using
Capture-Mark-Recaptu re methods. To assess seabi rd mon ality due to oil. the total
es timated number of birds that arri ved on a beach between surveys can be mu ltiplied by
the proportio n of oiled birds that were detected, because detection and pers istence rates
do not differ between oiled and clean birds. Although biologica l impacts of low-le vel,
chronic oiling on populatio ns are still poo rly unders tood (Burger and Fry 1993 ), we can
use this model as a starting poi nt to determine seabird mortality due to con un uous mar ine
oil pollution in Atlantic Canada . This methodo logy can also be used to aid in the
assess ment of similar mortality elsew here.
A\ depos ition. persistence and detectio n rates will vary from those determi ned bere
shou ld a large oil spill occur in the area. detai led studies need to take place immediately
afte r such a spill (van Pelt and Plait 1995, Fowler and Flint 1991). Our approac h can be
used in such instances, a.. well as in the interpretation of systematic beached bird survey
results. As such. ours is an objective methodology with globa l app lications for the
assessment of stranded birds. Model parameters, however, need to be asse ssed locally so
that the model can be applied in different regions. Instances where deposi tion of
carcasse s may be substantially higher will yield estimates for these numbers beyond the
example presented here.
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However, the number of birds that reach the shore represent s only a small fraction of
those birds that die at sea. Additional regional studie, are needed to assess sink.ing rates
for seabird carcasses, as well a."overa ll proport ions of birds lost at sea. to eva luate total
seabird mortality due 10 ongoing mari ne oil pollution in Atlantic Canada.
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CHA PTE R 4 - EXPERIME NTAL SUPPORT fOR A NEW DRIFf BLOCK DESIGN
TO ASS ESS SEA BIRD MORTA LITY FROM OIL POLLUT ION
4. t INTRODUCTION
The effect of chronic oil pollution and large oil spills on seabirds is freque ntly significan t
(e.g. Piatt et al. 1990) and usu aJly assessed by counting dead oiled birds that wash up on
shore . Birds that die at sea may sink, drift away from shore, decomp ose at sea, get
scavenge d, or may be over looked after they wash ashore on beaches (Fo rd er al. 1987,
Page et al. 1990, Hlady and Burger 1993) . Estimates of the proportio n of those birds that
actually die at sea that bo th reac h the sho re and are retrieved during beac h surveys
(Proport ion of Dead Birds Retrieved, POBR ) arc necessary to est imate the total number
of birds killed hyoil. Th is is true regardless of whether the seab ird mortality event
resu lted from a large catastrop hic oil spill or from a small deliberate or accidental release
of oil at sea. Attempts to est imate PDBR have included severa l experi ments using
carcasses (Coulson et al. 1968, Hope Jones et al. 1970, 1978, Lloyd et al. 1974, Bibby
and Lloyd 1977 , Bibby 198 1, Stowe 1982, Threlfall and Piatt 1982, Page et al. 1982 ,
Piau et al. 1990 ) and woode n drift blocks (Threlfa ll and Piatt 1982, Piatt et al. 1985,
Hlady and Burger 1993, Chardine and Pelly 1994, Flint and Fowler 1998). Those
exper iments were cond ucted with different bird species and block types. from different
distances from shore, in varying env iron mental condit ions (ocean curren ts, sea and air
tempera tures , wind speeds ), seaso ns, and geogra phical regions. Conse quently, results for
onshore recoveries varied from 0 - 59 % and 0 - 66% , for carcasses and drift blocks,
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respect ively (Ta llie -1.1)and can no! eas ily be d irect ly compared. Ge nerally cons i..tent
conclusions slated in the extsung litera ture were : I ) wind seem s 10 be the principal factor
determi ning caeca.....and block drift movement (2.2 • -1% of wind veloci ty), and 2)
curren ts, especially tidal curre nts , may influe nce deposition on speci fic beac hes once the
dr ifting carcass or block approache s the shore ,
Th e greatest unce rtai nty in esti mating the number of birds killed by oi l ari ses from nor
knowing what proporti on of birds o iled act ually reac h shore and are recovered (POHRs,
Pia tt er al . 1985). Although drift block experiments may provide biased estimat es of
seabirds Chatdri ft ashore (due to e.g. increased detectab ility , pa...sive dri ft vers us bird s
flyi ng to land ), they are crucial for estimating PDHRs. Usc of dri ft blocks has bee n
critic ized in the past beca use they produ ce poo r esti ma tes of mortality by not taking into
acco unt the numbe r of oi led birds that actively fly or swim to shore, and because they do
not mim ic bird-drif t appropriately (Hlady and Burger 199 3). Ford et at. (1987) outlined a
method of how to take the former into accou nt in mortali ty esti mates after large o il spills .
Hlady and Burger ( 1993) varied the length of softwood dri ft blocks 10 mimi c dif fere nt
species of alcids, and Burger (J 99 J) conducted a buoyancy experiment of o iled carcasses
and determined that mos t alcid carca ..ses sank.wit hin two weeks. Neve rtheles s, releva nt
dri ft charac teris t ics of bird s and drift blocks have never been com pared and lack of drift
sim ilarities betwe en seabird carcasses and prev ious ly used dr ift b locks have never been
addressed expe rimenta lly. It is so metimes ass umed, withou t supporting evidence, that
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Table 4. 1. Su mmary of the resu lts of carcass dri fl and drif t bloc k experiment conducted
in Europe and Nonh America (ada pted fro m Piatt et al. 1990 ).
Location Oistance off- Bird Drift b lock %
shore specie s I)'PC (em) recov ered
relcased rkmj
England l
., Shag 25
English Chunncl2 Gulls 144 20
Irish 5ea3 c 100 Alcids 400 20
lrishSea4 c 100 Gull s 347 59
300 II
30' 44
Trish Sea5 alcids,
, 7.5
gu lls
North Sea 6 10 - ? gull s 600 9.8
North Sea 7 gull s 40 .8
gull s 11.3
Alaska8 10 murre .. 100 3
Alaska9 6 9x9x20 302 0.7-61
Cal ifornia lO alcids 63 0
gulls, 186 29.9
alcid s
Brilish Columbia11 1-2 4x9xl0l2014O 300 43 - 53
35- 56 4x9x l CV20140 150 18.6
86 - 116 4x9xl0l2014O 150 0.6
!\e" fo und la nd
51. John' s to Hibern ia l2 10- 500 115 0
IOxl0x 20 400 0
Cape Race10 Sable Is. 12
alcids.. 129 0
IOxl0x 20 600 24
offCape SI.~tary 'sl3 50 IOxl0x20 100 30 - 66
Placentia Bayl4 5 IOxl0x 20 120 7
References: ICu ulson et al. 1968, 2Hupc Jones ct al. 1978, 3110pe Jones et al. 1970, 4Binby and
Lloyd 1977, 5L10yd et a1. 1974, 6Bibby 1981,7Stowc 1982, 8Piatt et al. 1990, 9Flint and Fow ler
1998, IOpage ct al. 1982, I IHlady ami Burger 1993. 12Thrclfa ll and Piatt 1982. 13Piatt et al.
1985, 14Chardine and Pelly 1994.
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about 10% of sea birds that die at sea as a result o f an oil spi ll reach the shore (fanis and
Morzc r Bruijn s 1968 , Bourne 1970, Nationa l Researc h Cou ncil 1985, Canad ian Coa.st
Guard 199 8). and so results orbeech bird surveys conducted followi ng after o il spills
have somet imes been multiplied by that PDBR factor. We concu r with Burger ( 1993)
who pointed out that the 10% PDRR figure is rare ly likely to be correct due to the high
degreeof weat her dependence and distance from shore at lhe: time of the pollut ion eve nt,
buoyan cy loss, and because:d rift b locks used in the past had few of the d rift
characteristics of sea bird carcasses. The aim of our study was to experimental ly compare
d rift properties of different bloc k designs to seabird carcasses at sea and thus develop a
dr ift block with appropriat e properties for useful estimation of PDBR.
4.2 MET HODS
4.2.1 Drift block design . theo ry and prac tice
For two bod ies to floa t and drifl equally through a medium under the same circumstances.
phys ical cbaract erisncs suc h as drag. density. rnass, and projected areas exposed to wind
and ocean currents need consideration. We used mnrres (Uria spp.) as a co mparison for
the drift block design. beca use they are the mos t vulnerable sea bird species to o il
pollu tion in the north ern hemisp here (Carnphuysen 1989, Wiese 1999 , Wiese and Ryan
1999), and represen ted over 63% of all the birds found dead on Xcwfoundland shores
betw een 1984 and 1997 (W iese 1999, Wiese and Ryan 1999, chaptcr2). Murres are
approximatel y 37 em long from bill tip to ta il tip and 10 em wide at their wides t point on
the bac k. Dead. bu t not decomposed . o iled murres collec ted during beac hed bird surveys
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had an ave rage mass of 650 g, a dens ity of 0.76 g cm -3, and ISO cm2and 50 cm2 exposed
to water and wind, respecti vely. A commo nly used dri ft block. in the past (Y block)
measure s 9 x 9 x 20 cm (or IOx10x20cm ), weighs approxi mate ly 1000 g. has a density of
0.5 g cm-3 . and exposes 130 em2 to the wate r and wind (Table 4.2).
Drag (resistan t force exerted on a body parallel but contrary to its movement; Kundu
1990 ), is essentia l when compari ng the drift velocit y of two bod ies. The general equ ation
fordrag is :
Drag = IIJ- Cd -A -p -u2 II I
where cd i:<. the drag coe fficie nt. 'N the projec ted area exposed to the flow, p the de ns ity
of the medium (wa ter or air ) and u the fl uid veloci ty (water current; Streete r 1981 ).
Because mediu m density and fluid veloci ty are equal for all bodi es. the relevance lies in
the differe nce s between the drag coe fficient (which is pani cular 10 the shape and the
surface texlure ) and the projec ted area 10 the water now . In the case of a murre , whose
shape can be approxi mated by a cyli nder (cd "" 1.2: Streeter 1981 ) with a length of 25 em,
a diameter of 8 em. and a projected area to the water flow o f 150 cm2 (25 - 6 em. where 6
em is the part of the body submerged in water ), th is 'ef fective drag ' (ED) equal s 90 eml ;
..... here ED is the drag on the portion of the body immersed ill wate r, withou t taking into
consideration ' p' or ' u', (calculated as ED= \Ii-c ,-A) (hey arc equal fo r all.
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Table 4.2 . Comparison of relevanl physical charac teristics of murre carcasses and
different dri ft block desig ns.
Physical Murre 9 :\ 9x 20cm 9x9:\ IS.Scm .Jx9 x 30 cm 9 x 9 x 14.5cm
chamcteris uc (Y bloc k) (5 block) (Lbtock j (W block)
Ma;-.s (g) 650 1000 695 380 1000
Dcnsity (g cm-3) 0.76 0.50 0.50 0 .50 0.85
Effective drag 90 78 60 60 102
(cm!)
Projected area in 150 130 101 60 102
water (cm2)
Projecte d area in ai r 50 \3 0 101 60 29
(cm2)
Effecti vel y, it is the projec ted area submerged (in em') that ge ts impacted by the drag
throu gh the wate r. Because Y blocks floa t with the waterl ine along the ir diagonal axb,
they are also most closely appro ximated by a cylinde r, bUI of d ifferent size (A = 130
cm l) , resu lting in an ED of 78 e rn" The main differe nce between murres and Y blocks
see med therefore not to he ED but rna'» and area exposed to wind (Ta ble 4.2).
Past studie s suggested wind fo rce to be the most importan t factor for block dri ft (Bibby
and Lloyd 1977, Bibby 1981 , Hlady and Burger 1993, Flint and Fow ler 1998). As dense r
types of wood are nor read ily ava ilable locally in Newfo undland, we chose to shorte n the
Y block to approximat e wind exposed area and mass , while keep ing ED within two-third s
of (he murres . Thi s new shorter block (S) was 15.5 em long (Table 4.2). Another way (0
reduce the wind-ex posed area while keeping ED within two thi rd.. o f the murre s was a 4 x
9 em softwood block (L block). 11was found that a 30 em long L block.achieved tha t
(fable 2). because they float flat in the water as a rectangle , chang ing the drag coe fficient
(c..) to 2 (Stree ter 1981 ). A~ a resun , eac h of the three block. types approxima ted the
physical characteristics of a dead murre in one or more ways (Ta ble 4.2).
4.2.2 Dri ft b lock ex periment
We tested I I blocks o r each type (Y. S, L) in the field against six murre carcasses that
were fresh ly dead when co llected , had been immedia tely frozen. and thawed during the
night before usc. All 33 blocks were uniquely marked and dropped simultaneously with
the murre s from an inflatahle boa t in Co nce ption Bay, Newfoundland. between Bell
Island and the town of 51. Phi lip's on I I Se ptember 1999 (fig. 4.1). Every 15 min. the
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pos ition of the bird.. and the different blocks types were reco rded wirh a hand-held GPS
(Garm in GPS III Garmin, Olathe. Kansas ), a!>wa.. wind speed and di rection . Separa tion
and spread was determined . 'Separation 'wa.. defi ned as distance separati ng blocks of
d iffere nt types and carcasses.whereas 'spread ' wasdistance separa ting block s or
carcasses of the same type. After 4 hours. the expe rime nt wa.. Slopped and the blocks and
bird s co llected. A seco nd si mi lar field ex peri ment was performed on 6 December 1999
using an addit iona l mod ified block des ign based on the resu lts of the first experiment.
This new bloc k (W block ) was weighted down with 450 g or stee l ( 1.25 x 5 x 8.75 em)
attac hed to one side of the block with a zinc-coate d screw , That add ition of extra mass
resulted in a block with 2 em of the block exposed to the wind and made them float flat
(e.t=2; Stree ter 198 \ ). Both drag though the wate r and the mass of the block increased as
a resuh, so we sho rtened the block to 14.5 em to parti all y compensa te for that change
(Table 4.2).
4.3 RESULTS
Birds and blocks dri fled with the direc tion of the wind, but at d ifferen t speeds . During
the firs t experiment. block types started to separ ate from each other (se paration) afte r
abou t 30 min, and a clea r pattern of se para tion becam e apparent after 75 min. Birds
mo ved the slowest. whereas espe cial ly the L block s drifted very quickly (Fig. 4. 1).
Desp ite initial use of six murre carcasses, it was only pos sible to follow two for a longer
period of time.
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l000 m
~
Conc eption Bay ~
G!'120mfn
• {g60 min
Drop
o min
Fig. 4.1. Study area in Conception Bay, Ne..... foundland , Canada. Comparison of drift
betwee n Y blocks (open circle). S bloch (solid square) , L blocks (ope n square). and
mums (Mars). 11 September 1999 . 33 bloc ks and ~U murres were dropped. Position s
are shown every hour. Points for blocks represenr rte extremes of their spread. Four
murres were lost after 30 min. so only IWo were tracked the entire time.
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Birds floated very low in the water, mos tly with the ir dark-c olored backs up . making
them diffic ult 10 detec t aga in after a IS min period . The expe rime nt was ended after 4
hours beca use the separation between blocks and bird s made it increasi ngly di fficu lt to
track the:object s. After 4 hou rs, L blocks were furthest away from Ihe birds, fo llowed by
the Y blocks . S blocks clearly app roximated murre carcass drift the closest (Table 4.3,
Fig. 4.1). They stayed within 360 ,600 m of the bird s, whi le the Y and the L blocks were
at much greater dista nces (690 . 740 m and 780 - 850. respec tively).
Ob servanc es during the expe riment clearly confirme d that tbe predo minant factor driv ing
movement of drift b locks was wind. and hence the area of lhe bloc k expo sed 10 u.
Althou gh L blocks accou nted fo r that. they seemed 100 light. so the experiment wa.s
re peated replac ing L blocks with the new W bloch (Table 4.4, Figure 4.2).
During this second tr ial,W blocks clearly showed the close st prox imity to the birds
beca use several blocks dr ifted among them throu ghout the expe riment. Y and S blocks
separa ted from birds after onl y 30 min and behaved the same way as previously. Winds
du ring both ex perime nts were sou thwe st, yet wind speeds varied (9 - 20 km h' l and 15 -
25 km h-I in the first and second trial). Unfort unate ly. the second experiment had to be
ended after 105 min due to bad weather and the increa sing separation between birds and
bloc ks. mak ing it di fficu lt to track the objec ts . After 105 min, the separation of the W
blocks from the carcasses was 20 - 80 m. whereas the S and Y blocks were at 170 - 250 m
and 330 ,370 m respecti vely.
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Table 4.3. Movement (distance in mele~) from the drop poin t for murre carcasses and
different drift block types during Ihe trial on II September 1m . Distance ranges reflect
the spread within each block type. No range means no spread or just one bird.
Time after dro p ~Iums Y blocks S blocks L blocks
(mi n)
60 810 630-7-Ul 630-7-Ul 630-740
105 12RO-I400 1970 1790- 1830 182()... )970
120 1>00 1790 l6 3()... 1750 1780- 1920
180 2250 2780-2 790 267()"'2740 2900-2960
240 3020 3710-3760 3380-3620 3800· 3870
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I '"min1J ...
e--12 * Con cepti on B.lV
'\;145 min
.e.,
Drop
Omln
HIOOm
Fig. 4.2. Com parison of drift between Y blocks (open circle ), S blocks (solid square ), W
blocks (triangles). and murres (~ars) , 6 December 1999. 30 blocks and five murres were
dropped . Positions are shown only at ser intervals for clar ity. Poin ts for blocks represent
extremes of their spread. One murre was lost after 75 min. and one after 90 min.
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Table 4.4. Results of rhe seco nd drift block cahh ration expe riment conducted on 6
Dece mber 1999 . Movement (distance in meters ) from drop point for muITC carcasses and
different drift block types. Distance ranges reflec t the spread within each block type . :-';0
range means no spread.
Time after drop ~turn:s Y blocks 5 blocks W blocks
(mi n)
15 1 8~230 25Q..270 230 2QO.220
45 57Q-7 1O 73Q-760 64Q-720 600-6 30
75 9 H)... 1250 113Q-1200 103Q-l llO 97Q-101O
105 1370-14 10 1700- 1780 1540- 1660 1390 - 1490
12 1
4.4 D1SCl: SSION
To quantitative ly evaluate the effect of chronic or large oil spills on seab irds. it is
essential to quan tify the num ber of oiled birds thai die at sea. One method to estimate
PDBR involves use of woode n drift blocks. Previously co llected oiled carcasses are not
suitable for that purpose. because they have already been exposed to variable periods of
drift. begun to deco mpose, and there fore no longer have the same buoyancy as a seabird
recent ly killed by exposure to oil (Burger 1991. chap ter 5).
To minimize error in dri ft times and path induced by u..ing a woode n block rathe r than a
bird. we desig ned a dri ft bloc k type that close ly mimicked murre carcass drift. Several
relevant physical characteristics of murre carcasse s and drift blocks were examined and
empirically compared. Both trials showed a clearl y different drift beha viour betwee n
blocks and birds. Y block s used in the past. which approximated ED and area exposed to
the water. were found at 690 - 740 m from the birds in the first trial after 240 min and at
330 - 370 m after 105 min in the secondtrial. Extrapolated over a two week drift period
(which is less than the recovery time of bloch usually includOOin results of past srudies )
assuming constant wind direct ion and speed. they would be located between 58 • 7 1 km
from the murre carcasses. Such a distance could clearly subject birds and hlocks to
different weather and tidal regimes and puts the releva nce of past studies using this block
type in serious douh t. S bloc ks. a shorter unweighted version of the Y blocks.
approx imated murre mass and were intermediate betwee n the area" exposed to wind and
water of murre carcasses. Allhough thai did resu lt in smalle r dist ances to binh than Y
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block s. extrapolated again ove r IW(l weeks assuming constant wind speed and direction ,
they wou ld be located 30 ·48 km away from Ih.:birds and hence besimilarly inaccurate.
Tbc reason for fhal d ifference be twee n carcas...ses and S blocks appeared 10 he the
subs tan tial diffe rence in su rface area exposed to wind. a physical characteri stic that,
toge ther with the ir minimal mas...s, seemed 10 be the mos t re levant factor creating
dif ference s be tween the drift o f block s and carcasses. This seemed 10 be subs tan tiated by
the L blocks. tha t d id app rox imate wind exposed area, but were very light . resu lting in the
greates t d istance fro m the murres o f all b lock types tested.
W blocks met the right cr iteria. They ap proximated murres in ED. had a small wind-
exposed area and were of an approx imate mass. Most of the m stayed with carcasses
throughout the ex periment o r al a maxi mum distance of 80 m. Aga in translated over a
IWO week period. they woul d mos tly be with the carc asses o r a maximu m of 15 km away.
Gi ven a spread of 100 m amo ng the seab ird carcasses over the same time period. we
believe this separation was acceptab le.
4.5 CONCLUS ION
Dri ft-block experime nts are a use ful too l in asse ssing the proportion of seabirds that die at
sea and drift to shore. They are lin important component in the estimation of overa ll avian
mort ality ca used hy an oil spi ll incident or through chronic o il pollu tion th roughout the
year. We found that blocks used in the pas l drifted significantly faster than seab ird
carcasses. so paSI resul ts may have misi nterpreted dri ft time s of bird carcass es and
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poss ibly pro v-ided corre ..pond ingly misleading esti mates of mortalit y and dri ft patterns .
Because dri ft ing carcasses arc subject to buoyanc y los.. through water-logging and
scave nging, and may not stay afloat longer than two weeks (Burger 1(9 1), the accurac y of
drift time estimates is essenti al. U~ing W blocks as described here is not only likel y to
accompl ish that, but may also allow the mod ification of mathematical mode ls for carcas..s
drifts. This would result in !be dcsc npticn of more accurate carcass drift-pa ths for
forecasts and to de remu ne tbe possible origi n of the oil retrospecti vely. We strong ly
reco mmend that all future drift-block studies carried out in areas where rnurres are a
dom inant victim of oil pollution U'-C the W block. In areas where other seabird species
are the predo minate victims of oil pollut ion, similar experiments to ours should be carr ied
out to design drift block s that match rele vant physical drift properti es of the spec ies
invo lved ,
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CIIAPTE R 5 -SINKI1\'G RAn~S OF DEAD BIRDS AT SEA : IMP ROVL".;G
ESTI~tATES OF SEAB IRD MORT ALITY DUE TO OILL"G
.5.1 P.l.IRODl·CfIOr-;
The number of birds killed m; a result of an oil spill is usually estimated from the number
of birds foun d on beac hes. Two measurements are esse ntial in order to extrapolate from
that num ber accurately: the number birds dying at sea which do not reach the shore. and
the number that subsequently disappears 011 the beach (Ford et at. 19K7, Piatt ct al. 1990,
Burger and Fry 1993, Fo wler and Flint 1997. chapte r 3). Ma ny efforts have been made in
different locat ions where oil spills have oc-curred to dete rmine rates of carcass persistence
on beaches. and late ly some of these studies have included a...sesr...ments of bot h depos ition
and detection rates (Fow ler and Flint 1997. Van Pel t and Piau 1995. chapter 3).
However, even when tbe total number of beachcd carcasse s is known or ean be well
est imated. a large fraction of thc tOlai mortality remains unmeasured due to dead birds
being lost ar sea (Ford er al. 1981).
The main methods used to estimate the number of birds lost at sea are carc ass drift and
drift bloc k exper iments. Wiese and Jones (200 1) poin ted out that ex periments using
carcasses previo usly washed up on shore significa ntly overestimated loss at sea, because
buoyancy of these birds will have already decre ased significantly. On the other hand ,
results from drift block expe riments tend to largely unde restimate loss at sea, becau se
they generally usc bloc ks that do not accurately mimie seabird drift (Wiese and Jones
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2001) and do not take into accou nt sinking rates of carcasses flee ting at sea . Thu... with
the except ion of a study by Hl ady and Burger ( 1993) , where only block s recove red wit hin
one month afte r the drop were included , most studies have included all recoveries in thei r
subsequent mortality models , even if these occ urred month s after blocks were deployed.
To include all block recover ies without a cut-off period can greatly influe nce final
es timate s. It is thu s imperativ e to accurately dete rmine sinking rates of bird carcasses at
sea, and to investigate whether these may dif fer bet wee n oiled and clean birds. Thi s
cou ld potcnt ially lead to subseq uent biases in the proponion of oiled birds found, and
hence in the total seabird mortal ity estimated due to the spilled oil.
Murres are the most vulnerable spec ies to spilled oil in the Nonhcm Hemisphere and
general ly the most com mon victim after large and chro nic oil spills (Camph uysen and
Heubcck 200 1. chapter 2). The purpose of this study was to test sinking rates of murres
tll ria spp.) under natural condi tions, and to accurately quant ify possible differen ces in
sinking rates due to different degrees of oiling. Sink..ing rates were also determined for
beached carcasse s with different degrees of oiling. to investiga te whethe r one of the
mechan isms of bird removal from beaches could be back wash into rbe sea and
subseq uent sinki ng. The importance and timing of sea venging on all sinking rates was
inves tigated. Accurate cut-off times after which recover ies {rom drift block expe riments
should no longer be co nsidered in estimating total seabird mort ality due to oil were
determined, and their influence on past mortality estimates investigated.
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5.2 METH OD S
5.2. 1 Experimental design
Mu rres were collected from hunters during the 1990.)12000 hunt ing season or were from
confisca tions made by En vironme nt Canada enforceme nt officers . To ensur e the imcgrity
of carcasses, murre s were froze n immediately after co llec tion, and on ly those with
min imal dam age to the plum age were used.
Birds were rando mly ass igned into clean. lightly o iled or heavily oiled categories,
Because all birds avai lable for this study were clean, birds were manual ly oiled on the
ventra l side using weathered Bunker C (detail.. in chap ter 3), a type of o il com monly
found on stranded seabi rds in thc study area . Birds in thc lightly oiled catego ry were
covered with oil on abo Ul2S % oftheir bodies, while birds assig ned 10 the heavily o iled
category were covered with o il on roughly 50% of their bod ies. With in eac h catego ry,
th ree further groups were rando mly ass igned: intact . scave nged, and beac h. Each grou p
was subjec t to a differe nt treat ment throu ghout the ex perime nt (see below). A minim um
samp le size of 6 was needed 10 de termine one-d ay diffe rences in the number of days
anoarbetwee n groups. Th is lead to a total o f 18 birds required in each ca tego ry, and a
total of 54 birds were used in the ex peri ment.
The expe rimen t was conducted be twee n 10 Novem ber and 3 Decembe r 2000 . A floa ting
three -cham bered woode n-framed pen (3 x 1.5 x 1.5 m), was construct ed and attached 10 a
wharf in a partia lly-shelt ered bay in long Pond, Concepti on Bay, New foundland, Canada.
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TIle pen was.. lined with chicken wire to keep potential scavengers away. and to con tai n
birds in the cage once they sunk . All inside walls were lined with o il adsorbent material
prov ided by the Canadian Coast Guard Oi l Res pon se:Team in St. John 's New foundland,
to co llec t any o il which may ha w co me off the bird p lumage. T wel ve bird s o f eac h o iling
category (6 for the int act. and 6 for the scavenged treatme nt) were placed in eac h
ch ambe r. The rema ining six bird s pe r o iling cate go ry (beac h treatment) we re placed in a
mes h-screened pen on the wharf
After nine days , the six birds assigned for the scave nged treatment in eac h floa ting
chamber. and all 18 b irds 011land, were opened to simu late partial scave nging {i.e. body
cavit y cut open and pulmon ary ai r sacs puncture d) . After 19 days, all flesh and muscle s
we re remov ed fro m rem ainin g bird s to simul ate co m plete sc avenging.
C han ges in buoyancy were tested da ily by determini ng the amo unt of added wei ght (in
5 g increments) necessary to sink the m (B urger 199 1, ci ted in Bu rger and Fry 1993). In
order to simulate the e ffect.s of high wave con ditions during resting, bird .. were agitated in
the water to allow the escape of large air bubb les trapped in the p lumage . En viron mental
co nd ition (ai r and water te mpera ture. w ind speed. preci pitat ion) were recorded during the
study . After 25 days the expe rime nt was term inated becau se all floa ting birds had sun k,
and all rem aining beac h b irds had frozen solid .
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5.2.2 Data analys is
Ditfcrences in sinking rates among birds subjected to differe nt degrees of oiling , degrees
of simulated scave nging , and imerectjons be tween ~ two, were analyzed using
A.'10 YNMCOVA designs . Linear regression analys is W 3-<;used to determine average
da ily buoyancy losses . Mean s are presen ted with ± I SE . and all tests are 2-tailed.
Sig nifican t di ffe rences between groups and ca tegories were dete rmined at P<O.05.
5.3 RESULTS
5.3. 1 Weather
Environmental cond itions varied throughout the ex perimen t. Large rainfalls occ urred
during the firs t week where ambie nt temperatures varied betwee n 3" and 7" C. After day
10, temperatures dropped to be tween if and -4 " C. Snow fell on seven days during the
second and third week of the expe rime nt. Birds on land were often cove red in frost and
snow and were parti ally or fully fmzen for 6 days be twee n day 14 and 25 . Water
tempera tures ran ged between I II and 4" C. Overall, tbese conditions arc co nsidered
average for this area in Novem ber (Gerard Morin, Atlantic Cl ima te Ce ntre, Frede ricton ,
New Brun swick , Canada, personal co mmunicat ion).
5.3.2 Birds floating
Birds varied in buoyancy at the begi nning of the experiment, hu t there was no
re lations hip be twee n the in itial bod y mass and initial buoyancy (s lope '" -0 . 106 ± 0.0 76 ,
P>O.I ; Fig. 5. 1). Birds..in the float ing pen quickly lost buoyan cy during the first few days
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fi gure 5. 1. Relationsh ip between the initial body mass and initial buoyancy of 54
murre carca..ses used in the expe riment. Buoyancy is expressed as the additional weight
needed to sink birds.
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(Fig . 5.2). Cha nges in the propor1ion of unscavengedclean, lightly o iled and heavi ly
oi led bird.. that remai ned afloa t followed a step-wise decline ove r the 2O-day period .
After only five days. 70 % of carcasses had sunk, and al l had disa ppeared wi thin 20 days
(Fig. 5.3). Over 36 % (13 of 36) of carcasses that had previous ly su nk (all at day 5)
resu rfaced be tween day 7 and 9. These carcasses proceeded to lose buoyancy again qu ite
quickly, especi ally if scavenged at day 9. Ninety percent (27 of 30) of carca..scs sull
afloat experie nced an average buoyancy gain of 45.9 ± 38.4 % be twee n days 7 and 9. The
first time of sin king for all re-s urfaced birds was taken as the act ual sinking day because
under natu ral condi tions birds wou ld !Oink to a depth from which re-floati ng would not
occ ur (see discusssion).
The number of days tha t unscuvcngcd birds remained afloat was not significa ntly
d ifferent among hi rds with differe nt degrees of oi ling overall (x. ~ = 4 .58 , P>O.I ), and
averaged 8.2 ± 5.2 days. Althougb no diffe rences in daysa rloa r were de tec ted be twee n
heavily oi led and mildly oiled birds (l : = 15 6, P>O.I ) nor betwee n both oi led categories
pool ed and clean birds (X ~=3.34, P>O.05), lightly oiled birds san k:significant ly fa..rer
than clean birds (X~ =5.40 , P<O.05, Table 5. 1).
Bi rds subjec t 10 part ial simulated scave nging at day 9 lost an average of 60.0 ± 2 1.3 % of
the ir buoyancy. Two heavi ly oiled birds san k in less than a day after scavenging. Dai ly
buoyancy losses . calculated as the slope from individual linear regress ion lines , did nol
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Figu re 5 . 2. Cu mulative buoyancy loss of c1ean ,l ighlly oi led and heavily o iled floatin g
bi rd". Dolled lines (so lid square s) indicate birds subject 10 partial simulated scavengi ng at
day 9, sol id lines (open circle s) indicere birds left intact .
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Figure 5.3. Proport ion of clean (ope n circ les), lightly oiled (solid diamond ..I, heavily
oiled (solid squares). and all (x on dolled line) unscavcnged munes in an experimental
floating pen, afloat over a 20 day period. in south eastern New foundland, winter 2000 .
Each line is an ind ividual bird.
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Table 5. 1. Meao number of days afloat for unscavcnged mUITeS in an expe rimental
floati ng pen in southeastern Newfoundland. winter 2(0),
Category ~Ielln (days) 95% C. 1.
Clean 10.5 6.3 - 14.7
Lightly oiled 5.7 4 .1-7 .2
Heavily oile d 8.3 3. 1-13.4
All 0.2 6.2-10 .3
,-10
diffe r slgniflcar ulybetwee n birds wit h diffe rent degrees of oiling (1 ~ =2.47 , P>O. I), and
averaged · 12.3 t 5.8 % per day.
Comp arisons among birds partially scavenged at day 9, showed, in contras t to
unscavcnged birds, that lightly oiled birds remained aflo at signific antly longer
(l ~ = 13.97. P<tlOO1, 5.0 ± 0.7 days) after they were scavenged than birds in the other
two oiling categories (clean 1.5 t 0.7 days, heavily oiled 1.3 ± 0.5 days). Regard less.
scavenged birds for all degrees of oil ing sank.significantly faster after scavenging than
birds left intact (1 ~ = 12.00 , P<O.OOI), disa ppearing on average within 2.6 t 2.1 days.
Unscavenged birds rema ined afloat for another 6.9 ± 2.5 days after day 9.
5.3.3 Birds on beac h
Unl ike floating birds, birds on beac h lost their buoyancy slowly during the initial days
(Fig. 5.4). decreasi ng 4.6 ± 0.4 % per day. There were no significan t dif feren ces detected
in daily buoyancy losses among birds with diffe rent degree s of oilin g (1 ~ =3.49. P>O.I).
AIRlO'it78 % ( 14 of 18) of birds experienced an average buo yancy gain of 18.3 ± 17.1 %
betwee n day 7 and 9, and anothe r gain of 140.7 ± 93.7 % at day 17. the latter duc to
freezing. Al day 9, birds lost an average of 43 .2 ± 7.3 % of their buoyancy due to
scavengin g, and those scaven ged again at day 19 lost. on average, another 66.0 ± 13.8 %.
Birds wh ich were fully scave nged at day 19, irrespective of thc degree of oiling. showed a
significantly lower degree of buoyancy loss com pared to birds left part ially scavenged
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(x. ~ = 11.7. P<O.OOI). averag ing a dai ly loss of 0.7 ±0.6 %. compared to 2.&± 1.&% for
part ially scavenged bird s. After 24 days . birds.on land retained 9A ± 5. 1 % of their initial
buoy ancy, and on ly one bird san k during tbe duration of rhe study (Fig. 5A ).
5,4 DISCUSSION
5.4. 1 Birds floati ng
The import ance of assessing the number of seabirds lost at sea due to sinking was first
recognized by Hope Jones et al. ( 1970) while try ing to es timate total seabird kill afte r the
lI amiiton Trader oil spi ll in 1%9. It was detennincd that at leas t 50 % of drift ing muITCS
sank withi n two .....eeks. Based on the results . Ford et a!. (1987), ap plied a cons tant loss-
rate for murres drift ing at 'iC3 due 10 si nking of 15 % per day. Thi s same per day toss rare
was also used by Page er al. ( 1990 ) to IDl-SoCSS the numbcr of seabirds killed after the A~.t
Houston spill in 1986 off lhe Cali fornia coas t. It WM pointed out in both studies that this
rare may nol be cons tant. and that loss ar sea may vary amon g spec ies. with more
neu trally buoyant birds suc h as loo ns. aicids and cormorants s inking more quic kly than
birds such as gu lls that floa t higher in the water Word et a l. llJ87, Burger and Fry 1993).
Co nseque ntly, Fo rd cr al. ( 19%) compared sin king rates of free -floa ting radio-ta gged
carcasses in Alaska and found no differences betw een largc and small aicids (murres and
auklc ts, respectively).
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Figure 5.4. Cumulative perce nt buoyancy loss of clean, lightly oiled and heavily oiled
birds on land. Dolled lines indicate birds subject to partial simulated scavenging at day 9
and complete simulated scavenging at day 19, solid lines indicate birds only subject 10
part ial simulated scavenging at day 9.
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This latter suppo rts our finding that body mass did not influe nce the number of days that
oiled murres remained afloat , even though differences amo ng species were not
investiga ted in this study . Results presented here are thus applicable 10seabir d mortal ity
due to large spills as well as to chronic spills . They also apply to birds that die
immediate ly, as well as to those that Jive for a period of time after contacti ng the oil and
dep lete their fat reserves in the process before dying. In contrast, I found that clean birds
in poor condition (i.e . lower body mass) fleeted longer than those with plentiful body fat
and large pectoral muscles . Perhaps this difference is accou nted for by the high
proportion of dense muscle mass in birds in good condi tio n, as comple tely scave nged
birds thai remained on the beach, but had been reduced to feathers and bones, still floated
in the absence of muscle tissue.
Freshly dead and intact seabirds floated, but began to sink rapidly during the first five
days when large amounts of air trappe d in the plumage was replaced by water . As bodies
deco mpose, gases may get trappe d inside the body cavity and increase buoyancy (Burger
1991) . This was seen in this study between days 7 and 9. Because the floating birds were
placed in a cage with a botto m that held them at approx ima tely I m below the surface,
buoyancy gained by deco mpos ition was enoug h to re-surface them. In reality, such a
scenario is unlikely as sinking bodies are subjec ted to large increases in relative
atmosph eric pressure in the first 10 m, lind would eventually become negatively buoyant.
The substa ntially incre ased pressure would cause any air remaining in the plumage, and
decom posing gases in the body, to escape. Also , carcasses would most likely be
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scavenged by fish and invertebrates once at or near the bottom. wh ich wou ld funhe r
increase the loss of buoyancy. and prevent sunk birds from re-surfaci ng.
When intact. lightly oiled birds had faster sinking rates than clea n birds, alth ough no
evidence was found that sinking rates differed betwee n clean and heavily oiled birds nor
betwee n birds with diffe rent degrees of oiling. The effects of oi l on buoyancy see m
twofo ld. On one hand, large amou nts of oil on the plumage increases the overall density
of the bird. largely due to emulsification of the oil with seawa ter to fonn a dense mousse
(Na tional Research Council 1985). On the othe r hand , oi l may trap the air in the plumage
and partially slow down watcr-saturunon . For heavily oiled birds, these processe s seemed
to be balanced. so that they sank at comparable rates to clean birds. However. the
plumage of lightly oiled birds seemed not able to keep enough air trapped to cou nterac t
the added density due to oil. Th is finding is consistent with results from previous stud ies
(Ford et a l. 19( 1). lt btrds remain unscavenged at sea. this result implies that the number
for birds that arrived dead on the beach is potentially biased towar ds clean birds, because
75 % of oiled birds found on beache d bird surveys sbow only light oiling (chapter 2). If
bird.. are howeve r scave nged at sea. the reverse may be true, as lightly oiled birds floated
significantly longer than clea n birds after they were scavenged . Clearly more information
on scavenging rates of bird.s at sea is requ ired. In the absence of such information.
however, it is plausible that overall, the two processes offset each other , and thaI the
proportion of oiled birds a..sesse d on beached bird surveys reflects the actual proport ion
of birds oiled at sea (chapter 2).
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E..timarcs of accurate sinking rates for seabirds at sea are sparse. Ford er al. ( 199 1) fou nd
thai tethered murres in sheltered and exposed seas in Oregon remained afloat for an
average of 8..1and 7.6 days respectively [abou t 13% lost per day), with more than 90 %
disappe aring within 14 days . Burger (199 1) tested heavily oiled Common Murres,
Ancient Mu rrclcrs (Synlhliboraml'hus anliquus) and Horned Grebes (Podlceps aurilus)
in a tank simulating benign sea conditions. He found that the former two spec ies were
similar and measu red sinking rates of 2 % per day. while the laner sank more quic kly at 9
% per day. He conc luded thai a loss exceedi ng 5 or 10 % of oiled carcasse s at sea per day
(i.e. all birds lost af ter 1G-20 days) is probabl e under nonna l al sea conditi ons .
Experimen ts during spring with free-floa ting radio-ta gged mum-s and aokters in Prince
William Sound showed median days alloat of 15-20 days. hut included many birds thai
washed up and rema ined on the beach for up 10 5 days be fore re-floating (Ford ct at.
1996). The present stud y, however. showed thai birds on Ihe beach retain their buoyancy
significantly longer than when they are alloa t, biasing that study towards longer float ing
rates. An identical experiment in lhe summe r in the Gu lf of Alaska. where no birds
beached. showed median days afloat of 7. 9. I I and 18 days respectiv ely (Ford er al.
1996). The latter higher value was attributed to much cal mer sea condi tions.
The number of days that birds remained afloat determined in the present study therefo re
comp arab le to the findings of Ford et at (199 1) and to the Gulf of Ala.ska study by Ford
et al. ( 1996). even though the authors point out that tethered birds and previou sly froze n
birds may sink faste r than fresh carcasses . Although rbe initial loss in our expcnmem
wa.. greater. a, 70 % of birds san k.within 5 days. overall dai ly linear sinking rates in this
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study were comparable, at slightly over 12 0/, . Some researches have questioned whether
sinking rates arc linear (Ford ct al. 1987, Page et al. 1990) and Ford et al. ( 1996) fitted a
Weibull distribution to their data. The declines observed in the current study were
certainly sleeper during the first 5 days. but as most birds were lost during this early
period,a linear model to assess overallloss-at-sea due to sinking seems appropriate, at
least under winter conditions in Newfoundland.
Ninety five percent of all uuscavenged floating birds in this study sank within 10 days.
This value is comparable to the median sinking rates of Ford et aI. (1996) if the 18 day
period observed undercalm conditions are omitted. Winter conditions in Newfoundland
include extremely cold temperatures and frequent periods of high winds, factors that
would likely lead to faster sinking rates than those observed during calm summer months
in Alaska (Ford et aI. 1991). For mcrres . and probablyother auks, as shown by Ford et aI.
(1996), I recommend using a 10 day estimate for birds floating at sea.and to assume daily
sinking rates of 10-14 % in a model to estimate proportion of birds lost at sea. Such rates
will result in conservative estimates of overall mortality because 70 % of birds sank
within the first five days, and birds may be scavenged al sea at any time after death, in
which case buoyancy Joss would occur approximately 2.5 times faster than ifb irds
remained intact. SCavenging of carcasses at sea has not bee n quantitatively documented,
but has ofte n been observed by duck and murre h unters . especially dose to shore.
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5.4.2 Appli cation to past dri ft block experiments
It seems reasonab le that studies usi ng drift blocks to assess the numbers of birds lost at
sea only include blocks that come ashore wi thin to days after they are dropped. as 95 %
of birds in this experiment sank within that time period . Wiese and Jones (200 1)
summarized results of past drift block experi ments and exam ined possible biase s of
recovery estimates due to faulty drift block design. I conclude that recovery esti mates
from most past drift block experiments are generall y large cve resti rnares, beca use they
included blocks that were recovered far after seabird carcasses .....ould have sunk. The
degree to which these estima tes are biased varies, and little inform ation is generally
prov·ided abou t chrono logy of bloc k arrival on shore to allow for a re-interpreta tion in
light of the present findings.
Threlfall and Piatt ( 19&2)concluded that roughly 24 % (0-66 %) of birds that die in
offsho re New foundland waters eventual ly reach beaches, and acknow ledged the high
variance and dependency on weather. However, only 5 % of blocks set adri ft reac hed
shore withi n a period of 10 days (Threlfall and Pian 1982). Chard ine and Pelly (1994)
concluded that 7 ¥. of birds that died in Placentia Bay, Newfoundl and duri ng their study
arri ved ashore, but includ ed blocks recovered up to almost 2 years after being dropped.
Very few arri ved during the first 2 weeks (J. W. Chard ine pcrs. comm.) . Flint and Fow ler
(1998) concluded that up to 6 1 % of birds could be recovered after an oil spill close to St.
Paul Island, Alaska during onshore winds. However, systematic survey s to find blocks
did not stan until 11 days after they were dropped at sea, likely mak ing this es timate high.
Final ly, Burger (1991) illus trated the need for integrating acc urate sinking rates of birds at
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sea into oi l spill mortality mode ls, and calculated a 23% higher mortality est imate from
the Nestucca spill (equal to 6860 birds ) after he accounted for birds lost at sea due to
sinking.
5.4.3 Birds on beach
As expected . carcasses resting on the shore los t their buoyancy at a much slower rate than
those at sea. Scavenging, which usua lly occ urs almost immediately after carcasses are
cast ashore unde r natural condit ions (chapter 3), sharp ly decreased buo yanc y, a ltho ugh
not to the point ....here sinking too k place . In add ition the buoyanc y ofcarcasses that
freeze after being washed ashore may be markedly increased for long periods of time. In
this study , with the excep tion of one bird, all carcasses left on the beach remained afloat
afte r 24 day s. Because average pers istence rates of beached carcasses in mo st areas is less
than 24 days (chapter 3). and because scave nged birds arc likely 10 retain some buoyancy
in the absen ce of dense musc le mas s, I conclude that subseq uent sink ing afte r backwas h
into the sea is not likely to be a significan t mec hanism of carcass remov al fro m beac hes.
However , backwash and subsequent burialin the beach substra te is likely (chapter 3),
because birds of the beach can main positive buoyancy for long periods of time .
5.5 CONC LUSIONS
Drift block ex periments. if inte rpreted correctly, are the mos t accurate and efficient way
to detenn ine the propo rtion of thosebirds tha t die at sea which reach the shore . Based on
the present results. in areas wheremum s, or simil arly-sized ajcids are the mai n vic tims
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of oil spilled at sea.I recommend that only thosedrift blocks that reach the shore within
10 days after they are dropped at sea be included in mode ling oi l seab ird mortalit y. Th is
is still a conservative appro ach, recogn izing tha i most birds may sink with in 5 days .
In areas where other species are commonly killed by marine o il pollu tion, it would be
usefu l 10 detennine the ir sinkin g rates usin g the approach presented here. although
eviden ce ex ists that it may not vary between large and smal l alcids (Ford et al. 19%).
Th is study poin ts 10 the importance of determining scavenging rates of birds floa ting a t
sea, as they strongly influence sinking rates and may furthe r ex plain possib le biase s in the
proportion of oiled bi rds found on beaches.
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CHAPTER 6 - DRIFT BLOCK EXPER IMENTS TO ASSESS SEA BIRD MORTAUTY
RATES DUE TO CHRO~IC OIL POLLtmO~ OFF TI lE COAST OF
NEWFOUN DLAND
6.1 INTRO DUCTION
Seabir ds are the most visible victims of catastrophic and chronic marin e oil spills .
Despit e the obvious impac t. it is often difficult to accura tely assess the exten t of seabi rd
mortalit y. because only a smal l proporti on of birds thai die at sea wash up on shore. A
large proportion of birds sink. get scavenged or drift away from shore . and so will never
be tall ied during beac hed bird surveys (Ford et al. 1987. Page et a!' 1990 . Ill ady and
Burger 1993a. cha pter 3). Severa l attempts have been made to assess the proport ion of
birds that die al sea and which do reach shore. by using experiments with seabird
carcasses (Cou lson ct al. 1% 8. Hope Jones ct al. 1970. 1978. Lloyd et a1. 1974. Bibby
and Lloyd 1977. Bibb y 1981, Stowe 1982, Thre lfal l and Piau 1982. Page er al. 1982,
Pian et al. 1990 ) or wooden drift blocks (Thre lfal l and Piatt 1982. Piatt et el. 1985, Hlady
and Burger 1993. Chardine and Pelly 1994 . Flint and Fowler 199 8). Resulting estimates
have varied between0- 59 % and 0 - 66 % of drift ing birds reaching shore . respect ivel y
(Wi ese and Jone s 200 1).
Wiese and Jones (200 1) poinled c ur that using seabirds previously cast ashore for such
expe riment s is inappropriate due to prior buoyancy loss of the carcasses. Wiese and
Jones (2001 ) also showed that rnosr drift block designs used in the past did not accurately
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mimic seabird carcass dri ft and designed and tested block s that d id. Their experiments
showed that a lthough drift block experi ments are a useful way 10 dete rmine the
proportion of birds lost at sea, results of most past stud ies are unusab le due to faul ty
block designs . In add ition. buoyancy loss experiments showed tha t 95 % of murre (Uria
spp.) carcasse s floating at sea sink within 10 days (chap ter 5). As a result, only blocks
that arri ve on shore within that lime period should beconside red, in order to accu rately
es timate the proportion of birds tha t die at sea and reach the shore.
Regard less of thcse d iscrepan cies. past studies concur that onshore recoveries are heavil y
infl uenced by en vironmen ta l conditions (particularly wind speed and direc tion and ocean
currents), d istance from shore, and geographical regions . The y also show tha t wind seems
to bethe prin cipal factor determining carcass and drift block mo vemen t largely due to
wind induced surface curren ts, and that tidal curren ts may influ ence deposition on
specific beaches once drill ing carcasses or blocks approach the sho re. Consequently.
repo rted onshore recovery rates can no t eas ily be compa red and need to be assessed for
eac h region. Both Burger (1993c) and Wiese and Jones (200 I) po inted out that the 10 %
ru le-of-thumb used in the pas t (Tani s and Moner Bruijns 1968. Bourn e 1970. Nationa l
Researc h Council 1985. CCO 1998 ) is largely unju stified .
Most seabird mortality est imates have been related to catastrophic o il spills (Ford et a!
1987, Page cr al. 1990 , Piatt e t at 1990 , Burger 1993 b, Van Pelt and Piatt 1995, Fowler
and flint 1(97). However. chronic oil spills may bemore important to long-term seabird
populat ion sta bility than occasi onal large spills [Hun t 1987, Burger 1992. Nur et a l.
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1991). Over the last 17 )cars. the coast ofNcwfou ndland has been subject to so me of the
highest rates of chronic oi l pollu tion in the world (chapter 2). and records of o iled bi rds
on Ne....fo undland beaches date back to the late IQ50s (Tuck 1961. Montevecchi and
Tuc k 1987). It is therefore importanl to determine the exte nt of seab ird mortality
assoc iated with chronic spills in this reg ion.
The purpo se of th is study was to use appropr iatel y designed drift bloc ks to defin e an area
of ocean adj acen l to the coast of New foundl and from which birds co unted dur ing beached
bird surveys originate and to detenn ine that proportion of birds thai die with in that area
and reac h the shore. Determining this area and its assoc iated recovery rate is a cruc ial
co mponent of es timat ing seabird mortality fro m chronic oil pollut ion (cha pter 7). It was
also the purpose to determin e dri ft rates (dr ift speed relative to the wind speed). as well
factors that best predic t onshore recove ry rates.
6.2 METH ODS
6.2.1 Drift block constructi on
Wood en dri ft-blocks were constructed acco rding to the design of Wiese and Jones
(200 1). Blocks of 15.5 cm in length were cut fro m rough 9 x Q cm fir and pine . and a 5 x
1.25 x 8.75 em stee l flatbar , weighing approximately 450 g. was sc rewed onto one side.
Blocks were painted bright orange for maxi mwn visjbility, and labeled with a sel f-
adhesive lahd commonly used on boa ts attached to a plastic tag . Tags were nai led to the
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blocks using galvanized roo fing nails . Each label carrieda unique identification number,
a return mai l add ress, ema il address and telephone num ber.
6.2.2 Drift b lock experiment
Four drift block experi ments (trials ) were carri ed out . During 2 1·22 February 2000 , a
total of2 Q..17 blocks were dropped from offshore supp ly boats.Canad ian Coast Guard
vessels and a Canad ian Coas t Guard helico pter. Block s were spread evenly over 10 drop
locations, five otfthe eas t coast, and five of the south coast of New foundland. Canada
(Fig. 6 .I ). Drop locations on the east coas t were at 5, 10, 20, 40 and 80 naut ical miles
(nm) from the closest point of land. while drops a long the south coast were all at 25 run
from shore. Locati ons were chose n to ove rlap major shipping route s and. in this instan ce .
to determine a max imum distance from which bird s may pas.sive ly dri ft to shore. Durin g
7·12 Jan uary 200 1, 2500 bloch were drop ped by Canad ian Coas t Guard vessel s, spread
eve nly over 25 locat ions off the southeast and so uth coas ts of Newfoundland (Fig. 6 .2).
Distances of drops in each of the five drop lines (S I-S5) were 1, 5, 10, 15 and 25 run
from the nearest land . Dro ps al25 nm were replicates from the prev ious year .
Between 22 February and 17 Marc h 200 1, 23 of those 25 drop s were repeated (the
exception were the two oute r d rops c f Sf, Fig. 6.3). On 9 March 2002 , 900 block s were
dropped in Placentia Day, spread evenly ove r 9 locations (FiB. 6.4 ). Location A was a
replica te of previous drop s (S3.25 run). The other 8 loca tion s were d ivided into two lines
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Fig. 6.1 Locat ion of drift bloc k drop s and recoveries for 2 1-22 February 2000 . Southern
locations (51-55) are 25 nautical miles (nm) from theclosest land, eastern loca tions (EI-
E5)are 815, 10,20, 40 and 80 nm from shore. Recoveries on shore are indicated
according to drop location. SPM - St. Pierre et Miquelon. PO· Placentia Bay, CS M =
Cape Sf. Mary' s. Grey barsindicate major shipping lane s.
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Fig. 6.2 Location of drift block drops and recoveries for 7· 12 Janua ry 200 1. Distance
from closest land are indicated in nautical miles at drop locations. Recoveries on soon:
are indicated accordin g to drop location and represent one or more blocks found. SPM =
St. Pierre et Miquelon. PB '" Placentia Bay, CSM " Cape St. Mary' s. Grey barsindicate
major shipp ing lanes
16 1
Fig. 6.3 Location of drift block drops and recoveries for 22 February - 17 March 200 1.
Distance from closest land are ind icated in nautical mi les at drop locations. Recoveries on
shore are indicated accord ing to drop location and represent one or more blocks found.
SPM =' St . Pierre et Miquelon.. PO " Placenti a Bay, CSM · Ca pe SL Mary 's. Grey bars
indica te major shipping lanes. Questio n marks indicate blocks of unknown origi n due to
tag loss.
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Fig. 6.4 Location of drift block drops (S3-A to 53-I) and recoveries for 9 March 2002.
53·A is the same location as 53-25 in other trials. Drop locations from previous trials
(5 3. 15 to 53- I) are indicated. Distance from closest point of land for drops varies
between 6 and 31 nm. Recoveries on shore are indica ted according to drop location and
represent one or more block found. Prevailing winds during this trial were from the West.
Estimated catchment area (aw; 2066 km2) for blocks dropped in this area that are found
between Cape 51. Mary' s (C8M ) and Point Verde (PV) is indicated . 5PM = St. Pierre et
Miquelon, PB = Placentia Bay. Grey bars indicate major shipping Janes.
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approx imat ely parallel to shore , one line on either side of the main shipping lane . and
between 6 and 31 nm from land .
All four drift bloc k experiments were well publicized on loca l radio stat ions and in
newspapers, as wel l as through local contacts ofthe Canadian Wildlife Service. A one
dollar reward for every block repo rted onshore was offered as an incentive to increase
public participation in the searc h for blocks , and were paid within two mo nths of the
drop s. In addi tion. the Service d 'Agriculture and interested indi viduals in St. Pierre et
Mique lon (SPM). greatly assisted with searches for blocks along their sho res. In areas on
the Avalon Peninsu la where it seemed most likely that blocks would wash asho re.
targeted searches were carri ed for two weeks fol lowing releases . In some instanc es ,
weathe r made it impossible to survey beaches every day and public effo rt was certai nly
variable. Bec ause we coul d not always assess for certai n how much time had elapsed
since blocks washed ashore , but most peop le were confide nt that block s found had not
been on the beach for more than3 or 4 days, we considered blocks found with in a 14-day
period in the analysis. instead of only 10 days determi ned from buoyanc y expe rimen ts
(chapter 5). Hourl y wind speed and direction for the different regions during the entire
stud y period were made available by the Environment Canada Atlant ic Climate Centre in
Fredericton, New Brunswick . Cumu lativ e wind vectors (the overall sum of wind vectors ,
which includ e wind direction and speed) were calculated for all 14-day period s followi ng
drops .
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Differe nces amo ng recovery rates (percent o f bloc ks recovered tha t ....'ere dropped) among
trials, drop lines and distances were ana lyzed w-itha General Linear Model where the
respo nse was trea ted as binary and using a legit link func tio n (see be low).
6.2.3 Pred ictive m ood
The rel ation ship be twee n onshore recov ery rat es ptrecovered) and cum ulative wind
vectors ov er differen t time periods in drop lines 83 and S4 was ex am ined us ing model
selection procedures tha t employed Akaike' s Inform ation Criterion (A IC) . Wind vec tors
for each Irial in the 53 and S4 lines were calc ulat ed for I to 7, and 14 days after thedro ps .
The in fluence o f d istance. wi nd vectors over di fferent time periods. the co mb ined effec t
of d istanc e and ....in d vectors, and inter actions be tween the wind vectors and di stance
(Eqn 1). on ons hore reco very rat es, was ana lyzed with a General Linear Model s where the
response was treated as binary and using a le git link function, where the full model was :
p( rec ove red) :ofJo+ jJ/.....i nd(da ys)+ jJ.,distance+ jJ,Jdislance· wind(days) IIJ
Log Likelihoods we re extracted from each ana lysis , and the A IC (Eq n 2) was ca lcu lated
A IC " 2· np-2· (Log Likel ihood) [2]
wh ere np is the number of paramet ers. and the A le is a co m pro mise between model fit
(log- likeli hood ) and the num ber of parameters . Mod el s were ra nked in asce nding ord er
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of AlC scores and the most pars imonious model was select ed as themodel with the
10""1:StAIC. In cases where AIC scores we re with in 2 points of each other. the model
with the lowest nwn ber of parameters was considered the best(Bwnham and Anderson
1998). The influence of oceancurr ents on recovery rates were included in this model
because no data on surface currents exists for the south coas t of Newfoundland to allow
such an integration.
6.2 .4 Drift rates
Average drift rates, de fined as the speed of the block relative to the average wind speed.
were determined for each block for whic h the drop orig in ....'as kno....n, by measurin g the
linear distanc e each block traveled between the release at sea and reco very on the beach.
and by determining the numbe r of days elapsed between the two dates. From that , we
estimated the average drift speed of the bloc k, and by ca lculating the average wind speed
for the same time period , we estim ated the dri ft rate for each block reco vered . Such
calcu lations ass ume that these dri ft rates will be a represen tative average ove r the entire
time period . recognizing that wind forcing on birds and to a degree on bloc ks is reduced
as they get wate r-logged. All means are pI"CSCIIted as ± I SE. and al l tests are 2-tailed.
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6.3 RESULTS
6.3 . 1 Drift block recoveries
6.3 .L12 1-22 February 2000 trial
Wind s at the time of the eas t coas t drops (E 1·5) were 15 kmfh from the NW. Winds
varied betw een Wand NW . and be tween 6 and 33 kmJh over the 14-day period fo llowing
the drop (Fig. 6.5). Average wind speeds were 20 kmIh wi th an overa ll wind vecto r from
the NW . None of the 1013 blocks dropped were fo und duri ng the 14-day period (East
coast block s Fig. 6.1 ). Winds at the lime of the south coast drops were from the NW. and
dec reased from E 10 W (SI to S5, Fig. 6.1) from 26 10 13 1unIh. Wind conditions
remained similar over the ent ire period for S 1 and S2 blocks, creati ng an overall WN W
wind vec to r with ave rage speeds of 26 km/h (F ig. 6.5). In the S3 region, winds varied
little durin g the first week, but made a full circle duri ng the second week (Fig. 6 .5) . This
create d an overa ll WNW wind vec tor with average wind speeds of 25 kmlh. Blocks in
region S4 were SUbjected to periods o f S W and NW winds during the first week , bu t
switched 10 strong NE and NW for the seco nd week after the dro p (Fig . 6.5) . Overall. the
wind vector was from the NNW and averaged 10 kmIll. Fina lly, wind directions in the S5
area were co mpara ble to 54 , but stronger (Fig. 6 .5). Overall, the wind vec to r was from the
Nand averaged 14 kmlh.
On ly 0.29% (3) of 1034 blocks dropped on the sout h and southeast coast (S l -S5) between
2 1-22 February were found during the l4-da y period followi ng the drop (o n days 6. 9 and
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Figure 6.5. Wind vectors showing speed and direction during I-t-day period following
the block drops off the east and south coast on 21-22 February 2000.
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Table 6. 1. Summary of recoveries from dri ft blocks dropped off thc south coast of
Ne....foundland during 7-12 January2001 and 22 February - 17 March 200 1. 100
block s wer e dropped at each location on each date . Numbers represen t the numbers of
blocks found onshore within 14 days of each drop .
DistalKC'ln m) S1 52 SJ 55 Tota l * Tota l %
O1-Jan..(l1 07.Ja"..(I 1 03.J lIII..(I1 12.J ..-e r 08-J ..-G1
"
0 0 , 62 0 .. 12.8
rs 0 0 14 48 0 62 11.4
10 0 0 a 0<) 0
"
18.4
, 0 0 2l 94 0 '17 23.4
I 0 0 0 se 0 .. 19.2
Total 0 0 .. JO<) 0 436*
Tota l % 0 0 ., ,<0 0
17. Flt1Hl1 01-Mar-Gl 17. :\Iar -(l1 17- FIeIHlI
"
0 0 0 0 0 0.0
rs 0 0 0 0 0 0.0
10 0 0 a 0 I 0.4
s 0 0 12 0 12 I. '
, 12 0 1 0 OJ ,.
Tola l 12 0 rs • 3 7'"*,. 0 J.O 0
9~br-(l2
A • .
0 12 12
C ]I ]I
u 0 0
E 0 0
f 0 0
G 0 0
H )0 )0
,
"
zs
Tot al 110 110
l ·Olal "-. 12.2
Total 1# 12 151 408 586
Tota l 0/0 1.0 7.5 33.8 8.8 +/-
0.4
" inclLllksS blocks for whidl tbolorigin is unkno\Ollduietotag 00
"* inc l~ IO blocks for ..nich the origin is unkllOwn due to tag loss
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12), al l o f them origina ting from the 54 drop and recovered in 51. Pierre et Mique lon
(SPM, Fig. 6. 1).
6.3 .1.2 7· 12 January 200 1 trial
Winds at the time of bloc k releases varied in different locations and on different days. For
51 and S2 blocks, all drop ped on 7 Janua ry, wind s were strong from the NE on the first
day and them switched to WNW for the remainder of the I-t-da y period. The only
exception ....as a brief period ofSE ....in ds on day 9 (Fig. 6 .6). Overal l, the wind vecto r
over the 14 day period after the release ....115 WNW , ave raging 26 kmIh . No blocks fro m
these two drop lines were reco vered (F ig. 6.2, Tab le 6 .1).
Winds for 53 blocks , dro pped Jan K. were 6 kmIh from the S fo r approxi mately 5 hours
after the drop , and then varied in a similar fashion to the winds for S I and 82 blocks,
altho ugh two days of S winds were reco rded for days 13 and 14 (Fig. 6 .6). Overall, winds
averaged 20 km/h with an overall WNW vector . 8.2 0/, (4 1) of the bloc ks dropped a long
this line were found , all in Newfo undland, wi th the majority from 5 and 15 nm offshore
(Fig. 6 .2, Table 6 .1). 87 % ofthesc block s were recovered within 6 days of the drop .
Winds in the 54 area , where blocks were dro pped on 12 Jan uary, were light from the NW,
and with the exception of stro ng SW winds on January 14, and stro ng NE winds on
Jan uary IS, remained tha t way over the 14-day period (Fig. 6.6). Winds speeds ave raged
I I km/h , and created an overall NW vector. 78 % (390) of blocks from this line were
recovered, with 8K% of these in SP~ (Fig. 6.2, Tab le 6 .1). Reco very rates showed a
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Figure 6.6. Wind vectors showi ng speed and direction during 14-day period following the
block dropsoff the south coast on 7- 12 February 200 1.
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dec reasing trend with increasi ng distance from shore (>:2"'66. 1. P<O.OOOI. Ta ble 6 . 1).
I
All blocks. exc ept one from lhe 8 4 line found in Newfo undland originated from 15 nm.
99 % of blocks found from that line were recovere d within 3 days.
Blocks from the 85 line. dropped 8 January. were exposed to almost steady NW winds
through the enti re I-t-da y period following the dro p (Fig. 6 .6). Wind speeds averaged 26
kmlh . No blocks from this drop line were found (Fig. 6.2. Tab le 6.1).
Five additional blocks were found on SPM during this period. but the ir orig in could not
be determined due to lag loss (Table 6. 1).
Overall. 17.4 ~G of blocks released between 7·12 January were recovered (Tab le 6. 1).
Recovery rates differed sig nifican tly among drop lines (>:~ ~ 1487.82. P<O.OOO I) and
distances offshore (x: =30.39. P<O.OOO I). and inc reased with dec reasing d ista nce from
sho re (X2=20.08. P<O.OOOI). However, recoverie s from the closest drops ( I run) were
I
slightly fewer than those from 5 run. There was no relat ionship between distance and
recovery rate for the 83 drop line (>:~ .1 .62. P:>O.I) .
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6.3. 1.322 February - 17 March 2001 trial
Winds duri ng this trial were variable . For 5 1 blocks, droppedon 22 February , winds were
5W for the first " days. then from the opposite direction for 2 days. At the end of the first
week windswere NW, and then NE by the end of the I4 -dayperiod. The overall wind
vecto r was NNW averaging 30 kmlh (Fig. 6.7). No blocks were recovered from thi s line
(Fig. 6.3, Table 6.1).
For 52 blocks , dro pped 27 February. ....inds were ENE at the onset and the n varied
between NE and t\W until day 11. after which they switc hed to 5 and SE, and to NW at
the end of the 14.<Jay period. Overal l winds averaged 28 kmlb.and had a NN W (Fig. 6.7)
vector . 2.4 0/, ( 12) of blocks dropped on the S21ane were found (Table 6.1). All were
from I nm onshore. and al l were recovered in Newfoundland on days 12 and 13 afte r the
drop .
Wind conditio ns for S] blocks. dropped 2 March, were quite similar to the S2 area,
although they were NW at the onset . Winds averaged 2] kmlh with an overal l vector
from the NW (Fi g. 1). No blocks were found from this line (Fig. 6.3, Table 6.1).54
blocks, dropped 17 March.wereexposed to 20 kmIh winds from the SW for several
hours on that day, but thcy quickly turned N and NW for the rest of the first wee k (Fig.
6.7) . Winds made II comple te circl e the rea fter, and ended from the E on March 3 1. This
pattern created an overall NN W vector and avera ged 12 kmlh . 3 % ( 15) of S4 blocks
were found. a ll from withi n 10 nm ofthe coast, and all at the end of the 14 days. All
bloc ks but one were recovered in SPM (Fig . 6.3. Table 6.1).
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Figure 6.7 . Wind vectors showing speed and direct ion during 14-day period following the
block drops olT the south coast on 22 February to 17 March 200 1.
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Finally, winds for 85 blocks , dropped 27 February , were similar to those for 82 blocks,
exce pt that winds rema ined almost entirely from the NW after day I I. No 85 blocks
were recovered (Fig. 6.3, Table 6.1).
Ten additional blocks were found on the Avalon Pen insula durin g this period , but their
origin co uld not be determ ined due to tag loss. It is likely that the majo rity originated
from 52 line based on their locations, and perhaps two from the 83 or 54 line .
Overall..,only 1.6 1 % (37) of blocks dropped between 22 February and 17 March 200 1
were reco vered , and recovery rates decreased with increas ing distance from shore (X
2"'28.66 , P<O.OOO I). Recovery rates also differed among lines rx2=45.74, P<O.O()()! )
I •
and distance s from the shore (X: =33.85 , P<O.OOO I) overal l, but not between 52 and S4 (
X2=0.34, P>O.5), the two dro p lines that had recoveries.
I
6.3.1.4 9 March 2002 trial in Placentia Bay
Winds in Placenti a Bay at the time of drops were 13 km/h and SW . During the first 7 and
the last 2 days, winds were predom inantly W and SW (Fig. 6.8) , but prevailed from the N
for 4-day period in between Ove rall , winds averaged 33 krn/h with a total wind vecto r
fromtheJlONW.
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Fig. 6.8 Wind vectors showing speed and direction during 14..<Jay period following the
block drops in Placentia Bay on 9 March 2002.
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12.22 ± 1.10 % ( 110) of blocks were recove red. 75"-. of thcm with in 8 days ofthc dro p
(fable 6. 1). There were no recoveries from locati ons D. E, F. and G, which were all I he
northern part of Placent ia Bay. Recove ry rates amon g the other locations var ied and no
trend in recovery rates with distanc e from shore was detect ed . All blocks but three were
found on the west coas t oflhe Avalo n Peninsula (Fig . 6.4).
6.3.1.5 All sou th and southeast drops comb ined
Recovery rate from al l four trials a long the so uth and southeast coas t co mbined was8.84
+/. 0.35 %. Rates increased signi fican tly w-ithdecreas ing distance from shore (x ~ =4 1.2,
1'<0.0001 ) overall, as well as for S3 (X~ = 133.0, 1'<0.005) and S4 (X~ = 122. 1, 1'<0.000 1)
alone. Substan tial differe nces were also found amon g lines (X ~ = 1144. 6, 1'<0.00(1) and
dates (1 ~ "'60 7.89, 1'<0.00(1 ) o..-erau. as we ll between 53 and S4 <X~ >20.0, 1'<0 .0001 )
alone .
6 .3.2 Predi ctive model
53 and 54 blocks were used to build a predictive mode l because ampl e da ta was onl y
ava ilable from those two lines. The cumulative wind vec tor ove r the firs t 3 days aft er
block release , combined with the distanc e from shore, were the best predi ctive mod els to
est imate onshore recoveries 0(S 3 and 54 blocks (Table 6.2 , 6.3) . To de term ine wind
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Table 6.2. Model fitting results for how well wi nd direction vecto rs and distance ofdro p
locations from shore explain recovery rates of blocks from 53 drops . Only to bes t
mod els are sho wn . "Thenumber aft er wind refers to the number of da ys included after the
dro p. Stars (-) indica te interactions. pluses (+) ind icate combined effects.
Model tt.AICc Deviance l /I parameters
WindJ "distance 0.00 980 .46
WindJ 14.18 998 .64
WindJ+distance 14.18 996.64
Windl -tvdlstance 15.36 997 .82
Wind /oJ 16.88 100\.34
Wind/4-distance 17.36 997 .82
wtndl sdistance 25.80 1006 .26
Wind] 47.56 1032 .02
Wind., 47.56 1032.02
Wintl7 47.56 1032.02
l DEV=-2- (Iog-likelihood )
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Table 6.3 Model fin ing results for how well wind direction vectors and distance of drop
locations from shore explained recovery rates for block s from 54 drops. On ly 10 best
model s are shown . The number after wind refers to the number of days included after the
dro p. Stars (.) indicate interactions, pluses (+) indicate co mbined effects.
Model M ICe Oeviance l s perametees
Wind3«distance 000 742 .04
Wind2+distance U.OO 742.04
lVind3·dislance 0.10 740.14
Wind2 · +di.u ance 0.10 740. 14
Wjnd4 · dislam:e 46.66 786.70
Wind7 · dislancc 46.6 6 786.70
WintJ6 ·di slallce 46.66 786 .70
Wind5 · distance 46 .66 786 .70
Wind3 360.34 IIO,U 8
Wind2 360.34 1104.38
I DEV -2. (1og. likel ihood )
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speci fic recovery rates and assoc iated areas of ocean from which blocks originate
(catc hment areas, a..). I invest igated 53 drops in man: detail. because all blocks fou nd on
the Avalon Peninsula . where systematic beached bird surveys an: carried out (chapter 2).
originated from these drop s. As models with 3-day winds were the best predict ive
model s to explain reco very rates (Table 6.2) I calculated 3-day winds for eac h 53 drop
and related tbem to observ ed recove ry ratcs under those conditions. Recovery rates
increased as 3-day winds switched from N to NW to W (Table 6.4) . No other wind
vectors during the three days followi ng each trial were observed .
6.3.3 Defi ning catc hment areas
I derived catchment areas (u w) by determining the origin of blocks found during each of
the calcu lated 3-day wind directio ns, and for W winds.assumed that dro p loca tions were
the along oute r boundary of those areas (Table 6.4 . Fig. 6.4). NW windswere only
observed during trials carried out along the 53 line on February 2000 and Janu ary 2001
(Fig. 6. 1. 6.2). Combin ed . 7.8 % of bloc ks were found. 95 % of these from within 15 om
of the coast. I assumed this distance to bethe outer limit. with a recovery rate ofO .05S ±
0.009 (Table 6.4 ). A catchment area.however, could not empirically bedefined as only
recoveri es from that line existed. Therefore. three scenarios basedon the know ledge
gained from the 9 Marc h 2002 trial were cons idered (Fig. 6.9): I ) a small area from the
15 nm drop straight to Cnpe St. Mary's and to Point Verde (432 km2), 2) the distance
from whi ch recoveries occur were the same alon g the coast and the north ern and southern
boundary have a parallel ang le towards shore (1 100 km2). and 3) the catc hment area is
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Table 6.4. Overall J-day wind vectors following 53 drops. related recovery
rates and catchment areas (u ..). See results and Fig. 6.4 and 6.9 for details.
Threescenarios are presented for NW winds.
3-d al wind vector Recovery re te Catchmtnt ...~a (a..)
km'
N
NW 0.058 +1- 0.009 432
0.058 +1- 0.009 1100
0.058 +1- 0.009 2200
W 0.122 +1· 0.011 2066
\84
Fig. 6.9 Three scenario s for catchment areas (a..; 432. 1100. 2200 knh during NW
winds. Locations of drops carried out in the area shown.
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enlarged towards the NW (2200 knl ), similar to the catchme nt area for west winds which
is enlarged to the W (Fig. 6.4) . Reco very rates for al l three proposed NW wind
catchmen t areas were held constant because recovery rates could 00( be di rectly inferred
from changes in thearea or d istance from sho re.
6.3. 4. Drift rates
Only block s of known origin and recovery time (wi thin 3 days) were used . Based on
observ ed wind speed s and the tim ing of block recove ries, block s drifted at an ave rage
spee d of 4.2 ± 0.9 % of the wind speed. but th is rate ranged between 0.00 1 and 30.9 %
[fable 6.5 ). Average drift rates d iffered amo ng wind direct ions and were highes t duri ng
NW wind s.
6 .4 DISCUSS ION
6.4. 1 Physi cal factors affecting dri ft
The like lihood of dead birds float ing al sea wash ing ashore is de pendent on the speed and
direct ion of' wi nds. currents and tides. How these interac t and influence the veloc ity and
direction of drifti ng bodie s can bevery complex, and is poo rly unde rstood for the so uth
coas t of Newfoundland. The region is located at the southern end of the Labrador
Cu rrent. which carrie s co ld, low salinity water sou thward , and at the northern bound ary of
the Gulf Stream. which ca rries warm, high salin ity water northward (Fig . 6.10). The
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Tabl e 6.5 Estimated a,,'erage drift rates (% of average wind speed ) per drop of blocks
recovered onshore within 14 days of the drop , and for which thedrop orig in was known .
Drop dates. number of blocks recovered (n), mean number of days afloat. mean distance
traveled (km ] assu ming linear trave l, average winds and block (kmIh ) speeds during drift
period are indicated.
Drop d ll e . :'Iltl ndays :'lInn A~'erage Toli l Anrage Drin ra le
b"''' ...., du lana windsPft'd wind bkN:ksPft'd (%wi. dIrll' tl ed "''''''') veeter (kno/h) s......(kill)
S JanO I 41 4.7± 7.7 42.S ± 7.3 18.7 ± 6.l NW 0.76 ±1.36 4.3 ±3 .2
12JanO I 388 2.5 ± 0.8 30.2 ± 2.3 IOA ± 1.6 NW 0.6 1 ± OAO 5.1 ± 1.2
27 FebOI 12 12.8 e o.s 1.9± 0.0 27.7 ±0.3 N 0.006 ± 0.02±
0.0002 0.0005
17MarOI I. 11.9 ± 3.0 44 .7 ± 12.9 11.3 ±0.09 N 0.21 ± 0.24 1.8 ±2.2
9 Mar 02 100 6.6±2.7 60.9± 15.1 29.7 ± 2.1 W 0,42± 0. 1l 1.441
0.43
TOTAL 557 ".2 ± 0.9
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Fig. 6.10. Map of Atlantic Canada showing the major curren t panems(Lock et al. 1994).
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Labrador C urrent turns southwest over the Grand Banks, and a branc h cu rrent flows we st
along the south coa st of the is land through the Cabot Stra it into the Gulf ofSt. Lawrence .
A weak coastal co unter curren t flows east along thesouth coas t of Newfoundland
(McMan us and Wood 1991, Gree nberg and Petrie 1988). Residual surface curre nt
pattern s in the area are not well know n. Coun ter-dock wise primary tidal cu rrents have
beendocumented in Placent ia Hay, and a strong tida l current flows bac k and forth
through the strait between the islands of St. Pierre and Mique lon. Apart from these
observations , however. no spec ific data on surface curren t pettema alo ng the sou th coast
of Newfoundland exis ts and curre ntly present s a majo r gap needed to full y under stand the
interact ion s of winds and currents on drift patterns. Predom inant stro ng winds between
October and Marc h come from the west and seco ndaril y from the northw est (Maclaren
Plansearch 199 1). The combined effect of wind induced surfac e cu rrents with the
predominant large ocean curren t pa tterns would ca rry carcasses either parallelto. or away
from, the so uth shore, altho ugh there is loca l knowledge of an ons hore curre nt that se t
towards Cape Race (Tuck 1961 ). On the other hand , blocks drifted in almost opposi te
directi ons of the w-indduring periods low wi nd speed s, sugge sti ng a predo minant
influence of ocean curren ts over the wind . Clearly , quan titative data on surface currents .
and deflection patte rns due to the effects of the Corioli s force in the area are needed. But
as Burger ( 1993b) found otT the west coast of Canada, the low ove ral l recovery rates of
8.8 % ind ica tes that eve n birds that die within 1 ~5 nm ofthe shore may not be depo sited
on beac hes, unless thereare strong loca lized tida l currents and/o r period s of strong
ons hore winds induc ing onshore surface curren ts .
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6.4.2 Proportion of birds lost at sea
As an apparent reflection of thepredom inant ""100and current pattern s, on ly 0.4 % of
blocks dropped off the east and southeast coast (east of Cape Race, i.e. E drops and 51 ,
52 drop s) were rec overed, suggesti ng that very few birds that die at sea in thi s area eas t
off Ne wfoundland would drift ashore . Most birds found along these stretches of coast line
durin g wiorer probably died very d ose 10 shore. dri fted in during occasional east winds.,
or arri ved alive by swimm ing or flying. Observa tions from systematic beached bird
surve ys and deta iled deposition stud ies on the Avalon Peninsula (chapter 2 and 3)
indicate that between 0- 15% of oiled birds found on beaches may arrive alive. Sim ilarly,
15 % of oiled birds found on beac hes duri ng large oil spills appears to arrive al ive (G .
Ford. pen . comm .; see cha pter 7). Like birds off the cast coast., birds that die west of St.
Pierre et Miq uelon (55) have little chance of ever reaching shore or bein g counted, as
none of the 1200 block s dropped in this region were reported withi n 14 days of the drops .
The coastli ne in this area is mostly uninha bited and only access ible by boat. Althoug h no
recoveries were expecte d, it is poss ible that blocks washed up on isolated beaches given
the wind conditions measured during trials. Regardless, it appears that mos t seab ird
morta lity due to oil in these areas would go unnoticed .
The likel ihood that seabirds which die at sea betwee n Cape St. Mary 's and 51. Pierre et
Miq uelo n (53 and S4. rig . 3) due 10 spilled or disc harged oil will be recove red, is higher
than for other region s. and can be quite substantial for birds that perish close to St. Pierr e
et Miquelon. As in other studies (Hlady and Burger 1993. Flint and Fowle r 1998), I
believe that an addi tive interaction cfwind-driven and tidal-currents drives blocks ashore .
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When ....inds favo urable to ons hore deposit ion appare ntly interac ted with tides to create
ons hore surface currents, blocks were genera lly driven ashore within a few days (fab le
6 .5), such as dur ing the S4 drop in January 200 1.
The rate of reported block recov eries indica te themaxi mum proport ion of sea hird
carcasses float ing at sea likely to be recove red, because blocks were painted bright
orange, do not get scavenged, and survey effort was more intensive than during wee kly
syste matic beached bird surveys. On the other hand. the total number of birds that arri ve
on sho re may differ from theserates. as birds actively swi mmi ng or flyin g to land are no t
considered here .
Differences in reco very rates from drop s at di ffere nt distanc es from the coas t were
comparable to previous find ings (Hlady and Burger 1993). Brief periods of so uth o r
sou theast wind induced surface curren ts at the onset were im portan t in keeping blocks in
the vicin ity of shore or driving them close enough to shore for tidal curren ts 10 take effe ct
and deposit them on beaches. Generall y, it appea rs that ifthese co ndit ions are not
presen t soon after a sea bird d ies at sea. it will not be recovered. However, in a few
instan ces. bloc ks were found after more than to days. Presumably, several days of' winds
parallel to the coas t kep t them close enough so thai a few hours of onshore winds carri ed
them asho re or at least in reach of local tida l cu rrent s that ultimately de pos ited them on a
beach,
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6.4.3 Drift rates
Report ed average rates of seabird carcass drifts range between 2.2 % and 4.6 '"I. of the
wind speed measured (Hope Jones er a!. 1970 , Bibby and lloyd 1977, Bibby 1981 ),
although it may heas high as 12 0/.(Bibby 198 1). Although drift blocks of blocks could
be expec ted to be higher than that of birds due to water-loggi ng and a reduct ion of wind-
forcing over time on birds . average drift rates of block movemen t in this expe rimen t of
4.2 ± 0.9 % are comparable to these earlier finding s and confirm that the blocks used
accurately mimic seabird carcass drift (Wiese and Jones 2(01 ), although drift rates up to
30 % were esti mated in a few instanc es. Neve rtheless, these avera ge drift rates are
consi dered a minimum, due to lag times of several hours to several days between the
arrival of bJocks and their recove ry on shore, and beca use blocks most likely did not
travel in a straight line between drop and recovery points .
6.4 .4 Predictive model of recove ry rates
Bloc ks were found on all beach types representative ofthc area : open and enc losed roc ky
beaches on the Avalo n Peni nsula, and on the open sandy beac hes typical for the western
Burin Peninsula and SI. Pierre et Miquelon . Beach access ibility and exposure to onshore
....-inds like ly explains why reco very rates in St. Pierre et Miquelon .....ere substan tia lly
higher than in Placentia Bay and elsewhere . Recoveries on the west coas t of the southern
Avalo n Penin sula were obser vc-d on most beaches, including ones that are, and are not,
regularly visited durin g systematic beached bird surveys .
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Oiled seabirds have washed ashore for decades in southeas tern Newfound land (Tuck
1%1 ). and have often been !he only indicat ion that oil hadbeen discharged at sea
(Mo ntevecc hi and Tuck. 1987). Systematic beachedbird surveys have beenconducted on
selected beaches on the Avalon Peninsu la since 1984, and resul ts have shown som e of !he
highest oiling rates in theworld (chapter 2). Th is experim ent indicates that most birds
found on the beaches of southeast Newfo und land originate onl y from a small adjacent
marine area, and tha i this catch ment area and the proportion of ons hore recoveries of
birds that die within it, fluctuat es with differe nt winds .
Wind vectors over the first three days after block release were the best predictors for the
likelihood of onshore recoverie s of 53 blocks, the majo rity of which occurre d on the west
coast of the southern A...alo n Peninsula, which is also where periodic beached bird
surveys are carried out. Threedifferent 3-day ....-inddirecti ons were obse rved after S3
dro ps: north, northw est and west . North w'indsocc urred only once , during drops in
Marc h 2001 , ....-hen no blocks were recovered . Based on the predom inantly west -facing
orientati on of beaches in eastern Placenti a Bay, it may also beass umed that no birds on
the southern edge or outs ide of Placentia Bay would wash ashore under prevai ling winds
from NE, E, or SE. It is possible, however. jhat some birds that die far inside the hay may
be recovered even unde r N winds, as they are driven towards the open sea parallel to the
coast . However, we do nOI have any information to support or refute such an assum ption .
No rthwest win ds occurred twice, in February 2000, and January 2001. Duri ng these
periods. where 5.8 ± 0.9 % of blocks were recovered , 95 "10 of them within 15 nm from
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shore . It appeared that 15 run may be close to the outer boundary for the majority of birds
that d ie at the edge of the bay and are recovered . It is unclear how many birds that die
ins ide the bay end up on the shore , and from which areas they migh t come , and hence the
defin ition of a catchment area under NW winds is difficu lt. In the absence of mure
information, we assumed three poss ible sce nar ios for a catchment area , tha t range in size
and location from 432 to 2200 km2 (Fig. 6.9). Due to the interaction of winds and
distance , it is di ffic ult to de termine how reco very rates may fluctuate if a ca tchment area
that reaches further than 15 nm from shore is assu med. Until more data from drift block
experiments can be collected under these wind condi tions , it seems reasonable to use the
mid-sized ca tchment area (Table 6.4, see chapte r 7).
Three-day winds from the west occurred during dro ps on 9 March 2002 , in which a grid
of dro ps was laid out to determine such a catc hment area more carefully. The catchment
area for west winds was est imated at 2066 km 2 (Fig. 4) , although thi s is most likely a
minimum . In the absence of drop s further away fro m the coast, we assumed drop
locat ions to be alon g the outer bounda ry of this area . It is thus possi ble that the
catchment area is larger, but no data ex ists to determin e what the recovery rate in such an
area may be. We thus assume a catchment area du ring west winds 0( 2066 km 2 and a
recovery ratc of 12.2 ± 1.1 'Yo. Similarly , we may assume that prevailing winds from the
SW and S have similar catchment areas and recove ry rates , although they ma y be shifted
towards the south and have a larger catchment area inside thanoutside the bay. Until
more data can be collected, there is no evide nce to support such an assump tion other what
can be inferred from recoveries dur ing known winds and beach or ientat ions.
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6.5 CO~CLUSIO?\S
Wind direction and speeds have a strong influence on seab ird carcass drift on the open
ocean as they push the bird directly or indirectly (through induced surface currents)
through the water, while tidal currents most likely have a substantial additional influence
deposition on local beaches. Ocean surface currents may become a predominant facto r
influe ncing seab ird carcass dri ft patterns during periods of mild winds and it appears
imperative the gap of knowledge regarding surface currents in the area be add ressed.
Only a small proport ion of birds that die at sea reach the shore. The area from where
bird s originate and subsequent recovery rates is highly depend ent on wind conditions
present durin g the first th ree days after death and proximity 10 land.
Birds dri fted at net speedsof about a % of the w100 speed. although they may dri ft as fast
as 30 % and cove r large distances in a few days. However. to accurately assess these
speeds and to investigate wha t the relative contributions of wind driven currents, ocean
currents and tidal CWTCDts are to lhese dri ft ra tes, future experiments sho uld be carried our
u.sing similar drift bloc ks equ ipped with sat el lite transm itters. Deta iled sea bird carcass
trajec tory models could then be cons tructed to forecast and hindcast seab ird traj ectories
and aid in seab ird morta lity est imates, spi ll response and enfo rcem ent .
It is significant tha t these experiments demonstra te the regiona l importance of 51. Pierre
et Miq uelon in monitor ing chronic o il pol lution. Al though so me blocks from the 54 line
were foun d on the Burin Penin sula, most recov eries were fro m thesetwo smal l islands.
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Clearly the open exposure of beaches on these islands, the ir relatively high popu lation
densi ty, and their proxim ity 10 sh ipping lanes. mak e St. Pierre et Miquelon an ideal
moni tori ng loca tion for chronic oi l pollution, and poss ibly better than the so uth coast of
insular New foundland.
These experimen ts confirm thatthe great majorit y of sea bird morta lity due to oil at sea is
never detected. In addi tion to oi l discharges from ships, threats 10 sea bi rds also ex ist
aroun d offshore oi l p lat forms (Wiese et al 2(01). Beca use regional oi l exp lorat ion and
production sites are all east of Newfound land, seabird mortal ity associated with these
activities can not be assessed through beached bird surveys. It is therefore essential tha t
beached surveys becombined with surveys by ded icated . trained , independe nt observers
on plat forms to ensure that all impacts of oil and othe r so urces of indu stry-relat ed seabird
mortali ty are fully and accura tely assessed.
The info rmatio n co llected in this study illust rates the value of using beachedbird survey
resul ts to assess total seabird mortalit y due 10 chronic oi l pollution. and the importance of
integra ting wind -speci fic recovery rates and ca tchment areas into suc h a mortality mode l.
Combining this in form at ion with processes that determin e the fatc of strand ed birds on
beache s sho uld prov ide more accura te esti mates of curr ent seabird mort al ity due 10
chronic o il pollution in Atlan tic Canada.
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CHAPTER 7 - OILE D SEARIRD MORTALI TY MODEL : ASSESSING IMPACTS O F
CHRONIC . IllEGAL DISCHARGES OF OIL AT SEA ON SEABIRDS IN EASTERN
CAN ADA
7.1. NrRODUCTlON
Oil found on beached seabirds has been identified as hea vy fuel oi l, the type typically
foun d in bilges of large ocean going vesse ls, such as tankers , cargo and co ntainer ships
(A. R. Lock, person al communication, Avcrbcck et al. 1992). Regulations set by the
International Convention for the Protect ion of Pollution from Ship s (MA RPOL). which
came into force in Canada in 1993. state that oil cannot be discharged into the marin e
environme nt at more than 15 ppm, a concen tration at which no oil sheen is visible on the
water surface. But oiled birds have washed up for decades in many regions of the world
where heavy ship traffi c over laps with dense seab ird concen tration s (Chard ine 1990,
Camphuysc n and Ileubeck 200 1, chapter 2). Despite the obvious impact. it is extreme ly
diffi cult to accurately assess seabird morta lity, even when oil spills an: large and well
doc umen ted (Ford et al. 1987. Page et aI. 1990. Pian er al. 1990. Burge r 1993a, Van Pelt
and Piat t 1995, Fowler and Flint 1(9 7). Evidence suggests that effects from numerous
chronic oil spills may be more importa nt to long-term seabird population stability than
occasionallarge spills (li unt 1987, Burger 1992, Nur et a1. 1(9 7). An accurate estimate
of seabird mortal ity is needed, especia lly in areas where chro nic oil pollution levels are
high, and cri tica l for effective seabird conservation and management.
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Oiled beached birds are often the only indications that oil has been illegal ly spilled into
the marine environment, because they are the most visible victims of chro nic marine oil
spills (Furness and Camp huyse n 1997). The internationall y accepted index for the
severit y of chronic marine oil pollutio n is theproport ion of birds found which are oiled
(Cam phuysen 1989, Camph uysen and Franeker 1992, Cam phuysen and Heubeck 200 1,
chapter 2). This index can be direc tly derived from the numbe r of birds co unted on
systematic beached bird surveys and compared amon g species and regions. The
determination of the actua l number of birds that die at sea due 10 chronically spilled oi l,
however, is a separate and more complex issue, and has muc h in common with est imating
seabird mortality resulting from large catastrophic spills.
On ly a small proport ion of birds that die at sea ....rash up on shore, because most birds
sink, are scave nged or drift away from shore (Ford er al 198 7, Page et al 1990. Hlady and
Burger I993b, chapters 3.5). Of those that arrive on a beach, many are not tallied durin g
regular beached bird surveys, becausethey are not detected (Fowler and Flint 199 7,
chapter 3). are eaten by scavengers , or are covered by the beac h substrate throu gh wave
action (Ford er al. 1981, Page et a l. 1990 , Hlady and Burger 1993, chapter 3), Detailed
and geographically-speci fic. information is needed on these parameters to accurat ely
estimate seabird morta lity due to chronic oil pollution in a given area .
The southeast coas t of Newfo undland. Canada (Fig. 7,1) has been subj ect to some of the
highest rates of chronic oil po llution in the world (chapter 2), and reco rds of oiled birds in
this region date back to the late 19SOS(Tuck 1961), It has been suggested thai 20,()(}(}..
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Fig. 7.1. Study area on the southeast coast of Newfoundland. Canada. Location of
periodic beached bird surveys conducted on the Cape Shore. and major shipping routes
are shown (grey bars in inset).
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500,000 seabirds die annuall y in Newfoundland due to this anthropogenic impact (Tu ck
196 1, Piatt et al. 19R5). Howe ver, little inform ation was available on many of the
necessary paramet ers to create more accurate estima tes. In addition, calculations used to
arrive at the estimates included extrapolating the density of beached earcasse s/km,
determined from monthly beached bird surveys, to the entire coastline around the island
of Newfoundland considered suitab le for deposition to occur. It was also assumed that
10-30 % of oiled birds that die at sea arrive on shore and were counted on the month ly
surveys. As they point out, several very large uncert ainties existed with these estimates,
and recent results indicate that there are additional and critical aspects, incl uding beach
survey interval (cha pter 3), drift block design (chapter 4), carcass sinki ng rates (chapter
5), and the lack of relationship between at-sea seabird mortality and the length of
coastl ine con sidered suitable for bird deposition to occur , that need to be consid ered.
As a result ofthe remaining uncertainties in these past estimates, much discuss ion and
confus ion remained on the extent of the mortality due to chronic oil pollution in
Ne wfoun dland. To accom plish changes in the interpretation and implementat ion of
regional, national and international policies, conventions and laws, a more reliable
estimate than 20,000 - 500,000 seabirds killed was needed. In light of new rese arch
findings, the purpose of this study was to develo p a general mathematica l model to
estimate seabird mortality due to chronic oil pollution by ships along a given st retch of
coastline, and to apply this model to an area within Atlantic Canada where chronic oil
pollution is very high (chapter 2), and where the necessary parameters for such an
estima te have been determined .
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7.2 METHODS
7.2.1 Oi led Seabird Mortality Model (OSMM )
The process of estimating seabird mortali ty at sea due to chron ic oil pollution by ships in
a given area can be div ided into two compone nts, and is the reverse of the natural process
that occurs after seabirds encounter oil on the water (Fig. 7.2). During the onshore
compone nt, the nwnbe r ofhirds found on beaches is extrapo lated through a sequence of
four steps to estimate the number of oiled birds that arrived along a defined stretc h of
coastline during the survey period (Nu). During the at-sea component, No is extrapolated
out to sea in a sequence of four steps to determine total seabird mortal ity per survey
period due to spilled oil in a defined area of water (M u).
7.2.1.1 Onshore compo nent
First, the number of birds found on a beach during a regular beached bird survey (Nub. ) is
corrected fur the probability that birds are detected on the beach (d). This is dependent on
the beach substrate and the observer , and data should be segregated by beach type and
observer accurac y if more than one person performs the surveys. Second, this number is
corrected using a persistence coefficien t (s) to account for birds that arrived on a beach
following the last survey, but disappeared in the interim period due to scave nging or
substrate turnover . Together, this will result in an estima te ofthe actual number of birds
that arrived on a particular beach between surveys (N />,t). Third, the total number of oiled
birds that arrived on surveyed beaches during each survey period (e.g. winter months,
20 8
Fig. 7.2. Schematicdiagram of theOiled SeabirdMortality Model
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Nob), is calculated by summing Nbsfor all beaches over the entire survey period and
multi plying it by the overall proportion of oiled birds found (Po) during the survey period .
Finally, an estimate of the total number of oiled birds that arrived along the portion of a
given coastline where depo sition can occur (lr) during that survey period (N~) is
calculated by extrapo lating the number of oiled birds that arr ived on a particular beach
between surveys (Noh) to include any beaches not surveyed between the limits of the
coastal survey area {e.g. due to inaccessibility), based on the mean number of oiled birds
found per kilometer of beach surveyed (lb), and summing each of these estimates over the
entire survey period. This step is critical for heterogeneous coastlines, where not all
beaches are surveyed, and where stretches of coastline exist where depos ition cannot
occur (e.g . cliffs). The assumption for this extrapolation is that all parts along the
coast line considered suitable for deposition have equal probabilities to collect birds. In
areas where this assumption is not met, this extrapolation should be modified
accordingly.
The number of oiled birds that arrive along a given coastline during a survey period (No)
is calculated as:
[I I
where:
t » total survey period
beaches = beaches surveyed
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N aN = number of birds found per beac h on a given survey
d = probability that a bird present is detecte d
.~ = persistence coefficient
P«= proportion of birds found that are oiled
h = length of surveyed beaches
IT= tota l length of coas tline betwee n survey limits where depos ition can occu r
7.2 .1.2 At-sea compo nent
The proportions of birds that swim or fly to shore and die on the beach (Pa), or die at sea
and passivelydri ft:(PJ) mus t be considered . The former group is included in beach
surveys , and is an actual count that docs not have to be further corrected. The latter,
represen ts only the fraction of birds that die at sea and reach the shore, and mus t be
extrapolated 10 a defi ned area of wate r. In all likel ihood Ihis extrapo lation is wind
dependent, because the proportion of birds that die at sea and reach the shore (P.) , as we ll
as the area from which birds found on the beach originate (a,..), is variable and directly
dependen t on wind conditions immediately after their death (chapter 6). Finally, if
desirable, this estimate can be extrapolated to a larger area of ocean , based on kno wledge
of seabird distribu tions, ship traffic densit ies and knownchronic oi l spill locations.
When combine d, these factors wil l result in an estimate of seabird mort ality in a define d
are a of water dur ing the total survey period (M,,).
The tota l seabird morta lity due to spilled oil per survey period in a defined area of water
(Ma) is calcu lated as:
21 1
where:
[2]
No'" num ber of oiled birds that arrive along a given coastline during a survey period
Pd= proportionof birds found on shore that arrive dead
p, = proportion of birds that die at sea which arrive on shore based on wind direction
frequencies and sinking rates of carcasses at sea
a..= area of water from whic h birds reaching the shore originate
pa = proportion of birds found on shore that arrive alive
All correc tion factors, (dp, s,p,,) have associate d errors that are carried ove r from one step
to the next. Errors should be combined using the Delta Method (Seber 1982), resulting in
a final oiled seabird morta lity estima te which has an estimate of associa ted standard erro r
and 95 % confidence intervals.
7.2.2 OSMM applied to Newfou ndland
7.2.2.1 Onshore component
Mos t of the parameters needed to estima te seabi rd mortality due to chro nic oil discha rges
are geogra phically distinctive and can vary with in and among years. In sou thern
Newfoundland, a series of studies have determined beached bird detection rates (d) and
persistence coefficie nts (s , chapter 3, Table 7.1). In chap ter 3, it was determin ed that 10
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Table 7.\ . Parameter est imates or equations used in the OSM M for Newfoundlan d, and
com piled from previous chapters. Standard errors are given where appl icabl e.
Pa rameter Va lue
Subst rate -de pend ent proba bility that a bird present Sand: 0.792 ± 0.029
is detect ed (d) Co bble: 0.8 55 ± 0.022
Bould er : 0.8 79 ± 0.019
Time dependent persistence coefficient (s) O.9718e-O·4329x + 1.36ge•2Rb' · IIl-IO
where x = survey interval in days
Length of coastline between survey limits on the 14.8 km
Cape Sho re where deposition can occ ur (I,)
Mean length ofshorcline surveyed per survey
per iod(lb)
OS MM extrapo lat ion areal
tsee Methods for deta ils
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5.6 ~ 6.8 km
56,670 km2
days or less is the preferred survey interval to permitaccura te interpreta tion of the
numbe r of beac hed birds found. As a resu lt, the Cana dian Wildli fe Service conducted
periodic surve ys along a well monit ored stretch of coastline in southeastern
Newfou ndlan d (Fig. 7.1) between October and Marc h during the years 1998-1999, 1999-
2000 and 2000-2001 . These surve ys prov ided the compli mentary information neede d to
apply the OSMM to Newfoundland. Species compos ition and oiling rates were
determined using international beached bird survey protocol s (chap ter 2), and the ratio of
live vers us dead oiled birds was recorded during all surveys. In chapter 3, a model was
presen ted to extrapolate from the numbe r of birds found during a survey to the num ber of
birds that had bee n present on the beach betwee n periodic surve ys and data was presented
for 7 day intervals . In instances where the interval betwee n surve ys was more or less than
seven days , the tech nique described in chapter 3 was applied to dete rmine corre ction
factors. Prior to extrapo lating to the entire coas tline , the number of oiled birds on
surveyed beaches durin g each winter survey period (NoJ,) was calculated by summ ing the
number of birds that arrived on all beaches throug h the survey period and multiplying that
sum by the weighted mea n proportion of oiled birds found (Po) for the spec ies considered.
Becau se birds found on beach surveys included species that are only coasta l (e.g. eiders,
guillemots, gulls, Lock et al. 1994), only that proportion of Nh, that was made up of
species found in both coastal and offshore areas , namely Co mmon Murres (Ur ia aalge ),
Thick-billed Murres (u. lomvia) and Dovekics (All e aI/e) , was used to calculate p" and
conside red for to extrapolate out to sea.
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Thetotal stre tch of coas tline that was considered suitab le for carcass deposi tion on the
Cape Shore (lr), including the most southerly and northerly surveyed beaches., was
determined using Envi ronmen t Canada's Sensi tivi ty Ma pping Program (fable 7.1). The
total number ofoiled birds tha t arri ved along the defmed stretc h ofcoastline during the
winter survey period (N,,) ,...as ca lculated by extrapolat ing the mean number of o iled birds
on surveyed beaches during each win ter surve y period (Nob) 10beac hes that were no t
surveyed due to thei r relat ive inaccessibi lity. Th is extrapolatio n was linear and assumed
no bi rds are de posited on cliff edges, or if they are get eventua lly dis lodge d. It also
ass umed eq ual probabili ties among beaches to collect birds (see below) .
7.2.2.2 At-sea compone nt
Previous studies de termi ned wind-dependent catchment areas (a..) and subseq uent
proportions of ons hore de pos itions of birds that die at sea (P,..chapter 6, Table 7.2). Wind
information for thearea for all three ....inters was obtained from theweatherstation in
Argen tia (Fi g. 7.3), maintained by the Atlantic Clima te Cen tre in Frederi cton, NB ,
Canada. 1be best pred ictor for the number of recoveries on shoreis the cum ula tive wind
direct ion vecto r for the first three days afte r bird carcasses start passively floa ting a t sea
(c hapter 6) . It was not possible to determine the wi nd vecto r for birch found during each
beach surv ey, as birds may drift for 10 days at sea (chapter 5) and remain on the beach fo r
an ave rage of 3 days [chapter 3). It is therefore unkn own which winds each bird found
may have been subjec ted to, as on average these may includ ed any combination of winds
during the 13 days befor e a survey was conducted.
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Table 7.2. Wind vector frequencies for 3-day periods throughout winters (October to
April) 1998-2001 in the study area. rounded to the nearest percent.
Wind 1998/99 1999/2000 2000/01 Catchment Proport ion or btrds
di rectio n area a.. (km 1) recover ed (p.)
N 10 16
NW 37 32 44 432 0.058 ± 0.009
1100'" 0.058 ± 0.009
2200 0.058 ± 0.009
W 40 29 18 2066 0.122 ±0.01l
SW 17 2066* 0.122 ±0.01l*
2066* 0.122 ± 0.01l*
SE O' O'
O' O'
NE 14 O' O'
* assumed values (see Table 6.4)
... assumed most reasonable (chapter 6)
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Fig. 7.3. Two wind-dependent catchment areas (0 ...) for birds found on beachesalong the
Cape Shore of sout heastern Newfoundland, Canada. Only one catchmen t area is shown
for NW winds for clarity (see Fig. 6.9 and Table 7.2 for deta ils), The overal l Oiled
Seabird Mortality Model extrapolation area and the location of the weather station in
Argenria arc: ind icated. Major shipping lanes ere shown as grey bars .
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As a consequence. wind data for each of the three wi nter survey seasons was part itioned
into 3-day blocks. Wind directions were classed into eight directions (N. NW. W. SW. s.
sa E.,NE) of 45 degrees each. The cumulative wind vector was calcu lated for each 3-
day block , and the frequency of wind directions of these 3-day blocks season was
detennined throughout the winter survey . The proportion of(N,,) that arri ved dead was
apportio ned based on the wind direction frequencies during which onshore recov eries can
be expected. namel y NW, W. SW and S winds (Table 7.2 ). Winds during which no
recoveries have been observed, or none can be expec ted , were assigned no birds .
Each calcul ated fraction of Nowas then extrapo lated to the wind spec ific catchment area
(0...) using the proportion of birds recove red from that area based on drift block
ex periments (chapte r 6. Table 7.2). For NW winds the most reaso nable catchment area
(0 ....chapter 6) ....115 used in the first instance . although aU were considered (see below).
The number of dead oiled birds in the catchment area was then extra po lated into the
larger OS M-Mextrapolation area (Fig . 7.3), basedon the ratio of the catchment area to the
defined OSM M area. We assumed average uniformdensity of dead oiled birds over the
emi le area in this extrapo lation (see below).
The OSMM area selected was the southwest port ion of the Grand Danks. includin g
coas tal areas around southeastern Newfoundland out to the shelf edge. west to the edge of
the Bank. and east to Cape Race, the southeast corner of Newfoundland (Figure 7.3).
Although exact boundaries were somewhat arbitrary. jhey were based on the knowledge
that murres and dove kies occu r from the coas tal areas out to the shelf edge (Tuc k 1961,
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Lock et aL 199-1), that shi p tracks cover the entire shelf(Fig 2.2. chapte r 2). and that
mys tery o il spill s of ship origin have been sighted in the entire area. with most sh ips
discharging the ir bilges wes t of Ca pe Race(Lock et al. 199-1. Env ironment Canada
unpublished data).
Final ly, the proporti on of N" that arri ved alive was added to the extrapolated est imate for
the OSMM area to produ ce the total seab ird mortality est imate due to sp illed oil per
surve y period in the defined area of "vate r (Mo). Live bird s were thus not extrapolated and
were ass umed 10 arrive from the enti re OSMM area Thisent ire process was repea ted for
each win ter .
7.2.2.3 Monte Car lo model
As an alternative to the determini stic model struc ture , a Monte Car los proc edure was used
to si mulate the effects of unce rtainty on mood outcom es (Ford et al. 1996) . The moo d
was nut 1 million times for each yea r. For each run, a value was rando mly se lected fro m
an appropriate norm al probability d istribut ion for each of the parameters that had
associated measured errors .
7.2.2.-1Assump tions and pertu rbatio n ana lys is
The following critical ass umptions were made when appl ying the genera l model to
Newfoundland: I) the probability of bird s arri ving on surveyed beaches and non-surveyed
beaches is equa l. 2) dctennined catc hment areas (a..) and recovery rates during so utherly
and south ..., .esre rly winds are accura te and comparable to theone est imated during
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westerly wrinds , and so utheaste rly , eas terly, and northeasterly winds lead to no recoveri es
on the surveyed shore line (Tab le 7.2. sec chapter ti for details ], 3) theproportion ofoi led
birds found ali ve during week ly sun..eys is represen ta tive for the en tire winter and area. 4)
the OSMh-f area chosen is an accurate represen tation of thearea in which the majority of
seabird mortality due to oi l occurs. and 5) seabird mortality due to oi l is uniform overal l
in theOSMM area.
To tes t the sens itivi ty of some these assumptions, the follow-ing alternati ve scenarios were
considered for 1999, and the effect s of changing assump tion so urces on MQ was
invest igated: I) the probability of birds arriv ing on surveyed beach es is twice as high than
that of non-surveyed beaches. 2) alterna tive catchment areas (u..) for NW winds are used
(Table 7.2), 3) the proportion of o iled birds that arri ve ali ve is 10 0/.. and 4) the OSMM
area is 10% smaller than initial ly ass umed. Oi l risk ZOIleS have bee n detennincd based on
the ava ilable infonnation of seabird distribution and ship traffic de nsities (Environment
Canada 1998, Figure 7.4). We thus also ass umed an addi tional OSMM areas tha t included
only the main extreme and high risk seabi rd oiling zones on theGrand Bank s and along
the So uth coas t of Ne....f oundland (Fig. 7.4). Based on the model ing of the oi l risk zones,
it can beass umed tha t at least in these areas, oiled sea bird mortali ty is about equal . and
tha t the oi led seab ird dens ity detenn ined for the catchment area is repre sentative, o r eve n
conservative, for these zo nes, as catchment areas are nor define d in the mod eling as an
oiling risk zone. All means are presented as ± l SE.
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Fig. 7.4. Alternative area (black) used for large OSMM extrapolation on the Grand Banks
basedon Seabird Oiling Risk Zones (adapted from Environment Canada 1998).
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7.3 RES ULTS
7.3.1 OSM~t appl ied to Newfoundland
7.3 . 1.1 Onshore com ponent
A to tal of 67, l S I , and 66 oiled and unciled bird s was found on survey beache s du ring the
seven month win ter period s (Octobe r to April inclusive) 1998/99, 199912000, and
2000 101, respectively. 15 0/. of all birds found were aliv e. Dur ing the first two winters,
the survey period only las ted 20 and 21 weeks, compared to 27 wee ks in 2000 (Tab le
7.3). Surve y interva ls varied among years due to weather -dependent accessibility and
other log istical cons iderations. In 1998199, the mean surve y interval was 12 days (range
6-49), in 199912000 it was 9 days (range 6-27), and in 200010 1 it was 8 days (range 4- 15).
In orde r to facilitate direct compariso n, a ll years were standa rdized to 27 weeks based on
the median number of birds found per beach, per week and per winter , Co rrecti ng for
detection proba bilities and time depen dent pers istence coefficients, resu lted in est imates
that 336 , 409 and 363 birds arrived on these beaches thro ughout the 27 week winter
period, respectively (Table 7.3).
Spec ies compo sitio n of birds found varied substan tial ly amon g years (Tab le 7.4).
Betw een 25 - 50 % of murres found cou ld no t be identified 10 spec ies beca use only part s
of birds were fo und. These were partitio ned into Common and Thick-hilled Murres
based on the freq uency of these spec ies in the res t ofthe dataset. Co mmon Murr cs were
four times more freq uent in 1998/ 1999 than in 199912000, and were totally absent in
2000 12001, while Dovekie s were three to four times less freque nt in 199 8/ 1999 than in
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Table 7.4. Species composition(% andnumber)of oiled and unoiled birds found during
periodic beach bird surveysalong selectedbeaches on theCapeShoreof Newfo undlan d,
Canada,during winters(October-April) 1998·2001. Mean overthe three yearperiod is
indicated.
Species 1998 1999 2000 1998-2000
Thick-billedMurrcs (Uria lomvia) 50.8(34) 36.4(55) 50.0(33) 43.0(122)
Common Murres(Uria aalge) 23.9(24 ) 6.6(10) 0.0 12.0(3 4)
Dovekies (Aile ulle) 7.5(5) 25.8 (39) 28.8 (19) 22.2(63)
Herring Gulls (Larus argentatus) 6.0(4) 0.7( 1) 0.0 1.8 (5)
Gull species (Lams spp.) 4.5 (3) 0.7( 1) 0.0 1.4 (4)
Black-legged Kittiwake(Rissa 3.0(2) 6.0 (9) 0.0 3.9(11)
tridactyla)
Black Guillemot(Cepphus Krylle) 1.5 (I) 3.3(5) 3.0(2) 2.8 (8)
Common Loon (Gavia immer) 1.5 (1) 0.0 0.0 0.4 (1)
GreatBlack-backed Gull tLarus 1.5 (1) 1.3(2) 0.0 LI (3)
marinus)
CommonEider (Somateria 0.0 3.3(5) 3.0( 2) 2.5 (7)
moll issimas
Atlantic Puffin tFratercula arcticai 0.0 0.0 1.5 (1) 0.4 (1)
Northern Gannet (Sula bassana) 0.0 0.7(1) 1.5 (1) 0.7 (2)
NorthernFulmar (Fulmarus glacialis) 0.0 2.0(3) 0.0 LI (3)
Glauco us Gull (Larus hyperhoreus) 0.0 0.7(1) 0.0 0.4 (1)
Storm-Petrels(Oceonoaroma spp.) 0.0 1.3 (2) 0.0 0.7 (2)
Long-tailed Duck (Clanguta hyemalis) 0.0 0.0 3.0(2) 0.7 (2)
CommonMerganser (Mergus 0.0 0.0 1.5 (I) 0.4 (1)
merganser)
Cormorants (Phaiacrocorax spp.) 0.0 0.0 1.5 (I) 0.4( 1)
Loons (Gavia spp.) 0.0 0.0 1.5 (1) 0.4( 1)
Shearwaters (Puffinus spp.) 0.0 0.0 1.5(1) 0.4( 1)
Unidentified landbird 0.0 0.0 3.0(2) 0.7(2)
Unidentified bird 0.0 11.3(17) 0.0 6.0 (17)
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the follow ing two years. By far the most abundant species was the Thick-billed Murre,
accoun ting on average for 45 % of all birds found . Combined, these three specie s
account ed for H2.1 %, 68.9 %, and 78.8 % of all birds found durin g the three win ter
per iods. Because the distribution of most other species in winter tends to be coastal or is
poorly understood (Lock et al. 1994), only birds from these thre e specie s were used for
subsequen t extrapolations of the number of birds dying at sea. Hence the total number of
birds found on al l surveye d beaches in each winter period were multip lied by these
propo rtions, as well as by the weighted average propo rtion of oiled birds for these three
species (Table 7.3), to arrive at the number of oiled murres and dovekies that arriv ed on
surveyed beach es during each win ter period (N.. ).
The mea n proportion of shorel ine surveyed (h) that was considered suitable to collect
birds was 0.42, but varied among years ( Table 7.3). Based on equation [IJ, we estimate
that the total numb er of oiled murres and dovekies that arrived on the shorel ine (Na)
between mid October and mid April was 561, 5R6, and 420, respectively (Table 7.3).
7.3.1.2 At-sea component
The distribution of three-day wind direction frequencie s differed among years (Table 7.2).
Most importantl y, periods of wind with easte rly components, where no recoveries tak e
place (chapter 6), occurred over 3 1% of the time in 2000/0 1 compared to about 19 % in
the two previous years . In addition, northwes terly winds (for whi ch the propo rtion of
birds recovered is lower, and the catchme nt area smaller, than during southerly to
westerly winds; Table 7.2, Fig. 7.3), were 29-39 % less frequent in 1998/99 and
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199912000, as compared to 2000/0 1. The large OSMM area that contained essential ly the
southw est pan ofthe Grand Bank s from coastal areas to the shel f edge and east to Cape
Race , comprised 56,670 km2 (Fig . 7.3).
Despite differences among the initial num ber of birds found, accountin g for diff erence s in
species composition, propo rtion of oiled birds found and wind direction , resu lted in total
seabird mort ality estimates within the large OSMM extrapolation area for the three winte r
periods within 41,000 birds of each other (Table 7.2), averaging 315,200 (95 % C.1.
225.8 00 - 404,600) oiled murres and dovekie s per year within the defi ned area of water
(Fig. 7.3). Of these , 68 % (2 14,600 ± 3 1,000) were Thick-b illed Murres, 10 % (31,700 ±
5,900) werc Common Murrcs,and 22 % (69,900 ± 8,700) were Dovekies.
7.3.2 Monte Carlo model
Results of the Monte Carlo model showed that drawin g uncertaint y parame ters from
random distributions skewed the results toward s higher estimates of morta lity (Fig. 7.5,
Table 7.5), most likely because the interactions of the model processe s are multiplicat ive.
For all three years comb ined, the overall yearly morta lity estimate due to oil averag ed
321,900 (95 % c. 1. 217,800 - 458,600) murre s and dovekies within the defined area of
water (Table 7.5).
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Figure 7.5. Distribution of oiledseabird mortality estimates within the OSMM
extrapo lation area basedon Monte Carlo model outcomes based on I million interauons.
Input parame ters were random ly selected for each iteration based on a range of possi ble
values.
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Table 7.5. Mean estimates with 95 % Confidence Intervals of seabird mortality due to oil
(M,,) within the OSMM extrapolation area based on Monte Carlo simulations. Input
parameters were randomly selected for each iteration (1 million iterations per year) based
on a range of possible values.
Year Mean M~ Lower 95% C.I. Upper 95% c .i.
1998 314,800 147,700 509,800
1999 304,300 235,700 400,670
2000 346,600 270,000 465,440
1998·2000 321,900 217,800 458,600
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7.3.3 Pert urbation analys is
Assuming that 50 % more birds arrived Oil surveyed beaches than on non-surveyed
beac hes resul ted ill a 4 1% reduction in the esti mate of M... Varying the proportion of
birds thai arrive on the beach alive and varyi ng the large OSMM area, resulted in linear
change s in the final estimate (Tabl e . 7,6), as ex pected from Eqn [2]. Fina lly, changes in
the ca tchment area (a..) lead to inverse proportional changes in Ma• Us ing high and
extre me seabi rd o iling risk zones on the Gran d Banks as the OSMM extrapolation
resulted in a 22 o/, Iarger area than the one defi ned in Figure 7.3 (69,096 kro2) . Applied to
all years, this resulted in an averag e M" of 384,.300 ± 55.600 .
7.4 DISCUSSION
To our knowledge, thi s is the first report of a math ematical model to asse ss seabird
mortali ty fro m ehroni e sp ills, and the first em pirical ly-based sea bird mortal ity es tima te
due to chro nic o il pollution within a given area. Al though many of the same parameters
are required (Ford et al. 1996), the process of estimating seabi rd mortali ty d UC' to
chronically spilled oi l ove r the ent ire winte r differs from the ap proac hes to est ima te
mortal ity ca used by single large eve nts . The main difference lies in ways to ext rapolate
co unts of beached birds to es timates of numbers dying at sea. Unlike large o il spill events,
the timing and loca tion where chronic spills occur is unknown. and hence no ove rlays of
slick trajec to ries . sea bird distribution patterns and carcass trajectori es can be perfo rmed
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Table 7.6. Results of 6 perturbation scenarios using the Oiled Seabird Mortality MOlIeIestimates with data for data collected in
southeast Newfoundland in the winter of 199912000. Standard errorsare shown where appropriate. The six scenarios comparedto the
initial assumptions used to derive estimates in Table 7.3 (base)are: assuming that birds are 50% more likely to wash ashore on
su....eyed than on non-surveyedbeaches(6 length). assuming that only 10"10of birds found on beaches arrive alive (6 live birds),
assuming that the catchment area for NW ....'mds is 60 % smaller or 22% larger (/\ u..;Table 7.2), and assuming that the OSMM area is
10% smaller (.1.OSMM area). Parameters varied in the model are boldedfllr clarity.
ruturba lion hlimatro ll Pr oportion of E,lI m.lro ll r rn(l(lrll on [ ' ll mllled M e.lehmenl OSMM OS MM nlima le
bird s on , horeline , ul"\'eyrd nilrd murrrs all~ e (p.) drad oiled a ru (u ..) (M.)
beac hes eon. idcrrd , uila ble and dnvckle. "., murret .nd forNW (kml)
ror de(l(lsillo ll nll Ca pc proporll oll doukiet in .. llId. (km1j
(I, f lr ) Shorr (N . ) dnd (p~) ca lehmclIl
I rU
409 ± 7 0,46 10.1 4 586%4 \ O .I ~ ~ 840 1 598 1100 ~6.670 298,200 132,900
0.85
li length 409 1 7 0.60 ± 0.18 343 13 4 0.15 3418 13 84 1100 56.670 174,600 1 21,000
0.85
li live birds 409 ± 7 0.46 ±0.\ 4 586±4 1 0.10 618316 33 1100 56,670 315,100 :1:34.800
0,90
110. 409 ± 1 0.46 1 0,\4 586 t4 1 O .\ ~ ~ 840 1 598 432 56,610 166.8oo t 100,300
U 5 2200 232,8oo±21,IOO
ti OSMM area 409±7 0.4610.14 5361 41 a .1S 58401598 1100 SI ,OO] 268,400± 29,6OO
O.U
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(Ford et al. 1987, Ford et al. 1996). Neverth eless, it is possible to derive accur ate
estimates of seabird mortali ty with assoc iated measures of error due to chroni c spills
throughout a survey seaso n, and the mathematical model presen ted here provides the
mean s by which the time and location specific data can be interprete d and applied.
Applie d to Newfoundland, we estimate , that, on average, about 3 15,000 ± 45,600
seabirds die due to illegal disc harges of machinery waste oils from tan kers, cargo and
conta iner vessels each winter off the coast of southe rn Newfou ndland. If model
param eters are chosen randomly based on their degree of uncertai nty, the estimate is only
slightly higher at 322,000 ± 56,000 seabirds. Regardless, these new more refi ned
estimate lie well within the two previous estimates of seabir d mortality due to chron ic oil
pollut ion of 20,000 -500 ,000 that exist for New found land (Tuck 1961, Piatt et al. 1985).
Althoug h the final 95% C.l. only ranges between 226,000 - 405,000 (or 218,000 -
459,000 ) birds, it is noteworth y that the standard error of the est imate for 1998/99 was
two to three times as large as in the following years. As disc ussed in chapter 3, the
accuracy of estimates for the total number of birds that arrive on a beach between surveys
is related to the interval between surveys, which was also greatest and most variable in
1998/99. More import antly, the error increased substantia lly in 1998/99 as we
extrapolated to the entire shore line. Particularly in one instance, the proportio n of
shoreline surveyed was below 10 %, and the error of this estimate contributed over 90 %
of the resulting error in No. These ditferences highlight the necessity to conduc t beach
surveys withi n 8 days of each othe r and to survey as muc h as possib le of the avai lable
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shoreline, if estimates are to beused to calc ulate total seab ird mortal ity with reasona bly
restricted confide nce intervals.
7.4.1 Assum ptions and perturbation analysis
Parameters that lead to the greatest uncerta inties in the final estimate was the propo rtion
of the total extra polation area compr ised of the catchme nt area (a...), the proportion of
depositable beaches searched, and the proportion of birds on surveye d versus unsurveyed
beaches . While the latter parame ter is most like ly not as skewed as the scen ario
presented (sec below). the importance of surveying as many of the beaches where
deposition can occur can not be oversta ted. and coincides with findings for morta lity
models applied after large oil spills (Ford et al. 1996). Also similar to the model
presented by Ford et al. (1996) is the souree of unce rtainty and sens itivity of our model
to the catclunent area and its recovery rate. As discussed below, more drift block stud ies
to reduce this uncertainty are desirab le.
Sever al assumptions were made to arrive at a final estimate of about 315,000 murres and
dovek ies. When systemat ic beac hed bird surveys were initiated by the Cana dian Wildlife
Serv ice in 1984, beaches were chosen based on access ibility, but a lso on the know ledge
that those beaches collected many birds (R. D. Elliot , pers. com m.). If these selec ted
beaches are more likely 10 collect birds than othe r sections of the coas tline that arc
considere d suitable for carcasses to wash ashore, but that were not surveyed, we have
over-estimated total seabi rd morta lity. Assumi ng that it is 50 % more likel y for birds to
wash ashore on surveyed beaches than on non-surveyed beac hes, we would have ove r-
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estimated total seabird mortality due to oil by 41 % (Table 7.5). However, a difference in
depositi on rates between surveyed and non-surveyed beaches is not supported by recent
observations. Drift block exper iments conducted along the south coast of Newfoundland
appear to indicate that several non-surveyed beaches collected as many blocks as those
surveyed regularly (chap ter 6). This is further supported by recent observations by beach
surveyors that indicate thai several areas outside the survey beaches frequently co llect
birds (P. C. Ryan pers. comrn.]. Long-term daily surveys are needed to quantify possible
differences in deposition rates among beaches. Yet given recent observations, and in the
absence of current data supporting inequality between stretches of suitable shoreline
capable of collecting birds floating at sea, we assume that all beaches have equal
probability of collecting birds.
It was also assumed that the catchment area during southerly and southwesterly winds is
comparable to the one measured during westerly winds, and that southeasterly, easterly,
and northeasterly winds lead to no recoveries along the surveyed shoreline (see chapter 6
for details ). This assumption was made in the absence of any drift block recovery data
dur ing such winds, but was based on the geography of the area and what was learned
during observed conditions. Although this assumptions requires further testing, it is
believed to be reasonable and likely not a large source of error. The exact dctenn ination
of the catchment areas, however , has a large influence on the final morta lity est imate and
extensive drift blocks experiments laid out in a grid in the area of interest are needed to
assess these as best as possible (chapter 6). Although a catchme nt area of 1100 km2
during NW winds was conside red to be the best approximation with the data available, it
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is likely this area is underestimated and probabl y more simi lar in size to the catchment
area during W winds but shilled to the north (Fig. 6.9). In this case. we may have
overes timated .Mn by abou t 20 "'•.
We are not a....-areofany pub lished val ues for the proporti on of live oi led bird s found
during period ic surv eys. designed to monitor chronic o il pollu tion. for comparison with
this stud y. No li..-eoiled birds , although many dead oi led birds were detected during 70
daily beach surveys spread over th ree winters conducted for carcass persi ste nce studie s
(chap ter 3). lnfo nnation gathered du ring emergency responses on the wes t coast of the
US after large catastrophic spills doc umented that an avera ge of 15% of all o iled birds
found are a live (R. G. Ford, pers . comm.). In these instances, however. the o il is ofte n
close to shore and birds are heavily o iled . Thes e factors would pres umab ly increase the
likelihood for oiled birds to come to shore to exit the ...va ter and avoi d acute hypotherm ia,
Over 75 % of birds found affected by chro nic oil pollutio n have 25 % or less of the ir
bodieso iled and are highl y emaciated (chap ter 2) . In contras t to large sp ills. chronic
spills oft en occur offsho re. and live oiled birds on beaches usually d ie wi thin hours of
arri ving onshore. Th is sugges ts that o iled birds lived for periods oftime at sea after
o iling and only attempt to leave the watcr as a last resort a fter all energy reserve s have
been deplet ed. As a resu lt, we consider a rate of 15 % oi led live bird s on beac hes in areas
of chron ic oil pollut ion a maximum est imate. Varyi ng the proportion of live oiled birds
in the model lead to an inve rse linear response in the final mort ali ty estimate . If we
ass ume tha t onl y 10 % of oiled birds come ashore alive. we may have unde restimated
seabird morta lity due to chron ic oil pollution by up to 5 'Yo. In contrast, it co uld be argued
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that birds oiled to a small ex tent retain theability to fly for a periodof time after o iling
and tha t they fly or swi m into the ca tchmen t area and die there . These birds would
consequently be counted as dead birds on beaches and extrapolated acco rdingly, leadin g
to an overes tima te in seabi rd mortal ity due to oil in the OSM M area . However , there are
no da ta 10 suppo rt these assumption; clear ly the beha viour of oi led birds at sea is sti ll
poorly understood and requires further investigation.
Finall y. ass umpt ions were made about the size of the OSMM extrapolation area and the
uniformity of seab ird mortal ity due to oi l with in it. The ocean area used. esse ntially the
southwest porti on of the Gra nd Banks. was base d on three factors : I) the knowledge that
murre s and dovektes occu r from the coastal area s ou t to the she lf edg e (Tuck 1961. Lock
et a l. 1994), 2) that ship tracks cover the en tire shelf throu gho ut the year (chapter 2) , and
3) that mys tery o il sp ills of ship origin have been sighted in the en tire area (Lock et al.
1994 , Envi ronment Canadaunpub lished data ). Thus, the area was cho sen to inc lude
coastal areas and offsho re areas south and west to the she lf edge and east to the leve l of
Cape Race , me southeast comer of Ne....foundl and (Figure 7.3). becau se most sightings of
mystery slicks occ ur in th is area (Env ironm ent Canada, unpubl . data) and it appears from
regiona l d ifferences in o iling rates that the discharge of oily waste from ship bi lges is
higher wes t of Cape Race (W iese 1999 ). Al though the genera l area is base d on these
three factor s, the exact bound ary is so mewhat arbit rary. The perturbation analysi s
showed that varyi ng the size of the area by 10 % results in a direct 10 % chan ge in me
fina l estimate . l ienee altern ative sce narios should be co ns idered basedon limited
information co llected elsewhere. Oil risk zones were determined based on me avai lab le
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informat ion of seabird distribution and ship traffic densities (Environment Canada 1998,
Figure 7.4). Unfortunately, a large number of ships that cross the area in question are nol
reported to local authoriti es (chapter 2), and as a resu lt, ship density is most like ly
underestimated for many parts of the cont inental shelf frequented by birds . In add it ion,
detailed information on seabird distribution and density during the winter mon ths is very
sparse on the Grand Bank s and south of Newfoundland (Loc k et al. 1994) , and not
detaile d enough to define species dens ities and specific areas that should be included in,
or excluded from, an extrapol ation area . Several areas on the Gran d Banks with high risk
oiling may not be coded as oil risk zones , because no seabird distribution data exist for
those areas . Regard less, we present an alternative scenario to defin e the OSMM
extrapolation area that includes only the main extreme and high risk seabird oiling zones
on the Grand Banks and along the south coast of Newfou ndland (Fig. 7.4). Based on the
modeling of the oil risk zones, we assumed that with in these areas, oiled seabird mortali ty
is about equal to that est imated in the catchment area , and that the oiled seabird density
determined for the catchment area is thus representative for these zones. Indeed, the
catchment area used in this study is not even defined in the mode ling as an oiling risk
zone , but clea rly birds are oiled in this area. Using the oil risk zones on the Grand Banks
to define the OSMM area resulted in an extrapolation area that is about 22 % larger than
the one defined in Figure 7.3 (69,096 km2) , and applied to all years lead to an average
estimate of M" of 3&4,300 ± 55,600 birds.
Apart from defining area s where seabi rd most likely get oi led, we assumed unifor mity in
the number of oiled murre and dovekies with in the OSMM area and when com pared to
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the catchme nt areas . Th is implie s, however, the Murre s and Dovekie s are uniformly
distributed throughout the area , which is most like ly not the case , as they can be ex pec ted
to be associated with prey densit ies (Cai rns and Schneide r 1990 , Mon tevecch i and Berru ti
1990, Davoren 200 1), and are there fore patch ily dist ributed , However, offsho re surveys
conduc ted between 1967 and the late 1980 's ind icate the murres and dovekies occur on
the coast and on the shelf edge, as well as on other areas on the Grand Banks where
surveys have take n place during winter (Lock et al. 1994). Co ncentrations of Th ick-
billed Murre s in the Bering Sea were also observed more than 200 km offshore dur ing the
non- breed ing season (Hatch et el. 2000) . On the other hand, local observ ations of hunters
in Newfoundland indica te large concentrat ions of Th ick- billed Murres inshore as op pose d
to 50 km away from the coas t (R. D. Elliot), although no comparable obs erva tions exist
beyond that distance . Dovekies , on the hand, appear to be more frequen t off shore than
inshore, as they are rare ly seen in high concentrat ions by hun ters, yet millions of dovekies
migrate onto the Grand Ranks from Iceland and Greenland during winter (Cha rdine
1995). As earlie r, it is impossi ble 10 quantitatively assess to what degree den sitie s of
murrc s and dovekies differ throughout the region based on the available da ta. In its
absenc e, we ass ume a uniform distribution, and recognize that a bias may exist, tha t for
certa in specie s and areas, but perhaps not ove rall, may lead to slightly different mortality
es timates due to chro nic oi l pollution.
7.4.2 Sea bird morta lity due to ch ronic oil pollu tion in Atlantic Canad a
1n spit e of the limi tations in the data used to calcu late these oiling risk zones, the range of
estima tes tha i result depe nding on the areas that are chosen ( 174,600 - 766, 800), and
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uncertainties in othe r model parameters discussed above , we consi der a level of mo rtal ity
due to chronic oil pollu tion of abou t 300,000 birds per ..~rinter period a reasona ble
estimate . We even consider our estimate to be a conserv ative representation of year ly
seab ird mortal ity inflicted by illegally spilled oil in Atlantic Canada for several reasons .
First, the most conservative side of each measured parameter that wo uld yield the lowest
overall mortal ity est imate was used in themodel , i.e. we considered blocks that we re
found onshore until day 14, even though on average birds sink withi n 8 days, and 95%
sink within 10 days (chapter 5), we assumed the proportion of live birds to originate from
the entire OSMM area , and it was assumed that recovery rates of blocks are equ al to
birds, even though survey effort for blocks was more intense than regular periodic
surveys and block s were painted bright orange. Seco nd, the estim ate only include the
winter months, even though oil pollution does occur in the sunune r (chapter 2), when
small numbers of oiled birds are found on beeches (Wiese and Ryan 19(9 ). Third, this
est imate includes only murres and dove kics, e\'CO thoughother seabird spec ies were
found oiled on beaches (chapte r 2, Table 4). Fourth, it is often bel ieved that the southeast
coast of New found land is the most affect ed arca..,as man y of the major shipping lanes
between North America and Europe converge in this region (chapter 2, Chard ine 1990 ),
and it is that where seab ird concenea uons of the most vulnerable spec ies are highe st
(Lock et al. 1994, Char dine 1995). However, reports exist of oiled birds from other part s
of Atlantic Canada (Fig. 7.6, chapter 2, Loc k 1992, Wiese er al. 200 I, Env ironment
Canada unpubli shed data), that arc not reflected in the current estimate. Finally, there is
ample evidence of long-term effects of oil on seabirds, such as decreased reproductive
success (Hartun g 1965, Ainley et al. 198 1, Albers 1983, Leighton 1995), or decreased
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Fig. 7.6. The Oiled Seabird Mortality Model extrapolatio n area on the southeast coast of
Newfoundland. Canada and other locations of known oiled bird reports outside the
estimated mortality area (black circles). Grey bars are shipping lanes.
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long-term surviv al (Peakall et al. 1980, Esler et al. 2000). Howe ver , the amount of
addi tional mortality these long-term effects may cause is unknown and cannot currently
be es timated .
7.5 CO NCLUSIO NS
The Oile d Seabird Morta lity Model presen ted here is the first of its kind. II is applicable
to any area where the requ ired geog raph ically-spe cific information is avai lab le . Given
that the presence of chronic oil pollution is already well documented in many part s of the
world where sea birds occur (Cam phuysen and Heu beck 2001), we hope tha t comparable
ana lysis can take place .
The absence of a strong rela tionship between spill volume and seabird mortality points to
the necessity to thoroughly investigate impact s of smaller spills (B urger 1993a).
Concerns have been raise d that chroni c small spills may kill as man y seabirds as do more
widely publicized large spills, and be equall y, or more detrim en tal to long-term
population stab ility (H unt 1987, Camp huysen 1989, Burger and Fry 1993, Oka et al.
1999). Our results confirm this first concern . The level of annual mortality doc umented
here is compa rable to the Exxon Valdez kill in 1989 (Ford et al. 1996, Piatt and Ford
1996) . The cruci al diffe rence is that th is deg ree of mortali ty due to ch ronic spills occu rs
every year of the coast of Newfoundland. and very little of it is visib le on beache s.
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The most critical element in the model that allows an accurate interpretation of the
number of birds found on beaches, is the wind direction specific extrapola tion for
catchment area and proportion of birds lost at sea. Without this approach , a constant value
for the proportion of birds lost at sea and a uniform catchment area.,would have to be
assumed . With such an approach , final estimates would be jus t as unrepresentative and
variable as the number of birds found on beaches.
For Newfound land, several estimates in the model need to be further investigate d to
refine the final estimate. First, accurate ship traffic densities and seabird-a t-sea densi ties
are needed to determine species-specific risk zone and better define the OSMM area.
Second, catchment areas need to be better resolved with additional drift block
experim ents in Placentia Bay (chapter 6). Third, sinking rates of carcasses at sea and the
occurrenc e of scavenging should be investigated, ideally using fresh free floating radio-
tagged carcasses (Ford et al. 1996). In conjunction with detailed surface current studies, a
better understanding of the movement of dead birds relative to winds and currents could
be gained. Fourth, the behaviour of live oiled birds needs to be investigated to more
accurately determine the proportion of oiled birds that arrives onshore alive and from how
far, and lifth, additional beached bird deposition studies should be carried out to
determine whether surveyed-beaches have equal or different deposition rates than
unsurveyed stre tches of coastli ne suitable to birds to wash ashore.
Despite rema ining uncertainties in some parameter estimates, we believe that an
estimated annua l seabird kill of3 00,000 due to chronic oil pollution in Atlant ic Canada is
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conservat ive , and such a high leve l of morta lity unacceptabl e. It is ca used by illega l
activ ities tha t co uld be avoided. Internat ional conve ntions such as MARPOL, and
national laws suc h as the Canada Shipping Act. the Environmental Protection Act and me
Oceans Act , prohibit these discharges. Furthermore , the Migratory Birds Conve ntion Act
pro tects these speci es hy law. With a scientifically defens ible mortality est ima te now in
hand , we look to national and interna tional author ities to increa se efforts to redu ce this
problem regionally and interna tionall y (see sect ion 9.5 and Wiese 2002 for a detailed
d iscu ssion on how to reduce chronic o il pollution) .
Fina lly, we estimate tha t ove r 65 %, or rough ly 200,000 , of the birds killed ann ually due
to these illega l activities are Thick-billed Murres . Th is species is already subject to
exten sive summer and winter hunting in Greenland (Kampp 1991, Evans and Kampp
1991, Christensen 200 I), as well as to a tradit iona l murre hunt in Newfo und land, whic h
ki lls an add itional 250,000 - 300,000 birds a year (Chardine et aJ. 1999). The co mbined
and sustained magnitude of these anthropogenic morta lities ra ises serious conse rva t ion
concerns for the Northwest Atlant ic populations of this spec ies. as rela ted pop ulatio ns in
the North Paci fic Ocean showed long-term impacts after a sing le Exxon Valdez kill in
Alaska (Lanc e et al. 2001 ). We recommend tha t a population model he constructed and
the population-level impacts be investigated for species such as Thick-billed Mu rres ,
based on these mortality estima tes .
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CHA PTER 8 - IMPACTS OF CHRO NIC MARINE OIL POLLUTION AN D TH E
MURRE HUNT IN NEW FOUNDLAND ON rnICK-BtLLE D MU RRE (URIA
LOMVIA) POPULATIONS IN TI lE EAS TERN CANA DIAN ARCTIC
8.1 INT RODUCTION
Much concern has been voiced over the pote ntia l impacts of chronic oil pollution on
seab ird popula tions (Bourne 1968. Croxall 1975. Camphuysen 1989. Dunnet 1982,
Albers 1995, Newton 1998), and severa l auth ors have suggested that it may be more
detrimental to long-term population stab ility than occasional large spills (Hunt 1987,
Burger and Fry 1993. Oka 1999). Unequ ivocal demonstration of a direct cause and effect
relat ionship between oil pollution and fluctuations in the size of popu lations is difficult
for many reasons, including; I ) estimates of the magnitude of mortali ty from acute or
chronic spills are often too imprecise; 2) seabird colonies are diffi cult to census and they
are often widely dispe rsed or sens itive to disturbance; 3) it is often difficult to ascribe
changes in abunda nce to speci fic causes in light of other anthropoge nic press ures (c.g.
hunt, by-catc h), norma l year-to-year variations in popu lations. the presence of large non -
breed ing cohorts, and the occurrence of natural phenomena (e.g . EI Nino); 4) series of
colony censuses and estimates of population trends prio r to oil spills often do not ex ist; 5)
colony census only count breedin g adults; and 6) most mortality from oil occ urs in
winter, when breeding popu lations from different regions may be impacted
simu ltaneously (Piatt et al. 199 1. Burger and Fry 1993).
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Desp ite the difficu lties, attem pts have been madeto link large oil spills to observed
seabird populat ion declines (Hope-Jones et al. 1970, Baillie and Mead 1982. Stowe 1982.
Hunt 1987, Page er at 1990. Pian er al l99 l. Takekawa er al. 1990 , Edward s and White
1999 , Irons cr al, 2000). Many of these studies have accumulated evidence that
immediate. and in some cases long-term. population effects occ ur afte r large oil spills.
Regardl ess, some debates continue (Baker ct al. 1990 , PiaU et al. 199 1, Parrish and
Boersma 199 5. Piatt 1996, Wiens 19%, Murp hy er al. 199 7, Lance et el. 2001 ). perha ps
beca use the focus ofte n lies only on decreas ing populations (Hunt 198 7, Burger 1993,
Burger and Fry 1993) or on the disappearance of smal l local colonies (Pian er al, 1991 ).
Yet more subt le effects can occur , such as reductions in pop ulation growth (Hunt 1981).
decline s in numbers of non-breeders . reduced adult survi val (Esler et al. 2000) or reduced
reprod uctive success (Ainley et a t. 198 1), that do not necessarily lead to detectable
populat ion decli nes.
These more subtle effect.'>of oil mortality on populations are important in assess ing
impac ts of chronic oil spills . Yel with the exceptionofNur et al. (1997) , no attempts have
been made to measure or model the impacts of mortal ity caused by chro nic oil pollution
on seab ird pop ulations. Clearly, one of the limitations has bee n the lack of good
estimates of seabird mortal ity caused by these events, and the possibility to link them to
monitored populat ions.
In Newfoun dland . Canada. it has been estima ted that on avera ge, abo ut 300,000 seabirds
(murres and dove kies ) are killed every winter due to the illegal disc harges of oily waste
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from ship s (chapter 7). One of most numerous seabirds in the northern hemisphere
(Gas ton and Hipfner 2000), the Thick-billed Murre (Uria lomvia) is also the most
freq uent and vulnerable victim of chronic marine oil spills in Atlantic Canada (chapter 2).
In add ition to the mortalit y caused by oil pollution, Thi ck-bi lled Murres arc killed every
year during the traditiona l New foundlan d winter murre, or turr, hunt (Chard ine et al.
1999) . This hunt, estimated at 600,000 - 900,000 in the 19805 (Elliot 1991), was
markedly red uced after restrictive hunting regu lations came into effect in 1993, and is
now believed to range between 173,000 and 287,000 per year (Chard ine et a l. 1999) .
Fluctuatio ns in num bers of breeders at two Thick -billed Murre colonies at oppos ite ends
of the ir range in the eastern Arctic, sugges ts that population changes may be determined
by events on the commo n wintering grounds (Gasto n in review). Although some Thick-
billed Murre populations in the eastern Canad ian Arctic appear to be stable or increas ing
(Gas ton 2002), it is impo rtant that the impacts ofthese anthropoge nic causes of mortal ity
on Th ick-billed Murre pop ulations be exami ned. We developed a novel Thic k-billed
Murre popula tion model to examine the relative and cumula tive effects of mort ality due
to oil and harvest thai occu r in Newfoundland waters on the population of Thick-billed
Murrcs that breed in the eastern Canadi an Arctic.
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8.2 MElll0DS
8.2.1 Demograph y
Th ick -billed Murres. Iike all auks, arc charac terized by a low fecundity - high survival
life history strategy: clutch size is one, age of first breedin g is 4-6 years,adult surviv al is
90 % or higher , and individuals live up to 30 years of age (Gaston and Hipfner 2000 ). In
the 1980s there were an estimated 1.5 mill ion breed ing pairs distributed amo ng 10
colonies in Canada ' s eastern Arct ic [Nenleship end Evans 1984). However, this numbe r
underesti mates the curre nt popu lation s ize by about 30% (Gasto n and Jones 1998, A. J.
Gaston. pees. comm .). Demographic paramete rs of Thick-billed Murres in the Canad ian
Arctic were reported by Nettleship and Birkhead ( 1985) but are best known from Coats
Island, northern Hudson Bay (Gas ton et al. 1994, Dona ldson 1995. Gaston 2002 ).
Ilowever, in some cases these est imates are cons idered 10 bebiased low, due to
limitations in monitorin g methodology (Gaston 2002) and theinabi lity to detect
emigration (Gas ton et al. 1994). As a result. demogra phic parameters usedfor the model
(Table 8.1) are in some instances slightly different from those pub lished previously.
8.2.2 Migration
In the North Atlan tic, Thick-billed Murres breed in the eastern Canadian Arctic,
Greenland, Iceland, Spitsbe rgen and seve ral other locations in Northern Europe (Gaston
and Hipfner 2000 , Fig. 8.1). In August , chicks and adults leave thei r colonies and begin
their migra tion 10 winter ing areas (Fig. 8. 1). The relative proportions from each breed ing
area that make up the winter populat ion encoun tered off Newfound land have not
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Ta ble 8. 1. Su mmary of demogra phic parame ters used for the pre-b reedi ng popu lation
model for Thick -billed Murres breeding in theeastern Canadian Arct ic.
Pa ra meter V. lue Soun:e
Popul ation size N 1.950.000 Neuleship and Evans 1984 .
(breed ing pairs ) Gaston and Jone s 1998. A. J . Gast on pers.
Surv ival of juv..enile s S/I 0.52 Donaldson 1995
Adu lt survi val (2+ years 0.91 Nen leship and Birkhead 1985. Gaston et al.
old) Sa 1994, Gaston 2002. Gaston and Hipfne r
2000. A. J. Gaston pers . comm.
Proportion breed ers Ph" Gas ton ct al. 1994. Gaston unpubl. data
1 year-old 0.000
2 year-old 0.000
3 year-old 0.025
4 year-old 0.367
5ye ar-old 0.700
6 year-old 0.93 1
> 6 year-old 0.980
Fecundity m" Gasto n et aI. 1994. Gaston unpuhl. dat a
1 year-old 0
2 year-old 0
3 year-old 0.17
.. year-old 0.20
5 year-old 0.33
6year-o ld 0.46
7year-o ld 0.41
8 year-old 0.54
9year-o ld 0.52
10 year-o ld 0.58
11 year-old 0.65
> 11 year-old 0.73
Fertilities calc ulated as Fa-Ph" ·m"·So ~.5
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Figure 8.1. Location of Thick-billed Mum: colonie s in the North Atlantic and
eastern Canad ian Arctic . Canadian colonies are (A) Gannet Islands, (B) Hantzscb
Island, (C) Reid Bay (The Minarets), (0) Cape Graham Moore, (E) Cape Haye, (F)
Coburg Island. (G) Prince LeopoldIsland, (II) Coats Island , (I) Digges Island , and (J)
Akpatok Island. Approximate direction of fall migration is SOOY,TI. Adap ted from
Gaston (1980) , Kampp(198S,. and Donaldsonet a l. (1997) ,
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been clearly quantified. However , reports from banding studies of Th ick-bi lled Murres at
colon ies in the eastern Canad ian Arctic and Greenland, indicate that roughly 80 % of
Th ick-billed Murre s that overwint er ofTNewfoundl and and Labrador orig inate from the
eastern Canadia n Aretic and about 20 % from western Gree nland (Tuck 196 1, Gast on
1980, Kampp 1988, Donaldson et aI.1997). Band recoveries con firm that some orig inate
from as far as Iceland and Spitsb ergen (Gaston and Hipf ner 2000) . although the ir
contributions to the overall winter pop ulation are unknown and probab ly minimal. Some
Thick-billed MUITCS, mostly non-breeders and perhaps a smal l number of breeders, can be
found in Newfoundland year-round (Tuck 1971, Montevec chi and Tuck 1987). although
large numbers are only present between November and April, with a clear peak in January
and February (Tuck 1961, Brown et a1. 1975 , Gaston 1980).
8.2.3 Morta lity due to chronic oil pollu tion
Thick-billed Murres arc the most frequent and mos t vulne rable victim of chronic oil
poll ution in Newfoundland (chapter 2). and comprised betwee n 56.3 % and 87.5 %
( 160.735 - 274,877) of the estimated annual kill over three winters 1998/99-2000/01
(chapter 7). To assess the impacts ofthis kill, it is critica l to examine whether birds of
different age classes have different probabilities to encounter oi l slicks, and when they do,
if their probability of getting oiled differs . Because an oiled bird is a dead bird (chapte r
2), we are not aware of any mechan ism that causes one age class to be more likely to get
oiled once the y encounter a slick . Anal ysis of banding data indicates that the spat ial
distribut ion of differ ent age classes varies throughou t the winter around Newfoundland
(Donald son et al. 1997). Limi ted data from beac hed bird surveys conducted in
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Newfo undland betwee n 1984-2000 indicated that 69 % (n:59) of birds which cou ld be
aged were adults (> I year), which would imp ly that birds 2 years and olde r are affected
less by oil than their abun dance would infer from a stable age distribut ion (90% , Eq n I).
However, 80 % (n:368) ofoiled Thick-billed Murrcs found were not aged, making exact
inferences on the age distri bution of oiled Thic k-billed Murre s carcasse s difficult. Wc arc
not awa re of any conclusive evidence that indicates that chron ic oil pollution affects
certain age classes differentially, and assume oil mortality is not age-specific.
8.2.4 Mortality due to hun t
The most recent estimates ofthe magnitude of the murre hunt in Newfoundland and
Labrador average 227,000 birds annually, and ranged between 173,000 and 287,000
during the period 1995 /96 to 1997/98 (Chardine et al. 1999). Thic k-b illed Murres make
up 95 % of these birds. while the remainder are Comm on Murres (Uria aalge, Elliot
1991). First-year birds , whic h compri se about 10 % of the pop ulation (Eqn I) appe ar to
be at a greater risk of being shot than older birds. Gasto n et a t ( 19K3) reporte d that 53 %
of rnurres killed were first-year birds, while Elliot (1991 ) docume nted 50 %. From ban ds
recovered in the hunt . Donaldson et al. (199 7) determ ined that 58 % were one-yea r olds,
25 % two -year olds, 8% three-year olds, 6 % fo rth-year olds , and 2 % five year-o lds.
Recent studies (Gaston 2002) indicate no significant changes in the propo rtion of one -
year olds killed in the hunt over time, hut significant decreases for olde r birds . Most
markedly, recoveries of birds banded as breede rs virtua lly ceased after 1990. Based on
these fi ndings, it was assumed that 50% of Thick-billed Murre s killed in the
New foundland hunt are in their first year, and that the rest of the harvest is spread among
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the other age classes according to their abundance. We did nut use age-class specific
return rates from banding data (Donaldson et al. 1997) because infonnation exists only
for 5 age-classes. and the model was based on 12 (see below).
8.2.5 Population mode l
We developed a stochastic (demograp hic and environmental), age-structured. pre-
breeding, Lefkovitch population projection matrix to model population dynamics
[Lefkovitch 1965, McDonald and Caswell 1993, CasweI120 01). This model was based
mainly on information from the breeding popu lation at Coats Island (Gaston et al. 1994.
Gaston and Hipfncr 2000) . Thc computer model written in Matlab consisted of 12 age
classes. and only females were considered . We assumed a sex ratio of 1:1 (Tuck 1961 ), so
fecundity parameters from Table 8.1 were divided by 0.5 for the mode l. We define
breed ing birds as those that are 5 years and older (Gaston and Hipfner 2000), although a
few 3 and 4 year olds breed. Stochasticity in surviva l rates, as well as in fecundit y, was
assumed to be ± 5 % of the observe d values for each age class (Gaston et al. 1994,
Donaldson 1995). No estima tes of variance were available for the proportion breedin g
per age class , so these values were held constant. Stochasticity in morta lity due to oil and
harves t was based on the observed range of values described above. Harvest va lues were
mult iplied by 0.95 in order to eliminate Common Murres from the hunt, by 0.8 to take
into account only birds from Canadian colonies, and by 0.5 to consider only females.
This resulted in a range of 65,705 • 109,010 female Thic k-billed Murres from Canad ian
colonies killed annually in the hunt. Similarly. oil mortality values were multiplied by
0.8 and 0.5 to give an effective range of 64,294 - 109,951 female Th ick-billed Murres
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from Canadian colonies killed by chronic oil pollution . For all runs, random uniform
numbers within each range were drawn for each project ion. A uniform distribut ion was
chosen because mortality estimates come only from three years of data. and in order to
increase variance.
The effects of anthropogen ic mortality on a population are most easily determined by
compar ing survival rates betwee n affected and unaffected popu lations. In the case of
Thick-billed Murres, however, we are not aware of any populati ons that arc not subjected
to anthropogenic mortalit y to some extent, and we were interested in quantifying the
relative effects on this particular population. Therefore a compariso n of survival rates of
impacted and non-i mpacted Thick-billed Murre popu lations breeding in the eastern
Canadian Arctic is simply not possible. As a result. we evaluated the cumulative and
individual effects of anthropo genic mortality due to oil and hunting on population
dynamics occurred in three phases . Phase one determined baseline growth rates from
vital rates obtained from Coats Island (an impacted population ). In phase two, birds
killed by explicit anthropogenic morta lity due to oil and hunting (actual number of birds
killed) were removed from the population. and the reduction this caused in the population
growth rate was determi ned. In essence in this phase , birds were killed twice : once
explicitly due to anthrop ogenic causes, and once implicitly by using observed survival
rates of a population that is already impacted by anthropogenic mortalit y. In phase three ,
we corrected the survival rates to compensate for the anthropogenic morta lity (oil and
hunting) by increasing the survival rates sufficiently to return to the population growth
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rate ca lculated in phase one . In esse nce we translated theanthropogenic mortality
ex pressed as an abso lute number into a reduction in survi val rate.
In detail . in phaseone . we determined thestable age distribution (w). the reproductive
value vector (v ), the elast icity matri x (e) . and the intrins ic growth rate of the detenninistic
matrix (i.r. Caswe ll 200 1). Elasticit y analysis of matrix projection model s exami nes the
effects of proportional changes in demographic transitions (surviva l. growth. and
re prod uctive parameters] on the asymptot ic population growth rate AtHeppell et al.
2000). E lasticities are useful in identify ing vita l rates that have large impacts on
populat ion growth rates and have thus been used to eva luate the relative import ance tha t
each parameters has for management and researc h. We calcu lated the initia l population
vector (0 ) by distributing the est imated female breed ing popu lation accord ing to the
sta ble age distrib ution (w) and basedon the kno....-n proporti on of breeders (Pb,,) in each
age class. The number of non-breed ers ....e re calc ulated once the nwnber of breeders in
each age-class w'as assigned.
These ca lculati ons resulted in the basevalues used for compariso n du ring phase three.
We also used the Heyde-Cohen equa tion to ca lcu late the grow th rate (with 950/,
confidence interva ls) for the stochastic matrix (,tJ), based on a 20 year projection period
(Heyde and Cohen 1985), and compared our model to observed values for A.. A 20 yea r
proj ection time was chose n because we cons idered a relevan t time frame for mana gement
purpo ses, and becau se we did not want to consi der density depend ent processes that may
app ly with a long-term projection and population trend s.
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In phase two. using n as the initial vector, we projected thestoc hast ic popul ation matrix
ove r 20 years in half-year stages (fig. 8.2). The first stage W"aS the breed ing seaso n to the
middle of winter, and seco nd stage was the middle of win ter to pre-breedi ng phase at the
co lony. Durin g stage one. young were produced. and individuals from each age class
were rem oved based on the sq uare mot of observed annual surv iva l rates ( .JS ). Between
stages, birds dying from stochastic, but density-independen t, age-c lass speci fic, hun t and
oil morta lity were ex plici tly removed from the populat ion. During stage two, th is
popu lation was further reduced based on the square roo t of observ ed annual survival rates
to model winter and spri ng monalit ies . As described above, th is mode l killed the same
birds twice: once expl icitly betwee n stages due to an thropogenic causes, and once
implicitly throughout the projec tion by using observed surv iva l rates of a population that
is a lready impacted by ant hropogen ic morta lity. The ove ra ll growth rate after these two
proje ct ion s was calculated by running 10,000 simulations, or unt il the mean and median
stoc hastic growt h rates were equa l.
In phase three , we examined the re lative impact of anth ropogenic mortal ity on popu lation
dynam ics by addi ng diffe rent perce ntages to the juvenile survi val rate, to the ad ult
surv ival rate. and to both surviv al rates simultaneo usly, until the growth Tate again
matched the base line A.. determined during phase one . In o rder to es timate population
growt h in the a bsence of the hunt and mortality due to oil, the explicit anthropog enic
mortal ity introd uced be tween stages in phase two was removed. and the stochas tic matrix
was projected wi th the increased surv iva l Tales . Phases two and three were carried out
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Observed survival rates: natural
mortality plus anthropogenic
effects
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mortality (JS) morta lity(JS)
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Figure 8.2. Schematic of two-staged population projection during phase two (see
methods for deta ils) for Thick-billed Murres breeding in the eastern Canadian Arctic.
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examining on ly mortality due to oil , exam ining only the:hunt . and with hunt and mo rtal ity
due to oil co mbined. Relat ive decreases in potent ial population gro wth ca used by each
morta lity facto r were calcula ted , as were cumulative effects of both impa cts.
8.3 RESULTS
8.3 .1 Basel ine values
The intrin sic growth rate of the deterministic matrix was A.t~ 1.0 102. while A.• 1.0098
(95 % C.I. 0.9969- 1.0226). Assumi ng stab le age structu re (w), 9<1'/0 of individuals in the
populations are more than one year old. while 55 % are breed ing age , taken as five years
or o lder (Eq n I ). Reprod uctive va lue vector (v, Eqn 2) and initial population vector (n ,
F..qn 3) are shown below. The elasticit y matri x (e) showed clearl y that proportional
changes in survival (> I year ) have the l:u-gest in l1uencc on popu lation trend s (93.7%),
whereas propo rtiona l changes in ju ven ile surviva l and fecundity had weaker influence on
population growt h (6 .3 %. Eqn 4). Proport ional changes in surv iva l rates of breed ing age
birds (>4 years ) contributed 68.8 % of the growth rate .
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[4)
Proportional increases in survival rates, which were required to offset the explicitly-added
morta lity in order to return to the baseline level of A.,., wcre greatest tor j uveniles (Table
8.2). Increases for adult s. and for adults and juveniles combined, were almo st equal. The
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Table 8.2. Stochastic growth rates for three differe nt model s projected over 20 years .
Model descriptions refer 10 explicitly added an thropogenic morta lities . Survival rates (S)
are proportional increases needed 10 offset added mortality back.to base line levels A.,.,
1.010 (O.9Q7.1.023). S..«adult survival. Sa=fi,rst year survival. Potential popula tion
growth is defined as A.,in theabsence of speci fied additional mortali ty, but wi th added
surviva l. Effect is defined as the estimated abso lute e ffect of the speci fied an thropogen ic
mortality on the potential population growt h rate. Whe re appl icable. 95% confidence
intervals are given in parenthe ses.
Esp licie mort ality ";" increa se in S to Potential
model enmpensate pop ulation ~rowth
Effector
anthropoge nic
Oil
Hun t
Hunt and oil
S,,: 2.R
Sa: 41.0
5,,+So: 2.6
S,,· 2.0
Sa: 34.0
s. 5.1
.~. 77.5
S....~ 4.7
(AJ mortality on 1.,
1.035 (I'()09- 1.062) -0.025 (0.0 12-0. 039)
1.030 ( 1.004-1 .057 ) "().020 (0.007-0.340)
1.057 ( 1.030- 1.084) "().047 (0. 033..Q.6 10)
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Figure 8.3. Mean stoche..tic. density independent gro....th curves during a 20 year
proj ection for Thick-billed Murre populations breed ing in the east ern Canadian Arcti c
affected by both oil and hunt (A..{QiI+hUnl ), for the same population affectedonly by
harvest (l.{hu nl)), affected only by chronicoil pollution (l ,(oi/) , and in the absence of
both harve st and mortali ty due 10 oil (l.,). Population size relates to females only.
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8.4 DISCU SSIOS
Chronic mari ne o il pollu tion and murre winter hunt off the Newfound land coast have a
sig nificant effect on Th ick-bi lled Murre populatio ns breed ing in the eas tern Cana d ian
Arctic . Our study supports the interpretation that events on the com mon winteri ng
ground s may cause population changes in Thick -billed Murres (Gaston in re,'iew) .
Desp ite the absence of observed populat ion decli nes , our resu lts indica te that the
anthropogen ic sources of win ter mortali ty we exami ned have decreased annual surv ival
rates and have lead to slowe r population growth . As ex pected. the cumul ativ e effec t of
ch ronic o il poll ut ion and harvest together had the largest impac t. lowerin g adult surv ival
by more than 0.M 3, and population growt h by 4.7 %. As predicted by the elasticity
anal ysis . chan ges in adult su rvival, throug h increased adult mortalit y. had the largest
impact on Thick-bi lled Murre population growt h rates. Although similar numbers may be
ki lled by both sou rces of morta lity, population growth and surviva l rates are decreased by
a co rrespondingly larger exten t by oil polluti on. because it affec ts age classes according to
thei r abundance. wh ilethe hunt prefere ntiallyimpacts j uven iles, whoses urv ival has less
importance than adu lts in de tenn ining popula t ion growth .
8.4.1 Model assum ptions
Recent surveys at colo nies in the Canadian Arc tic indicate that Thick-billed Murre
popu latio ns are stable to moderat ely growing, with average growth rate s bet ween 0.4 -
2.1 0/.(Gasto n 2(02), Our basefine),of 1.01 falls in the mid-range of these observed
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condi tions. The mod els which es timate popul ation impacts and potential popul ation
growt h ass ume tha t I ) no densi ty depende nt changes occ ur in demograph ic parameters , 2)
morta lity is add itive, 3 ) hunt andoil mortality an: density independent, and 4) age -
speci fic mortal ity in the hunt . and non age-speci fic vulnera bi lity from mortal ity due to o il.
Thic k-billed Murre co lonies in the Canadian Arctic dec lined between the 19505 and
1970s (E vans and Nett lcsh ip 1985, Gaston 1988) . Record s of annua l influxes of first-year
Thick-billed Murres to the Great Lakes and northeastern Uni ted States commo n duri ng
the ear ly part of the 20th centur y, have not occurred since 1952 (Gaston 1988). De spite
ove ral l populatio n inc rease s since the 1980s, a return to pre- 1950 popu lation levels has
not occ urred (Gaston in rel'iew). These observations support the assumpt ion that Thi ck-
billed Murre popu lations are not currently at carryi ng ca pacity. and tha t dens ity.
depen den t process are not at play. at least not in the sho rt-term ..
Anthropogenic causes of mortali ty must be. at least in part. add itive , andnot simply
compensatory to natural mortali ty 10 have an effec t on populations (Fox 2000 ).
Co mpensa tory mortal ity as.sumes that an thropoge nic cause s kill the "doo med surp lus",
the annual proport ion of the population that would have d ied due to natural cause s
(Singer et al. 1997, Banks 1999. Boyce et al. 1999). In genera l, it is ass umed that a ll or
part of the "doomed-surp lus" is killed when density-depe nden t factors are present , which
is most likely to occ ur when popula tions are near carryin g capacity (Allen et aI. 199 8,
Royce et al. 19(9). As described abov e, th is does not see m to be the case for Th ick-billed
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Murres. In additio n, recent studies provide strong evidence that hunting mortalit y in
geesewas additive to natural mortali ty, because the relatively constan t natura l mo rtal ity
of long-lived speci es in general does not allow compensati on (see below , Gauthier et al.
200 1). We therefore consider theThick -billed Murre harvest and the mortal ity of Thie k-
billed Murres due to chro nic oil pollutio n. which affec ts a greater proportion of adu lts
that the hum and would there foreeven less likely be compensated for, to be addit ive to
natura l morta lity (Boyd 2000 ).
It is reasonab le to assume that at some level, absolute hunt and oil mortali ty will decrease
with decreas ing population size. as overlaps between dense seab ird concen trations and
ship traffi c become I~ frequent, and as it becomes more difficult for hunters to
enco unter birds. Conversel y, mortality due to chro nic oil pollutio n may increase if the
current problem of oil dumping from ships remains constan t, while murre popu lation s
increase . Due to current hunt ing regulati ons (Chardi ne et al. 1999), an increase in
hunting mortality doesnot seem probab le. Given current popula tion sizes and trends, it
seem s most reaso nable to assume dens ity indepe nden t mortality for the time periods
considered in the model .
8.4.2 Murre hunt
Murres have been hunled in Newfou ndla nd and Labrador for centuries, and surveys in the
late 19705 and early 19805, after the introduc tion of speed boats and modem shotguns,
resulted in estimates that between 600,000 - 900.000 birds were killed every winter
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(Elliot 1991 ). Simp le popu lat ion models indicated that those levels of harvest .....ere
uns ustainable and needed to be reduced by 50 % to ma intain a stable pop ulation
(Chard ine 1988). Althou gh no declines at colonies in Canada hadbeen detected at the
t ime (Gaston 1999), restrictive hunting regulations (shorter seaso n, new daily bag lim it)
were intr oduced in 1993 that effectively reduced the harvest to its current levels of
approxi mately 250,000 - 300,000 per winter season (Chard ine et al l 999 ).
Despite the predict ions, it is difficult to detect whether this reduct ion in thehunt hadan
effect on populations in the eastern Canad ian Arcti c. The Thick-billed Murre population
at Coats Island was increas ing between 199 1 and 1993 (Gasto n 2002) , and con tinued to
increase as these hunting restrictions were impleme nted. At the sam e time, unfavourable
environmental condit ions on Thic k-billed Murre wintering grounds betwe en 1989 and
1990 in the form of an abrupt onset of cold water , slowly returned to pre- 19R9 conditions
(Monte vecc hi and Myers 1996, 199 7, Carscad den et a l. 200 1). However, an
imp rovement in the rate of recruitmen t of 4- and 5 -year~lds was observed at Coats Island
after 1996, cohorts whic h were reared subseq uent to the implementations of hunting
regulations in 1993 (Gasto n 2002) . This suggests a positive effect of reduced hunting
pressure on birds in their second year.
Gas ton (2002) reported similar adult survival rates at Coots Islan d be fore and after
hunting restriction came into place. However, no banded breedi ng-age birds were
recovere d in the hunt during the 19905. suggesting that older birds now com prise a small
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proport ion of the hunt . If this pattern holds true , we cou ld have overe stimated the impact
of the hunt on Thick -billed Murre populations by overes timating the impa ct on older
(breeding) age-c lasses. Sufficient data to measure impac ts on adull and j uvenile survival
rates and recru itment only exists for Coats Island , which comprises only 1% of the
population (Gaston 1999). There are also no data to assess whether changes in age
structure may have taken place, whi le leaving population sizes unaffected . Clearly more
lon g-term data are needed from Coats Island. a.s w'ell as from some of the larger colo nies
or those colonies located on the edges ofthe breed ing range.
In contrast, there are clear impacts of the murre hunl on populations in Green land . Most
west Gree nland colonies declined over the last 50 years by 20 - 100 'Yo, and average adu lt
survival rates there are estimated at only 85 % (Kamp p 199 1, Evans and Kampp 1991,
Christensen 200 1), These declin es have been attributed to fisherie s by-cat ch (1965 -
1975), disturbance by boat s at the colonies, egging. and primarily to hunting duri ng
summe r and winter (Evans and Kampp 199 1. Kampp 1991, Kampp et al. 1994.
Chris tensen 200 1). The relative contributions of these SOUlUS of mortali ty to Thic k-
billed Murre population dynam ics in Gree nland have not been invest igated, althou gh it is
belie ved that the summer hunt, which takes the highest propo rtion of Green landic
breeder s. is the majo r cause (Falk and Durinck 1992). Until 199 1, 40% of all winter band
recoveries from birds banded in Greenland came from Newfo undland (Kampp 1991).
Although these were mostly j uveniles and the number may have bee n inflated by acti ve
sol icitatio n for bandsin Newfoundland in the 1980s (R. D. Elliot pers comm.), this
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suggests thai morta lity of Thic k-billed MlIlTe5due to the hoot ing and chronic oi l
pollution off Newfoundland may have been an important contribut ing facto r to population
declinesin Greenland.
8.4 .3 Oil pollution
Mil lions of seab irds have died from oil pollution in recent decades, the majo rity reco rded
only after large catastrophic spills (Ne wto n 1998). The effects of chro nic mari ne o il
poll ution on aduJt and j uvenil e survival and reproductive success has gained litt le
emphasis in comparison. despite the fact tha i several studies have ind ica ted that it may be
equally or more detr imental 10 long-term populat ion stabi lity than occasional largc spi lls
(Hunt 1987, Burger and Fry 1993, Oka 1999 ). Ahho ugh controvers ies remain (Pa ine et
al. 1996. Piatt 1996 , Wiens 1996, Irons et al. 2000), studies following large o il spills have
associat ed observe d short- term decline s and long-term effec ts on seahi rd popu lations,
with d irect oi l induced mortali ty (Hope- Jones et al. 1970. Page et aI. 1990. Pia tt et al.
199 1. Burge r and Fry 1993, Edward s and White 1999, Irons et al. 2000 . Lance et al.
200 1}, ....'ith effects of oil on food sources and habitat (Suchanek 1993. Day et al, 199 7,
Edward s and White 1999. Irons et aI. 20(0) and ....ith decreased winter survi val rates
(Esle r et al. 2(00).
Ch ronic oil pollution off the Newfoundland coas t is amon g the highes t recorded in the
world (chapter 2). The bes t est imate of annual seabi rd mortali ty due to this pollut ion is
eq uivalent to an Exxon Valdez-sized spi ll every year(chapter 7). Our stud y est imates that
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these:current levels of mortal ity have reduced popu lation growth of Thick-billed Murres
by 2.5 %(1 .3·3.9%). These values are highcr than those estima ted for Com mon Murres
in Brita in (0.9 - 1.5 %) after a winte r of severe chronic spills (Baill ie and Mcad 1982),
are com parable 10 reduced growt h rates calculated by Nur cr al. (1997 ) for Common
Murrcs expose d to chro nic oil pollution on the Farallon Islands (3 'Yo), and arc lower than
the estim ated impacts ofa winter of severe chronic spills on Razo rbil l popu lations in
Britain (3.4 - 5.6 %, Baillie and Mead 1982).
As predicted . decreased adult survival has the larges t effect on popu lation trends, and we
estima te the annual adult survival has been reduced by sustai ned mortal ity from chro nic
oil pollutio n by 2.75 'Yo. This value is higher than calculated for Commo n Murres (1 .7 %)
by Nut ct al. (1997 ), but lower than that for female Harlequin Ducks (H turtonicus
histrionicus , 5.7 'Yo) after continued chron ic expos ure to oil residues from the Exxon
Valdez oil spill (Esle r et a l. 2000) , which also seems to bethe determinant of the annual
5.4 % decrease in that population .
Our esti mates of a potenual adult survival rate of 0.933 in the absence of morta1ity due to
chronic oil pollution, or 0.953 in the abse nce of mortalit y due to both oil and harvest, is
well within survival rates recorded elsewhere for other auks. especia lly Common Murres,
(Tab le 8.3). However, our estimate of the impacts of chronic oil pollution on this
pop ulation could be biased for severa l reaso ns. Effects could have been over-estima ted
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TableS .3. Adul t survival rates (S,,) for different auk species in Europe and North
Ame rica
Sp~dcs Location S. Reference
Com mo n Murre Isle of May, Scotland 0.93· 0.97 Harri s and Ba iley 1992.
(Uria aalKc) Harr is and Wanle ss 1995
Skomer, Wales 0.94 Hatchwell and Birkhead 1991
United Kingdom 0.94 Mead 1974
Farallon I., California 0.94 Sydemann 199 3
Gannet I.. Labrador 0.94 Birkhead er el. 1985
Grear t., 0.98 Wilhelm and Store y (unpubl.
Ne....-foundland data)
Razorbill Skomcr,Wa1cs 0.92 Lloyd and Perrin s 1977
(A lca/orda) United Kingdom 0.91 Mead 1974
Quebec, Canada 0.90 Chapdelaine 1997
Atlan tic Puffin Isle of May, Scotland 0.89-0.96 Harris 1983. Harri s et a l. 1997
(Frarercli la arcl ica) Skom er, Wales 0.95 Ashcroft 1979
Thick-billed Murre Coats L, Canada 0.90 Gasto n (i n review)
(Ur ia lomvia) Greenland 0.85 Kampp 199 1
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if, during an average winter. young birds are more affect ed than adults than the ir
abun dance wou ld suggest. Also. because the fecund ity estimates for birds > II years old
of 0.73 [Table 8.1) is generally lower than those meas ured at High Arctic colonies (0 .8.
Gaston and Nett leship 1981, Rirkhead and Nettleship 1985) we may be und erestim ating
the global productivity of Thic k-billcd Murres in the easte rn Can ada Arctic. On the other
hand. we could have under-estimated the impact of oil mortalit y because these absol ute
mortalit y estimate s are considered conservative (chapter 7), and because no chronic, sub-
lethal effects of oi l to Thick -billed Murres populations were considere d, in areas where
prcy orga nisms may also becontami nated (Croxa ll 1977, Peakall et al. 198 1, Culik ct al.
1991, Holmes 1984, Lei ghton 1995). Overall , the estimated impact of these two sourc es
of anthro pogeni c mortali ty on Thic k-billed Murre s appears to be reasonable , and
substan tial enough to raise conservation concerns .
8.4.4 Conse rvation imp lications
Murres have been hunted in Newfoundland and Greenland for cent uries and are
cons idered an impo rtant food source . Hunting regulations are oow in place in Canada
wh ich have reduced the mortality by 50 0/0.and the hunt that kills mostly juveniles. We
are thus more concerned about the degree of mortality caused by chro nic oil pollution olT
the Newfound land coast (chapter 7), and its implications for the long-term pop ulation
trends of Thick-billed Mums that breed in the eastern Canadian Arctic. Th e high annual
kill due 10 negligent, illegal behaviour by ship operators is unaccepta ble in itse lf.
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In addi tion to oil pollution and hunt , by-catch of mWTeSin commercial fisheri es is also a
pot ential threat to Thick-b illed Murre populat ions from the Canadian Arctic. and one that
....-asnot cons idered here . Very large numbers of Thick-billed Murre s died in a salmon
drift -net fishery in 1960s in western Greenland (Tull et al. 1972, Falk and Dumi ck 1992.).
Common Murrcs were substantially affected by inshore gill-net fisheries in
Newfoundla nd in the 19705 and 1980s (up to 20 '/0of the loca l breedi ng population
drown ed in one year. Piau et al. 1984). Since a groundfish morato rium sharp ly reduced
fishing effort in 1992. seabird by-catch is thought to have plummeted, although a limited.
fishery was re-opened in Atlantic Canada in 1997 (Chard ine 199 8). Seabird by-catch is
not regularl y monitored in Canada. Some data suggest that by-catch mortality also occurs
offshore at murre wintering area s (Piatt er 31.1984, Chardine 1998) and other
ob servations indicate that current inshore by-catch incide nts arc under-repon ed (Davoren
200 1). At present levels of hunting and oil mortalit y, our model indica tes that Th ick-
billed MulTCpopula tions ove rall are stable or increasing at an average rate of on ly 1 %
per annum . If by-eatch or other levels of anthropogenic monality reac h that level of
mortalit y, popu lation increases would most likely stop or change to decl ines . We concur
with Chardi ne ( 1998), that seabird by-catch monitoring should become an integra l part of
fisheries management activities in Canadian waters .
Compe nsatory mechanisms exist that could dampe n the effects of anthropogenic
mortali ty on popula tions, such as increased reproduct ive success. decreased natura l
mortal ity, and decreased age of first breedin g. It is not clear whether such mechan isms
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could be at work in Thick-billed Murre pop ulations (Gaston et al. 1994 ). but as
mentioned long-lived seab ird specie s have limited compensatory capabi lities (Hel lgre n et
al. 1995. Boyce ct al, 1999 ). Thi s stro ngly suggests that anthropog enic mortality suc h as
tha t from hunting and oil is additive (Gauth ier et a!. 2(01). If compensator)' mechanisms
do ope rate to so me degree in Th ick-billed Mum: populations, we co uld have
overes timated the overal l impacts ofanthropogenic mortalit y. However . compensa tory
mechani sms are genera lly only effective to co unter -ba lance tem porary disturban ces, and
rarely effect ive enough to withstand high sustained increases in adu lt and j uvenile
mortality (Weimersk irch ct 011.1997). Addi tional work is need ed to det erm ine the
presence and plasticity of compensatory mechanisms in Thick-bille d Murre populations .
85 CONCI.USIOSS
We present a model that auows the quan tification of effects on sea bird populat ions of
sources of anthropogenic morta lity. The model is especially useful in the abse nce of
detec tab le population decli nes or where logistical cons iderations do not allow sufficie nt
data co llect ion to measure potential impacts . Thi s is especially critical in light of natu ral
variat ion in demogra phic parameters. and confounding environmental impacts tha t may
make it difficu lt to detec t populations change s in the field , or to attribute them to a
spec ific cause (Eppley 1992). In esse nce. however , such model s cannot be buil t in the
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abse nce of data from long-term demograp hic monitoring studies, such as that ongo ing at
Coats Island since 1984.
There is no doubtthai susta ined adu ll mortal ity inflicted by human activit ies can ca use
severe pop ulation declin es in seabird s (Moloney et a!' 1994. Weimerskirch er aJ. 199 7,
Tasker et al. 2000, Tuck er al. 2001 , Ainley et al. 200 1), and that these sus ta ined impacts
are genera lly more detrimental to populations in the long -term than single large kills .
Eve n so me very abundant bird speci es howenot escaped these impacts (e.g . Great Auk
Pingumus impennis, Montevecchi and Kirk 1996; Passen ger Pigeon Ectoptstes
migratoriuss; and unsus tainable harvest levels are kno....n to have ca used substan tia l
decl ines of Thic k-bill ed Murre populatio ns in Greenland . Although current Th ick-bill ed
Murre populations in eastern Canada see m stab le (Gas ton 2(02), so me stoc hastic
projec tions predict decli ning populati ons . Dec lines observed in Thick -billed Murre
popu lat ions on Coats Island duri ng the late 19808 (Gasto n 200 2. and simi lar exam ples
elsewh ere (Duffy 1983), show tha t the co incidence of unfavourable environmenta l
conditions with large susta ined an thropogenic impacts can easi ly cause popu lation
declines. even when species are abundant. At the very leas t, decreased population
grow.th, even when no declines occur . causes an increased vulnerability in these
popu lations to changes in thei r envi ronment and other pulse perturbations (Dunnet 1982 ,
Ford et al. 1982, Takckewa et al. 1990). Our model points out these se ns itiv ities.
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Nevertheless, long-term monitoring of colonies in the east ern Canad ian Arct ic co nt inues
to be nece ssary to assess these changes. and we reco mmend tha t mon itorin g should be
ex panded to include some of the major Th ick-billcd Murre colonies in the ea stern
Canad ian Arc tic such as Akpatok Island. It would also be valuable to inc rease efforts to
assess the age of oiled beached birds ",..henever possib le. to mo re accurately assess the
impact of chron ic o il pollution on populations. Final ly. we strong ly reco mme nd tha t
ac tions be taken to reduce seabird morta lity due to chronic o il pollution (Wiese 2002 .
sec tion 9.5) , before Th ick-b illed Murre populations tha t breed in the eas tern Canadian
Arctic follow the pattern of their decl ining Green landic co unterparts .
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CHAPTER 9 - GENERA L DISCUSSION
In this thesi s. I examined levels of chronic oil pollution ofTthe southeast coast of
Newfoundland, as assessed through beached bird surve ys from 1984·1999. In addition.
results from expe riments designed to determine the origin and fate of oi led and unoiled
birds at sea and on beache s generated a novel Oiled Seabi rd Mortality Model, that
es timated the number of seabirds killed annually by chronic oil pollution within a defined
area of ocean. Finally, I con structed a sophisticated popu lation model 10 determi ne the
impacts of mortality due 10 oil pollution and hunting on Th ick-billed Murre populatio ns.
This spec ies is the most affected by chronic oil pollution in Newfoundland, and the targ et
of a traditi ona l winter hunt .
The following sections synthesize results and conclusions from chapters 2. 7 and 8, and is
followed by a list of future researc h needs .
9.1 IND EX OF CIIRON IC OIL POLLUTION
Levels of chronic oil pol lution in Newfoundland arc among the highest recorded in the
wor ld. Sixt y percent of birds found on beaches over the last 16 years, and 74 % of birds
found over the last five years perished due to oil. Although it is to beexpected that birds
found in northern latitude s and colder oceans have high oil ing rates . because therma l
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stress after oiling is high (Hartung 1967, Jenssen ct al. 1985, Cu lik et a!. 1991, Docrffer
1992), Newfoundland's overa ll oiling rates are disproport ionatel y high. As found in
studies elsewhere (Cam phuysen and Heubeck 2(0 1), auks (metres, dovek ies] and divin g
ducks (mustl y eiders) are the avia n groups most affected by oiling in Ne wfoundland,
likely because they spend most of their time on or under water, and dive rather than fly as
an escape response . The much higher number of murres compared to all other species
cert ainly reflect s their high abundance durin g the winter mon ths and influences the
overal l oiling rates . But the overall species-speci fic oilin g rate for murre s of 72 %, (80 %
during the last 5 years ). also ranks among the highes t in the world (3-82 %, Cam phuyse n
1998), and clearl y reflects regional differences in oiling risk.
In addition to the high proport ion of oiled birds found in Newfoundland, the average
dens ity of oiled birds on studied beaches during winter was also marke dly higher than in
othe r regions of the wo rld during a comparab le period (Burger 1993, Vaitakus et al. 1994 ,
Heubec k 1995) and has remained at these high levels for the last 16 years. As in the
North Sea (Camph uysen and lIeubeek 2001), oiling rates in Newfoun dland are
significantly higher in winter than summer (Wiese and Ryan 1999). Yet given the strong
relat ionsh ip bet ween weather and oiling rates, it is doub tful that chroni c oil pollution only
occurs in the winter . Rather , lower oiling rates in the summer cou ld reflect I ) red uced
abundance of highly vulnerable birds such as Thick-billed Murrcs, dove kies and eiders, 2)
reduced overlap of nesting Com mon Murres with shippi ng lanes (Loc k et a l. 1994), 3)
reduced susce ptibility of seabirds 10 oil in wan ner ambi ent and sea surface tempe rature s,
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4) faster evaporation of'r efincd o ils at higher sea surface tempe ratures. and 5) faste r loss
of volatile and soluble toxic componen ts ofcrude oils compo nents . and 6) faster
reduction of these oils to biologically inert solids such as tar ball s, at h igher sea surface
temperatures (Bourne and Bibby 1975, Kennisb 1997). Observations of body cond itions
and the degree of oiling of beached birds funhers strengthens thi s interpre tation . Small
qua ntities of oi l on a carcass, comb ined with high emac iation. ind icates that the bird lived
for a white afte r con tacti ng the oi l before it likely perished from hypothennia and
starvation during harsh weather (Camphuysen and Franeker 1992).
9.2 MORTAl iTY CAUSED BY CHRONIC MARINE OIL POLLUTION
To determine total mortality of seabi rds due to chronic o il pollution, several parameters
re lated 10 the fate of birds at sea and on the beach need to beknown. First , I de termined
tha t carcasses pers isted on average for only 3.3 ± 0.1 days on beaches in so utheastern
New found land (chapter 3); after whic h they become unde tectabl e because they are
scavenged or buried in the beach substrate. In addition. no differences were foun d in
per sistence rates betwee n oiled and unoiled bi rds. I also determin ed deposition rates and
detection probabili ties of bird carcasses. and deve loped a model which a llowe d an
accurate esti mation of the number of birds arr iving on a beac h between periodic surveys.
This model only performs wcl l if survey intervals are kept below 10 da ys. Seco nd, I
de signed a drift block that accurat ely mimics a sea bird carcass drifting at sea (chap ter 4) .
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Drift blocks commonly used in past studies were shown to not dri ft like seabird carcasses
because they were overly influenced by wind. A more realistic drift block was needed to
accurately interpret the number of birds that are found dead. Third, I meas ured murr e
carcass sinking rates and found that intact birds only float 8.2 ± 5.2 days before sinking
(chapter 5), but that scavenging is important. Fourth, to deterrnine the proportion of birds
that dic at sca and reach the shore, I carried out extensive drift block experiments using
the ncw block design (chapter 6). Recovery rates of blocks dropped from various
locations varied, and the best predictor for the proportion of blocks lost at sea was the
distance from shore where they were dropped , combined with the cumu lative wind
direction for the first three days after the blocks were set adrift. Based on wind patterns
observed during the experiment, I was able to estimate wind speci fic recovery rates and
catchment areas for birds that die at sea .
A framework for a novel Oiled Seabird Mortality Model was built and applied to
Newfoundland based on results from beached bird persistence studies, buoyancy loss
experiments, and drift block recovery trials (chapter 7). This model uses wind-specific
extrapolation factors to assess the number of birds that arrive onshore, and was used to
estimate the number of seabird killed due to chronic oil pollution that occurred over a
survey season , and within a defined area of ocean, The best estimate indicated that on
average , about 300,000 seabirds are killed each year in the waters of Atlantic Canada due
to illegal activities of ship operators; a yearly seabird mortal ity impact equal to the Exxon
Valdez disaster in Alaska in 1989 (Ford et al. 1996). A deta iled examination of the model
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assump tions and perturb ation analysis revealed several key factors that need further
invest igation to increase confidence in several parameter estimates (chapte r 7, sec section
9.4 below).
The framewo rk for this Oiled Seabird Mortality Model is applicable to any area where the
requ ired geog raphically-s pecific information is available. Give n that the presen ce of
chro nic oil polluti on is already well documen ted in man y part s of the world (Ca mphuysen
and Hcubeck 200I), I hope comparable anal ysis can take place.
9.3 IMPACTS ON POPULATIONS
Breeding pop ulations of murrcs vary naturall y and depend mostly on a variety of
environmen tal conditions encountered on the winter ground s (Gaston in review). In face
of these natural fluctuations and given the presence of non-breeding ' floater' popu lations,
pop ulation decl ines can be difficult to detect. When detecta ble, howeve r, such decl ines
are usuall y quite severe and immed iate mitigati ve actions are required . However, whe re
colonies are monitored intensively, and where modem modeling techn iques are
employed, it could now beposs ible to have earlier indications of population impacts prior
to detectable population decl ines. One such sign is a partia l or tota l reduct ion in the rate
population growt h or the slow deplet ion of the ' floater' population. Under such
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cond itions, a pop ulation may appear stable with no apparen t effects caused by
anthropogenic activi ties , when indeed the impact could be quite substant ial.
The spec ies most affected by spilled oil alon g the south coas t of Newfoundland, both in
numbe rs (>60 %) and in the proportion oiled (>80 %), were Th ick-billed Murres. This
species is characterized by late sexual matu rity, by low fecundi ty (laying only one egg per
year) . by a long life span of up to 30 years, and by high adul t survival. About 80 % of the
Thick-billed Murre, that overwinter in the ..vaters of Atlantic Canada, breed in the eastern
Canad ian Arctic, and mo st of the remainder breed in Gree nland (Tuc k 196 1, Gasto n
1980, Kamp p 1988, Donaldson et aI.1997). Numbers breed ing in most West Gree nland
colon ies have declined durin g the past 50 years by 20 - 100 %, and average adult surviva l
rates there are estimated to be only 85% (Kampp 1991, Evans and Kampp 1991.
Christense n 2001 ), The se declines have been attributed to fisheries by-catch (1965-
1975), disturbance by boats at colonies , egging, and hunting during summer and winter
(Evans and Kamp p 1991, Kampp 1991, Kampp et a!. 1994, Chris tense n 2OCH) . The
relative contr ibutions of these mortalities on Thick-billed Murre popula tion dynamics in
Green land have not been investigated, although it is believed that the summer harvest is
the major cause (Falk and Durinck 1992).
Popul ations from the eastern Canadian Arct ic are subject to heavy winter mortal ity due to
oil and hunting. In addition to the above calculated mortal ity due to oil, there is a
traditiona l winter murre hunt in Newfoundland, where between 130,000 - 2 10,000 Th ick-
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billed Murres from Canadia n colonies are killed annuaJly (Elliot 199 1, Chardine et al.
1999).
Thick-billed Murre populations in the Canadian Arctic have increased since the 1980s but
appear stable since about 1997 (Gaston 2002). Based on demographic information
co llected at Coats Island, Iludson Bay over the last 15 years, we construc ted a stochastic
(demograph ic and mortality), age-based, density-independent , pre-breeding projec tion
matrix population model for Thick-billed Murres breeding in the eastern Canadian Arctic.
The model matched the observed trends that Thick-billed Murre populations arc stable or
increasing slightl y, but is ab o showed that these populations have a yearly pote ntial for
growth of about 5.7 % in the absence of oil and hunting mortality. Due to the sustained
adult and juven ile annual mortality resulting from illega l discharges of oil at sea, and to a
lesser degree from the murre hunt, Thick-billed Murre popu lations are now extremely
sensitive to other changes in their ecosystem (such as changes in food availability
resulting from regime shifts in the ocean, climate change) as they have no "growth
buffer" from which to draw on, and possibly a decreased 'float er' population to
compensate for higher than normal mortality of breeders . to avoid decline s. Ifthese high
levels of anthropogenic mortality continue or worsen, and if these circumstances were to
coincid e with periods of unfavorable environmental condition s for murrcs and their prey
(more ice, colder water). Th ick-billed Murre populations in the eastern Canadian Arctic
could decline steeply as have their Greenland counterparts .
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9.4 f UTURE RESEARCH NEEDS
I identified several future research needs to increase our understanding of the behavi our
of oi led seabi rd at sea, to further increase our confidence in the sea bird mortal ity estimate
due to chronic oil pollution off the COO!>1 of Newtoundla nd, 10co llect additiona l evidence
on effects of chronic oil pollution on other parts of the Grand Bank mari ne ecos ystem,
and to be able to detect potential impacts on Thi ck-billed Mum populations.
Despite the know ledge gained trough thils research, we st ill do not have a good
I
understanding abo ut the behaviour of birds in relation to oil slicks, or how birds, once
oiled. behave. Expe riments should thus be designed to inves tigate the poss ible attractio n
of seab ird to oil slicks based on visual and olfacto ry! mechan ism s (Bourne 1968, Kerley et
al. 1987, Nevin et al. 1995, Nevi ll 19(9). Observ ations regard ing the behaviour of oiled
birds at sea are needed. Do oiled birds fly to shore as soo n as poss ible or do the y remain
at sea as long as they can as levels of emaciation and quick death after arrivi ng ons hore
suggest ? Does this depend on the level of oil ing? If birds die at sea, are they scaven ged
or do they rema in intact until they come close to shore where density of gulls may be
higher, and do diffe rent species sink at different rates? Ohservations collec ted durin g
large oil indicate that there is a strong relationshi p betwee n the number of dead and live
oiled hirds found and a ratio of85:l 5 seems com mon (Ford ct al. 1996, R. G. Ford, per s.
comm.). In addition, ex periment conducted in Alaska suggest that sinking rates of small
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and large alcidsmay be compara ble. and hence current findings may also be applicable to
dovek ies (Ford et al. 19(6 ).
Furthermore, I have not investiga ted sub-lethal effect s of oil pollutio n on birds or other
marine organisms . How high are the levels of chronic oil poll ution in the area? Apart
from the index created from beached birds, there are othe r indices that co uld beexam ined
to determine impacts of other marine organisms and bioaccumulatio n, such as levels of
oil degrad ing bacteri a at sea (Rose nberg 1992), Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbo n (PAH)
concent ration in sessile invertebrates along the shore (Jones et al. 1998), and
concentrations of foss il fuelhydrocarbons in the gut contents of Proce llari iformes
(Boersm a 1986).
There is a lso a clear nee d for more detailed seabird-at- sea distribution data to better
identify regions of increased seabird vulnerabi lity to oil pollution. especially in the
" inter. Exist ent informat ion is sparseand dates back more than 20 years (Loc k et al.
1994 ). duri ng which man y oceano graphic p~ bave fluctuated (Davoren 2(01).
To furth er increase our confidence in seabird mortal ity estimations, more drift block
experiments need to be carri ed out, espe cially in the Placent ia Bay area . These should be
laid out in a grid pattern inside and outside the bay and performed dur ing several different
wind reg imes. so that estimated catchment areas and recovery rates can be dete rm ined
more preci sely and integrated into OSMM . Also, as men tioned , it ....ould be use ful to
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determine if sink ing rates for other species commo nly found during beac hed bird surve ys
such as Dovekies. as indeed comparable to murres . As ....~1I. it is necessary to further
explore differences in sinking rates bet.....een birds affected by different amounts of oil.
In addi tion. beached bird surveys in Newfo undland shou ld cont inue on a period ic basi s.
ideally with surve y intervals below 10 days so that overa ll seabird morta lity estimates can
con tinue, and so that the effect iveness of mitigative strategies can be asses sed. In this
respect, deta iled deposition studies wou ld be insightful to qua ntify how representati ve
surveyed beaches are for the overall region. Surv eys should hence be expanded
geographieaUy throughout Atlantic Canada to better determine the overal l impact for the
region. During all beac hed bird surveys, carcasses should be aged whenever poss ible to
determ ine whethe r there is an age-spec ific mortality due to oil.
II is critical that long-term seab ird monitoring in the Eastern Canadian Arctic continue,
and include some of the large colon ies of Thick -billed Murres . Although model ing can
reveal vulnera bilities and relative effects of anthropo genic mortalitie s on populations,
much rema ins to be learned of possible compensa tory mechani sms and resul tant changes
in demograph ic parameters. Clearly this can only be assessed through long-term
monitoring schemes. In this regard it is critical to investigate the origin of Th ick•billed
Murrcs over-wintering olTthe coast of Newfoundland more close ly. This cou ld be
achieved throu gh satellite telemetry. Finall y, the potential impacts of oil pollution on
other spec ies should not be ignored. Although Th ick-billed Murres were the most
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co mmon vict ims. the kill of Co mmon Murres o r Dovekies relative to thei r popu lat ion size
may imply poten tial impacts that shou ld be inves tiga ted funher through population
model ing.
9 .5 CON CLUSIONS
The lack of suffic ient surve illance and enforc ement in At lant ic Ca nada encourages
careless and/or deliberate dumping of oil and oily waste s (CCO 2002, Wiese 2002). Ships
an: able to flou t na tional leg islatio n and interna tiona l conventions while dum ping toxic
hydrocarbo ns into Canad ian waters almost ar wi ll. An estima ted 300. 000 seabirds are
killed on average each year in Atlan tic Cana da, the equi valen t of the Exxon Valdez kill in
1989 . Loca l mortalit y ca used by care less shi p operators have im pacted Thick-billed
Murre pop ulations from the Canad ian Arcti c. and similar effects may be felt in places as
far away as Green land. The need for actio n in this region is Canada's intern ational
respo ns ibility.
Enforcement agencie s have seve ra l too ls in hand to ensure compliance , many of which
have pro ven pow er ful and effecti ve in other part s of the world (CeO 2002 . Wiese 200 2) .
In the Netherlands . for example, oi ling rates were significantly reduced after aeria l
surve illance and imposed fines for pollu ters were increased (Camp huysen 1998) .
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Given the high levels ofchronic o il pollution in AtJantic Canada and its impacts on
Thick-billed Murres, aerial surveillance and ship inspecti ons regimes need to be
intensified. To bean eco nomic deterrent, fines imposed under the curren tlegal regime
need 10 be increased, and to berepresen tative of the se verity of the impact be a multiple
of the costs expec ted to be saved by thepolluter. incurred by investigati ng age ncie s. and
of damages cau sed to the env ironrner u. A minimu m rather than a max imum floe regime
should he con sidered . Enviro nme nta l Damage Assess ment should become more common,
even for sma ll chro nic spills, and research is needed to increase assessment capabilities,
Convenient and accessible on-land o il-d isposal faci lities should be used and establi shed.
ves sel mon itor ing, enforcement efforts should increase . and educatio n and awareness
programs sho uld be launched among the pub lic. industry and govern men t (CCQ 2002.
Wiese 2002).
Many of the facts surrounding the prob lem ofchronic oi l poll ution are unkno wn 10 most
Canadians. It is importan t to stres s that this damage is not necessary, and tha t im portant
steps have bee n identi fied to reduc e these illegal act ivities. The attention tha t chron ic o il
pollution has garnered by the med ia, gove rnment, industry and the sc ienti fic community
has been small in compa riso n to tha t for large catastrophic spi lls. It is impera tive that
more effo rts are diverted into the prevention of chronic o il pollu tion eve nts tha t
collec tively have dear detrimental impacts on ou r marine eco systems .
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APPDlDIX I. Winter Oil Vulnerability Indices
Winter Oil Vulnerability Indices (WOVI) for the species most commonly found on beached bird surveys in southeastern
Newfoundland, Following methods suggested by King and Sanger 1979 and adapted from Camphuyscn 1998, Max imum
score per criteria is 5, overall maxima is 40.
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